Megaphone
2013 ANNUAL
Dear Reader,
Over the duration of this summer at The Friendly Confines, an activity-packed, fun-filled
adventure has been had by all, and unfortunately for this year it has come to a close. It
seemed like only yesterday when campers were rushing off the buses with excitement and
ready to have a great time.
There have been so many memorable events this summer that will never be forgotten,
including Green and White, British vs. American, socials and our competition with Kawaga.
I would like to give a big thank you to those individuals that have contributed to the
Megaphone this year, whether it be writing articles or conducting interviews. A special
mention goes out to BENJI FRIEDMAN, LEVI PASIKOV, DANIEL MALIS, SAM
GOODMAN, ANDREW MILLER, JAKE GOODMAN, JAKE CZUPEK, JAMES POPLAWSKI,
TYLER BORSTEIN and WALKER NELSON for being part of the Megaphone this summer,
and putting a lot of time and effort into their stories. Another big thanks goes to
WOODY, who cleaned out grammatical errors and mistakes to ensure the Megaphone this
year was the best it could possibly be. I also appreciate the contributions from ZACH
HOTT, JOSH STONE, SAM KOGEN and NOAH PODOLSKY, who spent their time helping
out with our own radio station WMEN; conducting interviews and debating sporting events.
The Megaphone is a compilation of documented memories, and I hope campers, counselors
and staff can look back on this 2013 annual to appreciate what a great summer it has been
for everyone. It’s been a blast being the editor of the Megaphone this year, and on behalf
of the administration, we hope to see you again next year!
Yours Sincerely
Chinmay Javeri
Megaphone Editor 2013
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First Day Edition

Monday, 17th June 2013

Welcome back campers!

Images

Welcome back to the 86th summer here at Camp Menominee;
and what a great one it will be! Expect fun-packed days and
even better nights at the best camp in the Northwoods!
STEVE, BARI and EVA along with the rest of the Menominee
family welcome all faces, old and new, back to the friendly
confines for another long-awaited summer of adventure. A
big thank-you to all the staff who have been working hard to
get the camp ready for you guys to enjoy. Menominee has
been prepped up and is ready to go! There have been a lot of
great changes around camp, of which the most obvious is the
great new staff. When you see one of them, be sure to give
them a welcoming hello. Perhaps the best addition here is the brand new Tramp Ball court that will have you
bouncing around this summer. Thanks to our year-round caretaker TOM FEDDERLEY, cabins 8, 9, 10 and 11 all have
brand new roofs, new faucets AND new bathroom floors. Those of you down by the waterfront will notice that the
pontoon boat has a new motor, meaning even more fun down at the lake. Celebrating a huge milestone, KOZ is here
for his 40th year at Camp Menominee. STEVE will be participating in his 32nd year at camp, and WOODY will be
starting his 23rd. With the Menominee family ready, this summer shaping up to be the best yet!

Tomorrow’s Weather

70 F

Sunny
We’re in luck! Sunshine all
round

A new year, a new editor!
Hi guys, my name’s CHINMAY JAVERI (you can call me CHIN) and I’m excited to
be the new Megaphone editor this year. After waiting months I’m finally at
Menominee all the way from London, England. I’m very excited to be involved with
the Megaphone this summer. I’ll be looking for lots of stories and contributions
from campers and counselors alike! If you have any questions about the
Megaphone, please ask me. Remember, there’s no such thing as a bad question!

Fathers and Sons Weekend
These past few days have been dedicated to hosting our annual Fathers and Sons Weekend, a combination of competitive
activities and a lot of fun! This year, 125 fathers and sons groups travelled to camp from all over the States! The
highlight of the weekend was undoubtedly the Capture the Flag game between the GREENS and the WHITES. The
GREENS were certainly the dominant team, but when the counselors joined in, the tide turned in favor of the WHITES.
The final game had reached an impasse, with the WHITE team so close to getting their flag over, when a sneaky move by
the GREENS allowed them to take the flag back to their side unnoticed. We also took a group picture of the fathers and
sons, and staff to commemorate the entertaining weekend, with everyone smiling and shouting “MENOMINEE”. On
Saturday, the ‘Egg Drop’ and ‘Steal The Bacon’ took place, along with golf, softball, archery, riflery and arts & crafts.
Everything we could do we did do. What a weekend!
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Meet The Counselors!
Here is a list of this year’s counselors to make
up the 2013 Menominee family.
Robbie Appelbaum - Vernon Hills, Illinois
Jacob Barstack - Scottsdale, Arizona
Eli Bernick - Scottsdale, Arizona
David Blechman - Northfield, Illinois
Joshua Bull - Essex, England
David Drane - Australia
Ben Ellingson - Brookfield, Wisconsin
Hugo Feather - England
Darien Flower - Cardiff, Wales
Parker Hewes - Cedarburg, Wisconsin

Get involved!

David Hulstedt - Roscoe, Illinois
Isaac Jarman - Canberra, Australia
Chinmay Javeri - Essex, England
Terry Jones - Maywood, Illinois

Remember guys, this is your newspaper, so it would be
great if you joined in on the fun too! Any contribution,
big or small, goes a really long way.

Calum Makin - Salisbury, England
Thomas Marine - Spring Lake, Michigan

The Menominee Word Search

David Mizock - Buffalo Grove, Illinois
Will Mulhern - Madison, Wisconsin
Conor Murphy - London, England
Cole Neuman - Buffalo Grove, Illinois

Try to find the words below in this fun word puzzle.
There are eight hidden words to find, so get cracking!
The words to find are below the puzzle.

Julius Oni - Richton Park, Illinois
Andrew Prattent - Somerset, England
David Ribot - Buffalo Grove, Illinois
Andrew Schofield - Liverpool, England
Jonah Weiss - Scottsdale, Arizona

Famous Birthdays
World famous tennis player VENUS WILLIAMS
turns 32 today
Rapper KENDRICK LAMAR turns 25 today
Singer BARRY MANILOW turns 69 today
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All Settled In Edition

Tuesday, 18th June 2013

Everyone’s settled in!

By Chinmay Javeri

After a busy two days hard at work getting everybody ready for camp,
the campers are finally settled in. All cabins are as clean as a whistle
and have been dusted from head to toe, and now look more like home! A
special mention to JACOB SMITH, who rounded up his fellow campers
after wake up and encouraged them to clean with him. Great job JACOB!
Remember campers, as WOODY always says, use your initiative and
camp will be a much better place!
All of the campers that arrived yesterday were greeted with an amazing welcome by all of the counselors and
campers that arrived before. The welcome was full of jumping, chanting, singing and laughing as the campers
scurried their way under the hand-bridge and onto Menominee soil. It was an awesome atmosphere, with everyone
joining in on the fun. The whole team made the arrivals feel welcome in their home away from home, and back with
the Camp Menominee family.
When everyone had moved in, it was onto the mammoth task of unpacking! Counselors and campers alike teamed up
to get their stuff neat and tidy so it looks good for cabin inspection. Sports gear, clothing and all kinds of books
had to be shelved and ordered. Great job to all cabins on this one, they’re all looking good and definitely more
camp-like. With all campers and staff set for this summer, its time to get the fun started!

Candy Party!

A very happy birthday to
JACOB ’BALLS’ BARSTACK!
Have a great 18th Birthday!

By Chinmay Javeri

Some say it was the highlight of the day, and it was most certainly the most
memorable. There’s a rule in the cabins that no food is allowed, as we don’t want those
nasty bugs lurking around when we’re sleeping. The solution was that all of the cabins
had brought their leftover food and candy to Wasserman Hall, where everything was
shared in four minutes of madness. Before we started, TOM and PAM ADLER’s trained
sniffer dog LEON checked to see if anyone had hidden candy in their pockets, and
found that TERRY JONES and JULIUS ONI both had candy stuffed in their pockets.
Unlucky guys! At Menominee, we’re into inclusion and not exclusion, and it was great to
see all cabins sharing out their candy together. Nice work Menominee!

Getting Ready For Activities

By Chinmay Javeri

On Monday afternoon, the campers chose their ’Final Four’ activities. This is a selection
of four instructional activities that you campers will follow for the next few weeks.
These activities are there to help you get better, and to teach you new things. The list
to choose from was large and varied, and everyone was spoilt for choice this year. Archery and Riflery was a big favorite, along with Baseball and Softball. Climbing was also
quite a popular choice, especially for you thrill-seekers that love zip-lining down from the
wall. There’s a lot to do here, so be sure to pick new sports next time!

Tomorrow’s Weather

73 F
Cloudy
The clouds may be covering
the sun, but the fun still
goes on!
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Counselor Profile
To get the ball rolling for counselor interviews
this summer, here’s my counselor profile. Make
sure to look out for the next profile, it could
even be your counselor!
Name: Chinmay Javeri
Age: 20
Originally from: London, UK
What’s your favorite sport?
Badminton
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Writing the Megaphone (of course!)
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Skream
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
When you come to camp, make sure you try
something new and something you haven’t done
before
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Ben & Jerry’s Phish Food

RYDER SPECTOR cheers for the start of camp!

Bad Joke of the Day
Q: What do you call a cow with no legs?

A: Ground Beef

The Menominee Maze

Why do you like visiting camp?
It’s my first time visiting, but so far I can tell
that the people here are great, the staff are
friendly and the camp grounds are full of things
to do

Try to get to the other side of this maze puzzle
without taking your pen off the page. The cabin that
does it the quickest will be mentioned in the next
edition. What are you waiting for? Let’s start!

How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Rustie’s Glass Swords
The best movie of all time is…
The Lion King, an absolute classic!

Famous Birthdays
Beatles band member PAUL McCARTNEY is 70
today!
Pro NFL player ANTONIO GATES turns 33
today!

Last Night’s Game: Blackhawks 0 Bruins 2
Unlucky Blackhawks, we’ll get ‘em next game!
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Wednesday, 19th June 2013

Tramp Ball is here!
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Tramp Ball has finally arrived, and the new courts are looking great
thanks to the hard work from TOM FEDDERLEY and JOSHUA BULL.
STEVE declared the new courts open by cutting a green ribbon, and
explained the rules to everyone. The trampolines are for Tramp Ball only,
no flipping! The new sport adds to the variety of sport and activities that
are here at Menominee, so make sure to choose it for General and try
something new!

Wakeboarding at the Waterfront!

By ANDY SCHOFIELD

Today at the waterfront, the activities were full of great fun and enjoyment, as well as a lot of amazing
achievements! Veteran wakeboarder and skier ETHAN WAGMAN was sporting his skills like a professional, darting
around the lake like nothing could stop him! An extra special mention goes out to both BRANDON PTASZNIK and
JONAH JACOBS. Not only did they get up on two skis for the first time, but also went around the whole lake.
Great job guys! I had the pleasure of accompanying the famous fisherman MAX WEINGARDT in the boat,
hopefully he’ll teach me a thing or two some day. I look forward to seeing many more awesome achievements like
these all summer, and I’m really impressed by all the guys that joined us in the waterfront today. Go Menominee!

Tomorrow’s Weather

66 F
Chance of
Storms
Rain or shine, we still have
fun!

Cabin Clean-up
For those of you who have been to Camp Menominee before, you’ll know the importance of cabin clean-up. Every cabin is inspected by Nurse DAWN to make sure
that everything is in great shape, and then marks it out of 100 based on separate
categories. Cabins are marked on floors, beds, shelves, bathrooms and the grounds
around the cabins. The cleanest cabin will get to take a trip to the wonderful
Dairy Queen. What a treat! Make sure they’re all clean if you want a trip to DQ!
Congratulations to Cabin 13, scoring a massive 82 points today!

Shootin’ Hoops

By BEN ELLINGSON

Today at Basketball there was some fierce competition out in the courts, but some really close games were played and
everyone gave it their all. JONAH JACOBS was showing his skills in the match, displaying good lay-ups to the hoop and
smashing those three pointers. TODD LAZARUS also had his head in the game. He played some excellent mid-range jump
shots and looked out for his teammates with some very well placed passes. If a teammate missed the hoop, NOAH
LAZARUS was there to set it straight, and got a lot of vital rebound shots in the game. If dribbling skills were to be
mentioned, then NOAH PODOLSKY was on top of his game. He dribbled through players and made some great shots too.
Everyone on the court showed sportsmanship, which is always the best way to end a game in all circumstances!
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Campsite Crazy!

Bad Joke of The Day

By TYLER BORSTEIN
Yesterday, our cabin (Cabin 4), went out into
Why was the math book sad?
the woods and went looking for a campsite. As
Because it had so many problems!
we were searching, we kept finding camps that
other cabins had made in the years before.
By LEVI SCHULMAN
CHARLIE RATTERMAN, DYLAN SCHWARTZ,
WALKER NELSON, SAM GOODMAN, ETHAN
The Fun Fact Quiz
HOTT and BENJI FRIEDMAN were with me,
alongside our counselors.
1.Lion tamarins belong to which larger family of mammals?
We managed to find a campsite that was quite
2. A glow worm isn’t actually a worm. What is it?
close to the road, even though it was Cabin 5’s
3. In Golf, what’s the alternative word for a bunker?
campsite from 2005. We didn’t really want to
4.”You cannot be serious!” is a remark from which famous
destroy it, so we decided we would upgrade it to
tennis champion?
make it look really good. We all decided to make
a fort in the middle of the site, to hide in incase
Answers will be featured in the next edition of the
anything was nearby. ELI BERNICK thought it
Megaphone!
would be a great idea to make the number ‘4’ out
of sticks, so people would know its our campsite.
CHARLIE RATTERMAN, DAVID HULSTEDT
and CONOR MURPHY worked the hardest out
of all of us and managed to do the most work in
the time we had. I discovered a stick that
looked exactly like a historical machine gun, but
DAVID said I ought to put it on top of the fort
to cover the gaps.
Just as we were really getting into building the
campsite, Woody called out all lifeguards to the
waterfront so CONOR had to go back, and we
followed. Our campsite is looking awesome so
far, and is the best out of all cabins. I can’t wait
to finish it!

Everyone’s listening to KOZ’s wise words about safety at
the waterfront

Did you know?

Annoying Anagrams

A bear has 42 teeth

Get to grips with these anagrams. Each one is a different
sport. Find the answers to all 8 and you’re a genius!

The average person falls asleep in 7 minutes
Lemons have more sugar in them than strawberries

Famous Birthdays
Head to the Thrift Shop, its MACKLEMORE’s
30th birthday today!
Former AC/DC drummer SIMON WRIGHT is 50
today!

SPURS 100 - 103 HEAT

---------

ECHOYK , LALBSEBA, RESCCO, SALLBOFT,
KEBAASTLLB, DENOBAIRGAWK, HECARRY,
FRYRIEL

Congratulations to Cabin 3, who completed
the maze first from the last edition. Well
done!
The lucky canteen no. is hidden in bold somewhere in
the Megaphone. Happy hunting!
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Twi-Light League Edition

Thursday, 20th June 2013

Twi-Light Returns!

By CHINMAY JAVERI
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Wow, what a surprise this was! It started when we were all sitting in the
Mess Hall eating dinner, and STEVE wanted everybody to head outside to
the Tramp Ball courts to discuss some rules. Whilst STEVE was discussing
the rules, counselor DAVID BLECHMAN turned rogue and started shouting
back, leading to the unveiling of the almighty Twi-Light League trophy!
Most campers and counselors alike were in shock, but the crowd cheered
and roared once the news had finally sunk in. An amazing way to begin this
year’s sporting league. The leagues ahead are some of the most
competitive and most fun sporting events that the camp has to offer, so
be sure to get involved and join in on the excitement!
The Twi-Light League trophy is unveiled!

Tomorrow’s Weather
72 F

THUNDERSTORMS
A predicted forecast of
liquid sunshine!

TONIGHT’ S GAME

Vs.

Tick troubles and riflery!

By LEVI PASIKOV

It was a really sunny day in the Michigan Final Four activity period, so ISAAC
JARMAN, DAVID MIZOCK and our riflery group headed off to the woods, and it
was like a mini field trip. We were only allowed in a small section of the woods and
we couldn't go in too far. When we came back to the grounds, MIZ found a tick on
his leg when showing us how to load a gun. He tried to flick it off but it wouldn't
let go! He had to visit Nurse DAWN to get it off. That’s the reason why we wear
long pants and when we go into the woods! ARMAN DHANDA, KYLE MIONSPIESZ, WILLIAM ISAAC and I were all laughing. It was a great day!

The Final Four: Explained

By CHINMAY JAVERI

The Final Four is based on the NCAA basketball league, and is the collection of the last four teams that remain in a
playoff tournament. This year, the teams are Louisville, Michigan, Syracuse and Wichita State, At Menominee, the Final
Four has been present since 2008 as instructional activities.

Fishing Frenzy!

By JAKE GOODMAN

In the Wichita State activity period during the Final Four, TOM MARINE, REID KANTER and MAX WEINGARDT were
out on the waterfront fishing on the pontoon boat. They had a lot of patience as the waves were quite rough, with MAX
quoting “I just stood and waited”, when being asked about his fishing techniques. The group had been fishing for only five
minutes, and REID was already clueless. However, with MAX and TOM’s long term fishing experience, everything was
fine. TOM’s wise words about fishing were “patience is key” and remember to “cast out far” (the fishing hook). CHASE
WEIMAN was also down at the waterfront, training hard for the skiing competition against Kawaga. Even though it’s
probably too early for that, CHASE says that he’s going to beat Kawaga, no matter what it takes!
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The Twi-Light Highlights
The Junior Twi-Light league opener was a
match not to be missed.
It all started on Diamond 4, with a game
between Team GOODMAN and Team
FARBMAN. Team GOODMAN got off to a
huge lead in the 7th, with the difference
increasing to 8 runs. However, Team
FARBMAN weren’t going to be beaten that
easily. Fierce competitive hitting by COOPER
SPECTOR, ILIAN FARBMAN and DYLAN
SCHWARTZ managed to close the everincreasing gap down to only 3 runs! NOAH
BEN-ISVY played tremendously with some
solid defense work that really aided the
team. (Lucky Canteen no. 127)
Despite all the effort put in by Team
FARBMAN, Team GOODMAN came out on
top, and the final score was 15-12. A very
special mention goes to BRETT WEISS, who
won Most Valuable Player honors for the
match. He went 6 for 6, completing 4 home
runs and 2 singles. He’s now on a 3.0 slugging
percentage. Nice work BRETT!
Although Team FARBMAN had lost the game,
everyone that had participated had given a
lot of effort. The display of sportsmanship
will also not be forgotten, and it seems that
this year, the Twi-Light league has got off on
the right foot!
By DAVID BLECHMAN

COOPER SPECTOR, RYDER SPECTOR AND EVAN HESSEL enjoy a game
of Tramp Ball!

The Only Red and White Building in Camp!
CANTEEN has now officially begun! For the new campers
around, each person is assigned a canteen number, and
when Canteen opens, each individual camper gets the
choice of either a sweet treat or a soda drink to satisfy
their sweet tooth or to quench their thirst. Remember, if
you want both a soda and a candy item, you need to pay
extra, so make sure you decide wisely!

Bad Joke of the Day

Did you know?
A cat has 32 muscles in each ear
According to Spalding, the average lifespan of a
basketball is 10,000 bounces
The Hawaiian alphabet contains 12 letters

Why was the man running around his bed?
He was trying to catch up with his sleep!

A big happy birthday to TANIA BELTRAN PEREZ!

Famous Birthdays
Famous actor NICOLE KIDMAN turns 46 today
NFL player DARREN SPROLES hits 30 today

Have a great day!

England international soccer player FRANK
LAMPARD is 35 today

BLACKHAWKS

6 - 5

BRUINS
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Megaphone
WMEN Launch Edition

Friday, 21st June 2013

Junior Twi-Light League Softball

Images
By TERRY ‘TJ’ JONES

In the Junior Twi-Light league, it was a Softball extravaganza! All the
action took place on Diamond 4, where ILIAN FARBMAN’s team faced
off against NOAH PODOLSKY’s team. The action was pretty intense,
with team FARBMAN getting off to a very early lead. The score was 9-3
at the time, with the help of NOAH BEN-ISVY and JOSH GOODMAN.
However, the game was not over, and ETHAN HOTT along with SAM
GOODMAN would not let their team go down without a fight.
PODOLSKY’s team got within three runs of the opposition, but unluckily
DYLAN SCHWARTZ perfects his swing!
that’s the furthest that they would get. Clutch hits by LEVI PASIKOV
and COOPER SPECTOR widened their ever-increasing lead, and team
FARBMAN ended up winning the game in the rain. There were great catches, dives, home runs and high fives
in last night’s action, and I can’t wait to see what’s in store for the rest of Twilight League!

WMEN: Menominee Radio Station

By CHINMAY JAVERI

Firstly, for those of you that aren’t aware of the radio station, WMEN will be a feature that is compiled and run by you
guys, the campers. Like a regular radio station, it can feature talk shows, sports results, music and more, and will be

Tomorrow’s Weather
81 F
THUNDERSTORMS
Our alarm clock is thunder once
again

broadcasted over the Menominee PA system. I’m currently on the lookout for people
that are interested in being a part of the WMEN show, so if you think you can talk on
the radio or at least want to try, please visit me in the Megaphone office and we can
organize a really great show! I have also been DJ’ing for nearly two and a half years
now, so those of you that are interesting in picking up that skill and incorporating it
into the WMEN show, feel free to participate. I will be handing out WMEN sign up
sheets to cabins very soon, so look out for those if you want to get involved!

Basketball Bonanza
Basketball leagues got off to a great start on Wednesday, with both seniors and intermediates raring and eager to play.
Firstly everyone started off with round robins to determine seedings for the upcoming tournaments. ETHAN WEISS led
team Ronald McDonald to three victories. Nice work ETHAN! Next up, it was the intermediates turn. This time, BRETT
WEISS and ZACH HOTT led team Vanessa Hudgens to a sting of victories over both team Hilary Duff and team Ashley
Tisdale. Despite the hilarity of their team names, they all played a serious and competitive game. Some good overall play
by JACK RATTERMAN helped the team win those vital games. In other basketball news, NOAH PODOLSKY pulled off
the upset of the century, defeating counselor BEN ELLINGSON on an NBA-style three pointer, and earning himself a
free canteen! “I really thought I had that game in the bag, but NOAH is just too good” commented ELLINGSON after
his loss. “It’s going to take me a while to get over this, I may never play basketball ever again”. Great job to all players,
who gave it their all. I can’t wait for tournaments to start!
By WILL MULHERN
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Counselor Profile
In this edition, we have Cabin 3’s very own
PARKER HEWES that has stepped up to the plate!
Name: Parker Hewes
Age: 19
Originally from: Wauwatosa, WI
What’s your favorite sport?
Soccer
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Rock Climbing

The senior cabin chow down on their dinner!

Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Walk The Moon

Bad Joke of The Day

What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?

Why did the golfer wear two pairs of pants?

Stay busy and try new things. You never know
what you’ll learn to love and the people you’ll meet
trying new activities

Just in case he got a hole in one!

Did you know?

Best flavor of ice-cream?
Mint Chocolate chip

A badminton shuttle can reach 112mph in a game

Why do you like visiting camp?

Mel Blanc, the voice of Bugs Bunny, is allergic to
carrots!

Camp is a beautiful getaway spot where young
men can gain experiences that they keep with
them for a lifetime

On average, there are 35 earthquakes a day
$1m dollars only weighs 22lbs

How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year

The NBA Finals!

If you were stuck with one CD for the rest of
your life, which one would it be?

By BEN ELLINGSON

Ludovico Einaudi - Divenire (my favorite
composer)
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Shawshank Redemption. Andy Dufresne is a genius
and I aspire to find as much serenity as he did on
the white sand beaches of Tu Won Teneo, Mexico

Famous Birthdays
PRINCE WILLIAM from the Royal Family turns
30 today
It’s ironic that her birthday actually lands on a
Friday, REBECCA BLACK is 16 today

S P U R S

It was an amazing Game 7
between these two league giants as Miami Heat and the
San Antonio Spurs locked horns for the final time this
season. Both teams were on top form, however, only one
came out victorious. Miami’s Lebron James finished the
match with a massive 37 points, getting 12 rebounds in
the process! He went on to win the finals Most Valuable
Player for the second year in a row. Dwayne Wade’s
contribution was also not to be missed, scoring 23 points
in total and getting 10 rebounds. Over on the Spurs
team, Tim Duncan had really pulled out all the stops by
gaining his team 24 points. The match never really
lacked intensity and was a great ending to a final match!
A lot of campers watched the game, with the seniors
inviting the junior cabin over to see the final match up.
It was a fantastic atmosphere all round!

88 - 95

H E A T
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Megaphone
Post-Thunderstorm Edition.

Beach Nucomb Heats Up!

Saturday, 22nd June 2013
Images

On a very rainy and windy day, in the Syracuse activity period, a tense game
of Beach Nucomb was underway! The aim of the game is to throw the ball
over the net, and the other team has to catch it before it hits the ground.
You can only catch it for three seconds though! There are two teams, Team
ANTS and Team HELI’s. The final score is 18 - 13 to Team ANTS for the
first game, and SAM GOODMAN, MAX BEERMANN along with DANIEL
MALIS celebrate their victory in style. For the second game, MAX heads
over to the Team HELI’s to switch with DAVID ROSARIO to even out the
game. With some really impressive shooting from MAX, the score of the
MAX SCHAPIRO celebrates victory
second game is 11-3. JAMES POPLAWSKI, EVAN HESSEL and MAX all put
in some really good play, and DANIEL’s serves are sly but effective. A lot of people use the saying “you have
fun in the sun”, but this time it was obvious that it wasn't true, and everyone had a
By LEVI PASIKOV and
lot of fun in the rain. Lots of fancy shots made this game a great one to watch!
TYLER BORSTEIN

The Thunderstorm: A First Hand Account
Yesterday morning’s thunderstorms were quite something extraordinary. I was
awoken by a screaming sound. Trying to figure out what had happened, I looked
around at the windows. Outside the window, rain was pouring down hard. It all
seemed really calm, and then suddenly….BOOM! I didn’t catch the lightning, but it
was still kind of scary. The other campers in my cabin seemed pretty scared too.
The wind had blown one of the windows open and the wind was really strong. One
thing that was weird was that every time the wind came through the cabin, it
opened the spring door outside and made a “BAM!” sound when it slammed shut.
Although it was quite a scary time, everyone in the cabin laughed afterwards. I’d
say this was a funny experience to me.
By JACK FORMAN

Woodwork and the start of Cabin signs!

Tomorrow’s Weather
84 F
THUNDERSTORMS
We’re going to be treated to
a light show tomorrow!

Congratulations to CHARLIE
RATTERMAN and JACK
FORMAN, who both got up on
two skis for the first time
today at the waterfront!

By ANDY PRATTENT

Today’s General activity period consisted of some great and constructive arts and crafts work, and everybody involved
was hard at work. The task on schedule was to make unique cabin signs out of woodwork. Working with wood is always a
popular choice with the boys, and today was no exception. TODD LAZARUS was hard at work creating a sign for Cabin 6,
whilst JAKE GOODMAN somehow managed to glue his hands together. The boys from Cabin 6 all teamed up and created
a mini plaque, whilst JUAN GIRAULT relaxed comfortably whilst making his sign in the studio. Hopefully in the near
future, the Arts and Crafts department will be able to start on some awesome projects, such as working on sketchbooks
and even making their own prints.
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KOZ and HUGO FEATHER prepare for a day at the waterfront!

Name: Will Mulhern
Age: 20
Originally from: Madison, WI

103

Bad Joke of the Day

Football

Why did the clock in the cafeteria run
slow?

What’s your favorite activity at camp?

It always went back four seconds!

What’s your favorite sport?

Basketball
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Blink 182
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Try as many new things as possible
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
Why do you like visiting camp?
The people here are chill and there’s a lot of
things to do!
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Finally Rich by Chief Keef
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Superbad. There’s no explanation for this one,
if you’ve seen it you definitely know why!

Famous Birthdays
Novelist DAN BROWN turns 49 today

Did you know?
The dollar sign ‘$’ was designed in 1788 by Oliver
Pollock
The fear of the number 13 is called triskaidekaphobia

A baseball has exactly 108 stitches

Final Four Tennis Training
Today in the Final Four Tennis activity period of
Wichita State, four campers were working away hard
at their tennis skills to try and up their game.
An intense serving session held by TERRY JONES was
underway in an effort to hit a perfect serve every
time. NATHAN FRIEFIELD was found on the court at
the time, and his serving success percentage had
improved to 70% when considering the entire session.
LEVI SCHULMAN and ALEX FORMAN were also found
on the camp courts, and were making sure that their
serves didn't pass the designated box.
As the famous saying goes, practice makes perfect! So
keep up the hard work guys and you'll just keep
getting better.
By JAKE GOODMAN and JAKE CZUPEK

NFL player CHAMP BAILEY hits 35 today
Golfer DUSTIN JOHNSON is 29 today!

A S T R O ’ S VS. C U B S
TODAY AT 4PM

Quick Quiz
Which major electronics company made ‘The Walkman’?
The answer will be revealed in the next edition!
The lucky canteen number is hidden somewhere in this newpaper!
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Monday, 24th June 2013

Speedball gets off to a flying start

Images

It was raining, it was pouring, but of course there was no one snoring!
After a thorough explanation by the legendary KOZ, the Seniors
gathered on the near pitch whilst the Juniors flocked to the far pitch.
The game itself is similar to a combination of soccer and basketball, along
with a slight hint of American football.
The Juniors had the obstacle of long grass standing in their way on the
playing field, which was a challenge to overcome. “Our strategy got
thrown off a bit”, TYLER BORSTEIN was heard saying. With some quick Hard decision-making at Primetime
and smart plays by NOAH BEN-ISVY and ISAAC WEISS, the team
bearing the pink wristbands took an early lead of 8-0. However, by the start of the second half, the nonwristband team had fought back, and their large lead had diminished to 12-6. With a six point game at stake,
neither team could afford to slip up. Some points and steals by ETHAN HOTT and BRETT WEISS allowed
the non-wristband team to surge back into the game, bringing the score to 14-10, a close 4 point gap. The
pink wristbands then retaliated, and pulled away without looking back. With the final score being 20-12, the
pink wristbands sealed the deal as the time expired.
Non-wristband team member TODD ‘The Mighty’ LAZARUS said; “My goal tending was backed by the effort
of my teammates”, and it really did reflect in the final score of the game. Great fun was had by all, so
expect to see Speedball coming up once again very soon
By DAVID ‘MIZ’ MIZOCK

Tomorrow’s Weather
80 F
PARTLY CLOUDY

The sun’s out and
activities are in
full swing!

WMEN: Have your say!

By CHINMAY JAVERI

The team at WMEN are still on the lookout for potential radio-heads, so if you would
like to participate in sporting debates, camp tournament discussion and also upcoming
events, then find me either at the Megaphone office or Cabin 3 to join in!

Primetime craftsmanship
The best kind of day is a lazy Sunday, and Primetime is always really enjoyable. Sunday’s primetime activity was Arts &
Crafts, along with ANDY PRATTENT, CHINMAY JAVERI, ZACH SCHWARTZ, CHASE WEIMAN and JAKE GOODMAN.
We all had a lot of fun. ANDY was on a mission to get dried paint out of a tin can, that looked like it had been there for
years, whilst CHIN was sitting and drawing some artwork. Once again, JAKE GOODMAN had managed to glue his hands
together and ZACH was using hot glue to craft something out of nails. Whilst all this was going on, CHASE was too
occupied with pushing a plunger to the ceiling, hoping it would stick.
Towards the end of primetime, CHIN painted a beautiful picture of a cat named ‘Mr Cat’. You can find it hung up in the
Arts & Crafts department, but please do not remove him! It was the most fun I’ve ever had in Arts & Crafts, and
CHASE was dying with laughter when the extra paint from CHIN’s picture made it look like ‘Mr Cat’ was crying!

By JAKE GOODMAN
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Name: Joshua Bull
Age: 23
Originally from: Essex, England
What’s your favorite sport?

PAMELA ADLER’s yoga class is underway!

Soccer

Bad Joke of the Day

What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Sitting down at the campfire eating s’mores,
and also having a real rest period

What type of music are balloons scared of?
Pop music!

Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Oasis, Fall Out Boy and Eminem. I can’t choose!
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?

Did you know?

To try and take part in everything they can,
and to be themselves.

On average, you breathe 23,000 times a day
13% of the world’s population are left handed

Best flavor of ice-cream?

Exactly like a fingerprint, everybody has a unique
tongue print

Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
Why do you like visiting camp?

Floor-Hockey Gets Underway

To experience camp life and have fun!
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Fall Out Boy’s Greatest Hits
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
That’s a tough one! Probably Shawshank
Redemption. It has a great cast, amazing
storyline and is totally awesome

Famous Birthdays
Possibly the best soccer player in the world,
LIONEL MESSI is 26 today

The clouds in the sky are really thick, and the weather
is overcast. The temperature is not too bad, however
the clouds are spitting out rain, making some of the
activities harder to play than others.
When we headed over to the floor-hockey rink, NOAH
BEN-ISVY was seen playing. He came over and said
that there was a really big-floor hockey tournament
that he was practicing for, and that he was training
hard for it. (Lucky canteen no. 110)
We found out that the floor hockey team were all
training for matches against other camps, and
everyone that was practicing would be competing
against a camp like Kawaga. We hope they keep
practicing so we can beat other camps. Go Menominee!
By WALTER NELSON, ANDREW MILLER &
JAMES POPLAWSKI

NBA player JJ REDICK turns 29 today

TODAY‘ S GAME

BLACKHAWKS

VS.

BRUINS
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Campsite Revival: Cabin 4’s adventure

Tuesday, 25th June 2013
Images

The best type of day is a lazy Sunday. There’s no work to do, and the fun
doesn’t end. Cabin activities had led the family of Cabin 4 to work on our
campsite.
DYLAN SCHWARTZ, TYLER BORSTEIN, BENJI FRIEDMAN, SAM
GOODMAN, ETHAN HOTT, WALKER NELSON, CHARLIE RATTERMAN,
CONOR MURPHY, ELI BERNICK and I all headed off towards the softball
pitch and into the woods. Firstly, we all gathered wood for our campsite as
we needed to light a fire later on for our hotdog cookout. However before we
did that, I taught the cabin about fire safety, and expressed the dangers of
playing with fire.

ILIAN FARBMAN and ALEX FORMAN enjoy
their hotdogs!

Demonstrating the importance of this through personal experiences,
everybody gathered in and listened intensively. It’s great to know our family pay attention to the most important
details, and all the campers did a great job of understanding the situation. We made sure to clear the surrounding
area of any debris before we lit the fire, just in case the fire spreads out.
To start the fire, we started off with a ‘teepee’, along with some paper as a wick so the fire would spread quicker.
To build the fire, the campers carefully placed increasingly larger sticks around the area to maintain a large flame.
By this time, the kindling was truly alight and the fire was burning bright. The cabin had a great time doing hotdog
cookout, and sitting by the fire together as a family. I can’t wait until next Sunday!
By DAVID HULSTEDT

Tramp Ball Triumph
It was a great day at Camp Menominee, and the new game of Tramp Ball here is almost
always occupied, and it’s always so much fun! JACK FORMAN, WILLIAM ISAAC, REID
KANTER, JOSH GOODMAN and MAX BEERMANN all played a hard game of tramp
ball, and it was really intense. The rules of the game are pretty simple, one bounce and
then you have to throw the ball. If you miss it you’re out! It’s
a lot harder than you think.
By WILLIAM ISAAC

Archery tour ney comes to a close finish

Tomorrow’s Weather
76 F
CHANCE OF STORMS
It may be raining tomorrow,
but there is always fun to be
had

By DAVID ‘MIZ’ MIZOCK

On a light but overcast afternoon, a tournament between DYLAN FRIEDMAN and JAKE ZWEIG was underway.
DYLAN ‘The Powerful’ FRIEDMAN put up a good match, gaining himself 53 points on the board. However, ‘JAKE
‘The Fearless’ ZWEIG powered through and ended up scoring a massive 73 points, the highest score of the day!
The next match consisted of a game between TODD ‘The Mighty’ LAZARUS against LEVI ‘The Great’ PASIKOV.
After a very close game, TODD managed to edge the score to a solid 65 points, whilst LEVI was just behind at 58.
Congratulations TODD and JAKE, and the runners up too. It was a close game and a lot of fun to watch!
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Name: Ben Ellingson
Age: 19

CHASE WEIMAN, ZACH SHWARTZ and JAKE GOODMAN relax in the sun

Originally from: Milwaukee, WI
What’s your favorite sport?
Basketball
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Basketball
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Charles Hamilton
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Be yourself and make the most out of your time
at camp - lucky canteen no. 52
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Chocolate
Why do you like visiting camp?
I get to meet a lot of great people and learn a
lot from each of them
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
The Pink Lava Lamp by Charles Hamilton
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
The Pursuit of Happiness, because it’s a great
story about overcoming the odds, even when
they are all against you

Famous Birthdays
The Office co-writer RICKY GERVAIS is 52 today
NFL player MATT SCHAUB hits 32 today
Singer GEORGE MICHAEL is 50 today

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS
WINNERS

Bad Joke of the Day
What do you call a boy named Lee that nobody
talks to?
Lonely
Did you know?
Before the eraser was invented, people used white bread
to remove pencil marks
Henry Cavill was almost not cast for his role as Superman
in ‘Man of Steel’ because he was busy playing World of
Warcraft!

Table Tennis gets personal
The table tennis courts above Wasserman Hall is always a
fun activity, no matter what time of the day it is.
In some competitive match-ups, DARIEN FLOWER got
completely destroyed by ZACHARY HOTT, with ZACH
winning two perfect games in a row without dropping a
point. Well done ZACH, I think you should stick to the
waterfront DARIEN!
ETHAN HOTT beat me, the camp’s own cripple (TOM
MARINE), in style. The final score of that game was 2-0
to ETHAN, outscoring me 11-9 in the first game and 13-11
in the second. ETHAN also went on to beat DANIEL
DRISCOLL 2-0, proving his ping pong skills. It was then
JAKE GOODMAN’s turn, with a game against ZACH. The
match went into 3 games, however ZACH came out on top,
winning the final game 11-7.
The final game of the session was a match in a ’HOTT’
environment, as the two brothers faced off against each
other in the championship match. Despite ZACH’s age,
ETHAN came out on top, edging the third game from his
brother’s hands. What a match to finish on!

By THOMAS ’KEVIN BACON’ MARINE

2 0 1 3
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Wednesday, 26th June 2013

The Waterfront’s Finest

Images

Today, during the Wichita State activity period, WALTER NELSON,
ANDREW MILLER and JAMES POPLAWSKI decided to interview the
waterfront director, KOZ.
It was very sunny outside, so the waterfront was packed with people
having fun. KOZ said to us that this is his 40th year at Camp Menominee,
and he’s enjoyed every year! KOZ went on to say that even when he was
12 years old, he wanted to become a lifeguard, and here he is now,
controlling the waterfront at camp. All those years ago, when KOZ first
WALTER NELSON, JAMES POPLAWSKI and ANDREW MILLER at the waterfront!
arrived, a lot of things were different. Many things had changed, such as
the facilities and the activities. Although there have been many changes at camp, KOZ says that many things
have also remained the same. For example, wind surfing has been present at the waterfront for 20 years.
KOZ said he loves bikes, and we have seen him on his scooter many times. His favorite bike is a Honda 450
Nighthawk, and we think it’ll be really fast. We also asked KOZ about ’KOZ’s HOUSE’, and the history behind
it, and he said that it was renamed 15 years ago. Before that, it was just called ’The Bathhouse’. When it
comes to football, his favorite team is The Shipbuilders, which is a team that we have not heard of before.
KOZ always talks about safety at the waterfront, and said how the Buddy Board system had started a year
ago. However it wasn’t a new invention, and something similar had been in place in previous years.
By WALTER NELSON, ANDREW MILLER and JAMES POPLAWSKI

The score’s on the board
In the Major League Shuffleboard activity, a pair of heated matches was just about to
take place. The first match was between JOSH KRAVITZ and ADAM SAGERMAN, and
JOSH completely swept the floor with ADAM, winning the game 14-0. The next game
was more promising, with ADAM scoring some points, however he kept overpowering
his shots. JOSH won the series 2-0.
Next, it was a much closer series between TYLER KOEHLER DAVIS and DYLAN
DRISCOLL. In the first match, TKD took a very early lead, scoring a solid 8 points,
however his follow up shot was not so successful, getting him a whole 10 points
knocked off his total. DYLAN looked pretty smug about the situation, until his next go.
He also managed to get a negative 10, however this didn’t bring him down. He continued
on a high and managed to close the game with 14 points in total, making him the winner.
The second game of the series involved a very close score. DYLAN went first, getting
8 points, and TKD followed with the same score. In the next turn, the same
phenomenon occurred again, and DYLAN’s score of 7 points was imitated by TKD.
Despite the level scores, TKD managed to edge the game by 1 point in the last go,
bringing the series to 1-1.

By CHINMAY JAVERI

Tomorrow’s Weather
79 F
PARTLY CLOUDY
The sun is still out! Keep
enjoying activities

The Menominee Riddle
I have holes in the top and
bottom, left, right and even
middle. However, I hold
water.
What am I?
(The answer will be in the next edition)
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Name: Thomas Marine
Age: 20

LEVI PASIKOV enjoying Archery!

Originally from: Louisville, KY

Bad Joke of the Day

What’s your favorite sport?

What’s a tornado’s favorite game?

Hockey
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Definitely the rest period. I get to relax and
even watch some TV
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
The Doors
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Give 110% and have fun
Best flavor of ice-cream?

Twister!
Did you know?
Wearing headphones for an hour increases the bacteria
in your ear by 700 times
The sentence "the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy
dog" uses every letter in the English language.
On average, Americans eat 18 acres of pizza each every
day

Peanut Buttercup
Why do you like visiting camp?
It’s a great escape from the real world
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year but I hope it isn’t my last
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
The Doors’ self titled album. It’s got a lot of
great songs, a groovy CD!
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Lord of The Rings: Return of the King. Hands
down the best film ever made. Actually, I would
consider the entire LOTR trilogy to be the best!

Famous Birthdays
Yankees player DEREK JETER turns 39 today
NFL player MICHAEL VICK hits 33 today
Soccer star SAMIR NASRI is 26 today!

Softball Perfection
Today in the Final Four Softball activity period of
Wichita State, campers were focusing on the best way
to throw a softball, a vital aspect of the game.
The two counselors that were coaching the sport were
DAVID RIBOT and COLE NEUMAN, and both seemed
to be giving great advice to those wanting to improve
their softball skills. When it came down to specifics,
the group were working on throwing the softball from
third base to first base. TODD LAZARUS was out
there, eager and listening, and managed to throw a
perfect ball from the third base. Great job TODD.
TYLER BORSTEIN was up next, however his throw
from third base to first had landed just short. Maybe
next time TY!
The next player up was BENJI FRIEDMAN, who
seemed to give it his all. His first throw proved
troublesome, however, his next one was perfect. It
landed exactly on first base!
By JAKE GOODMAN and JAKE CZUPEK
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The CITs hit the Dells

Images

On a fine Monday morning, the CITs along with BARI, STEVE, EVA and
TONI set off to the Wisconsin Dells in the camp’s white van. At this
point, nobody knew what was planned, apart from the fact that we
were heading to the Dells, the water-park capital of the world.
After a lot of good story-telling, sleeping and food stops, we arrived
at Lake Delton. The familiar face of ANDREW BLECHMAN had
intended to meet our group at the Dells, instead of travelling with us.
True to his word, we found ANDREW at our lovely hotel, ‘Mykonos
Village Hotel’. BLECH was there, seen unloading his famous golf clubs
Inside one of the water-parks here at the Dells
from the Audi he travelled in. After getting settled in, we wasted no
time at all getting over to the Mt. Olympus theme park! They have a Greek theme in place across the whole
park, which is always cool to see. Our favorite ride was easily ‘Hades 360’. It features drops, loops, and even
takes you underground. All of this at over 70 miles per hour!
To finish off a perfect day, we ate some snow cones and ‘Uno Pizza’, whilst watching the Chicago Blackhawks
make history. After plenty of celebrating, we slept in and woke up to a generous breakfast from STEVE and
BARI, which we all appreciated a lot. In hopes that the weather might hold out, we headed over to Noah’s
Ark water-park. Luckily it wasn't busy at all and we pretty much got to every single ride. NATHAN ’NATE’
FRIEFIELD said he loved ‘Black Anaconda’, which is essentially a rollercoaster that rides on water. When we
were there, we also met some interesting and friendly people, which is always nice to experience on a trip
such as this. We met DOGA from Turkey, although we’re not sure how to actually say his name, we just sort
of repeated what he said. It’s most definitely the wrong way of saying it. JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN got a real
kick out of the giant wave pool at the park. Soon after a lot of fun, the day was over, and we hadn’t even
realized it. We didn’t want to leave, but we had to head back to camp.
Overall, the CITs agree that this was an amazing bonding experience with STEVE and BARI. We also think
that EVA is hilarious! Thank you STEVE and BARI for taking us on this fantastic trip. We all had a great
time, with great laughs, great food and, most importantly, great memories.
By TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR

Tomorrow’s Weather

Beach Nucomb
The first match this year down at the Beach Volleyball court was very close, as the
two teams, ‘Steve Austin’ and ‘John Hopkins’ went head to head. The game finished 2-1
to John Hopkins, and there was great sportsmanship all round. The teams were a mix
of pioneers and first-timers, so it was a fair and equal match. ETHAN HOTT scored 5
points from service shots, NOAH BEN-ISVY hit some brilliant serves and ALEX
MILLER has really improved his game, scoring many points!

By JOSHUA BULL

71 F
SUNNY & CLOUDY
After a bad streak, we can
enjoy the sun again
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Name: Darien Flower
Age: 22
Originally from: Cwmbran, South Wales
What’s your favorite sport?
Basketball
What’s your favorite activity at camp?

TERRY JONES seen giving the guys some Tennis
pointers

Bad Joke of the Day
Why did the ram fall off the cliff?

Basketball
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Drake
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Make as many new friends as possible and try
something new
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Mint Chocolate Chip
Why do you like visiting camp?
It’s a brand new experience for me and a
chance to meet new people
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Sirens of the Sea by Oceanlab
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Never Back Down. Great storyline, music and a
good message behind it

The Menominee Riddle
Last edition answer: A Sponge

What can you catch but not throw?
Hint: The answer doesn’t have to be an object

He didn’t see the ewe turn!

Did you know?
Mexico City sinks about 10 inches a year
The average human eats 8 spiders in their lifetime at night.
The Guinness Book of Records holds the record for being the
book most often stolen from public libraries.

Ready, Aim, Fire!
It was a very sunny day, and the Syracuse activity
period was taking place. ETHAN HASSON, EVAN
HESSEL, MICAH SHULMAN, JAKE CZUPEK andTODD
LAZARUS were aiming down the sights at the time,
and were all concentrating hard to hit the bullseye
target.
MICAH managed to rack up a score of 26 throughout
the round, whilst EVAN got a respectable 13. TODD,
however, was the best of them all. He achieved a
sizeable score of 61, well done TODD!
ETHAN finishes the game off with 18 points, and
JAKE trails behind with a score of 12. What a shootout in riflery, great effort all round!
By LEVI PASIKOV and TYLER BORSTEIN
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Saturday, 29th June 2013

The Social Surprise!

Images

On an ordinary Wednesday afternoon, just after dinner in the Mess
Hall, STEVE had called all cabins into Wasserman Hall. The general idea
across camp was that it would be another meeting, or an announcement
of some sort, but we were all so wrong! STEVE then announced that we
were going to have a social with AGAWAK! The noise that erupted from
the room was something that all new campers and counselors had never
experienced before. It was truly amazing. The cheering and chanting
went on for a few minutes and everyone was on their feet. It was great
to see the camp together in high spirit.

ETHAN HOTT at the AGAWAK social

We were all sent down to KOZ’s House by age group to get ready for the
social, and the leaving time was set at 6:45. STEVE had set the theme of the social to ‘mismatch’, so we all
had to dress in clothes that didn't look good together. Special mentions go out to COOPER SPECTOR and
ANDY PRATTENT. You guys really made the effort and stood out from the crowd1 Soon enough, the time
came round, and all of camp Menominee were set to go on a camp vehicle or the brand new hired school bus
that we were lucky enough to get!
The bus ride to AGAWAK didn’t drop the excitement levels. Camp chants and cheers swept the bus, with the
team from Cabin 10 really getting into the sprit and initiating the chants. After the 45 minute drive past
Minocqua, we had finally arrived to camp AGAWAK. We all got off the buses and walked up to the main hall,
which was big enough to accommodate both camps! Friends were reunited and family members were
conversing. Music was blaring out of their main hall, with the stage being a makeshift dance-floor. It was a
really enjoyable time, with campers and counselors alike having a lot of fun. The counselors especially
appreciated the song choice of Baauer’s Harlem Shake, shaking the stage like nothing else!
The team at AGAWAK were also nice enough to provide snacks for the Menominee family, which was always a
nice and thoughtful touch. When the social came to an end, it seemed like nobody wanted to leave. Despite
the lapses in weather, everyone was seen to be having a great time. I’m sure I’m speaking on behalf of
everyone when I say that we can’t wait for the next social with them!
By CHINMAY JAVERI

Extreme Skiing
This morning in the Wichita State activity period, we witnessed some great
stuff happening down at the waterfront. One of the perks of the Final Four
activities is that it teaches you new things, and it could be seen when ETHAN
WAGMAN took to the water today. With PAM ADLER and TOM MARINE
driving the boat, ETHAN managed to ski along the water without any problems
at all! Well done ETHAN!
By JAKE GOODMAN and JAMES POPLAWSKI

Tomorrow’s Weather
63 F
PARTLY CLOUDY
Could this be the start of a
good weather streak?
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TODD LAZARUS celebrates his birthday with his cabin

Name: Andy Prattent
Age: 20

Did you know?
Ants stretch when they wake up

Originally from: Somerset, UK
What’s your favorite sport?
Rugby
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Arts and Crafts
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Mumford and Sons
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Get as much sleep as you can, when you can.
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Pirates Booty (Kathy’s)
Why do you like visiting camp?
For the experience and chance to travel
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Black Album by Metallica
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
The Dark Knight. Tom Hardy has always been
one of my favorite actors, and Batman is
just….well…Batman.

Bad Joke of the Day
Why is it not a good idea to eat clowns?
Because they taste funny!

Only female mosquitoes bite humans, and the males
feed on flower nectar
Apples are more effective waking you up in the morning
than coffee

Football Clinic Gets Technical
Instead of Final Four, a combination of Primetime and
sport specific clinics were in put in place, and proved
to be very useful in terms of results.
TERRY JONES, JULIUS ONI, JONAH WEISS and
myself decided to make the most of our first Al Lewis
Day of 2013. Fourteen campers had showed up to the
clinic, enough to make a perfect 7 on 7 Football match.
CHASE MCBRIDE and HARRISON COPOLOFF were
the best duo of the day, completing many great passes.
COPOLOFF managed to bag himself 3 touchdowns, and
MCBRIDE assisted with 2 of them. REID KANTER had
impressed the coaches too by showing off some skill.
His pump-fakes and running abilities really put off the
opposition. ETHAN COHEN was excellent when it came
to defensive play, and caught many short yardage
passes. (Lucky Canteen no. 7)
To conclude, the coaches were very impressed and
happy with the ability and talent that the Menominee
Football players had brought to the table. The coaches
also saw a lot of D1 potential in a lot of the players
that attended the clinic, so a great job to those guys
that turned up on the day and gave it their all. We
have a great set of Football players this year! We hope
there can be more clinics like this in the future, to
discover new talent.
By DAVID BLECHMAN
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Megaphone
The Social Recap Edition

Junior Twi-Light League: Match Commentary

Tuesday, 2nd July 2013
Images

Junior Twi-Light league has been one of the most competitive and
enjoyable traditions at the camp, and this year is no different. It was
just after we had dinner in the Mess Hall and the sun was beaming bright
on the softball diamonds.
I (TYLER BORSTEIN) was standing at third base after being declared
safe by the match official. We were on team HOTT. ZACH HOTT was up
next, and his perfect hit sends the ball flying past the whole of the
opposition. LEVI PASIKOV was the only person that had a chance of
JAKE CZUPEK and the counselors enjoy the social
catching it, however he missed, and all runners making it back home. It
was a grand slam, and it felt awesome! Afterwards, everybody high-fived each other. We made such a great
team! Next was BECKETT NELSON going up to hit. ZACH HOTT was positioned at third base, and I was the
third base coach. BECKETT manages to hit it and get to first base, whilst ZACH makes his home run. ISAAC
WEISS then takes to the spot, and the opposition start moving back a few steps. As planned, ISAAC
smashes the ball, and makes it to second base. LEVI was inches away from getting ISAAC out, however the
ball bounced off his mitt and fell to the ground. (The Lucky Canteen no. is the predicted temperature for tomorrow)
After JACK BEHAR had hit and ISAAC made it home, it was my turn. Unfortunately, I got out and that was
our round over. It was great how we all stuck together as a team and encouraged each other on. I really look
forward to more matches like this one.
By TYLER BORSTEIN

Chippewa Social: The Recap
As the girls from Chippewa rolled in, I began to admire all of the freshly
showered Menominee men, sporting their button-down shirts and jeans. Upon first
glance at the girls, MAX BEERMANN looks to me and remarks “Easier than
catching fish in a barrel”. I began to take a back-seat approach as MAX ‘BEERS’
BEERMANN demonstrated the art of being a player. Amazed by the results of
MAX going out and picking up a girl, I noticed the hypnotizing stature of BECKETT
NELSON pulling off some dance moves. Watching this young man dance was
enough to give a blind man the gift of sight.
The music was turned up high and the energy was through the roof of the Mess
Hall. However, this all changed when BEN ’The Jack Rabbit’ ELLINGSON began to
play horrible music. The girls then proceeded to flock outside, where they were
greeted by TODD ’The Mighty’ LAZARUS. It was his birthday, so the girls were
ready to give him a birthday kiss. As flag was blown, the Menominee men said
goodbye to the Chippewa girls. Back in the cabins, MICAH SCHULMAN bragged
about getting almost half of a girls phone number.
By COLE NEUMAN

A very special Happy
Birthday to WILL MULHERN!

Happy 20th Birthday!

Tomorrow’s Weather
71 F
SUNNY
Sun-block should be used!
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JONAH JACOBS, GABE NEWMAN, JOSH STONE and BRANDON
PTASZNIK enjoy a meal at dinner

Name: Corey Reiner
Age: 18
Originally from: Woodcliff Lake, NJ
What’s your favorite sport?
Tennis
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Tennis
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
F.U.N
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Take advantage of every minute at camp
because no matter what, time will pass and it’s
always about how you make the most of it.
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
Why do you like visiting camp?
It’s my second home, and since I’ve been moving
a lot, it’s one of the few consistencies in my life.
What’s the greatest sporting achievement
you’ve accomplished so far?
I can’t really think of one at the moment.
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Once again, this is a hard one. I can’t say for
sure
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Inception. It really makes you think!
….and finally, what is your catchphrase?
You’re done (in a really strong New York accent)

Did you know?
In every episode of Seinfeld, there’s a Superman
reference
The dot on top of the letter ‘I’ is called a tittle
A group of Kangaroos is called a mob
Chewing gum whilst cutting onions won’t make you cry

Senior Volleyball Face-off
On a cold and overcast day, spirits were high at the
volleyball courts behind Cabin 3 and Cabin 4. DYLAN
FRIEDMAN, DANIEL BEN-ISVY, NOAH LAZARUS,
TAYLOR BEAUSINGER, ETHAN WEISS and JUSTIN
SCHOENEMAN are present, all involved in a tough
game. A fierce three versus three game was currently
underway, with ROBBIE APPELBAUM sitting on the
high chair as a referee.
The first team consisted of JUSTIN, TAYLOR and
NOAH, a solid CIT heavy team. With a line-up like
that, it would be hard to defeat such a team. However,
ETHAN, DANIEL and DYLAN were also a force not to
be reckoned with, and it really showed in the final
result. The outcome of the match lead to ETHAN’s
team being victorious on the day, and coming out ahead
of the
titans.
By WALKER NELSON & JAKE CZUPEK

Famous Birthdays
Creator of Seinfeld LARRY DAVID turns 66 today
Actor LINDSAY LOHAN hits 35 today
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Congratulations Mike Edition.

Wednesday, 26th June 2013

The greatest archery achievement
It was a very sunny day outside, and a perfect way to start the General
activity period. I decided to take up archery, and walked over to the targets
where a counselor was waiting. DAVID ‘Tie Dye’ HULSTEDT had lined up
some soda cans and some tennis balls to start aiming at. These were a little
too easy so we downsized. I was ready for a challenge. DAVE took off the
tabs of the soda cans and hung them on the target. This was going to be
difficult. The first arrow I shot missed the tab completely, but still hit the
board. The second one, again, left us with no luck. We went to the board,
retrieved the arrows and lined up the lucky third shot. I aimed, shot, and hit
the soda tab directly! DAVE was cheering and so was I. It was an awesome
feeling and I wish I could do it again sometime.
By LEVI PASIKOV

Images

COOPER SPECTOR’s out in the sun by the archery range

Mike Dunleavy Jr. Makes The Bulls!
As a lot of you campers may or may not know, Mike Dunleavy Jr. was a former camper here at Menominee. Yesterday,
the news broke that he had just left the Milwaukee Bucks and joined the Chicago Bulls! He’s signed to the Bulls for two
years, however with some good play, he’ll surely be there for a while. Mike is always nice enough to come and visit every
so often, and on the last time he visited, he even played some hoops. The Menominee family are proud of Mike for his
achievement, and we hope to see him rise further up the ranks!

By CHINMAY JAVERI

Sunsets and Campfires
Due to trip week now in full swing, there are only 18 remaining campers left in the
friendly confines. Cabins 3, 4 and 5 were the lone soldiers in the Menominee camp
grounds, however, this didn’t mean we couldn’t have fun. After flag had been lowered,
all 18 of us headed down to the campfire by the waterfront, where we were eagerly
awaiting a story from WOODY. To my luck, one of my personal favorite authors, Roald
Dahl was on the cards. When WOODY had asked if anyone enjoyed his work, TYLER
BORSTEIN immediately shot up his hand, and impressed the whole group with his
detailed and informative knowledge of the famous author.

Tomorrow’s Weather
81 F
THUNDERSTORMS
There’s a possibility of
Thunderstorms in the area
The lucky canteen number is hidden in this
word search along with the other words. Can
you find all of them?
Wood, week, trip, water, moss, fire

Just like all stories that WOODY has to tell us, this one was captivating and left the
whole group on edge. The scenery behind us slowly turned from a pale blue to a dark
navy, but nobody had really noticed, the story was almost cinematic! The log fires
burned slowly, and was almost completely out when the short story had ceased. The
silence of the group indicated the brilliance of Dahl’s work.
We finished off the night with ‘The Book of Thunks’, a clever book of rhetoric that
makes you question the true answer to the situation provided. It really did make some
of our campers ‘thunk’. There were a lot of confused faces!

By CHINMAY JAVERI
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Hanging out in the water on a hot day!

Bad Joke of the Day
Name: David ‘Miz’ Mizock
Age: 20
Originally from: The Great 847 (Buffalo Grove)
What’s your favorite sport?
Baseball
What’s your most memorable camp
experience?
The 16A 13 inning marathon on Bob Bender in
2009
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Linkin Park & AC/DC
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Be outgoing and never take a day here for
granted
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
Why do you like camp?
It’s a great place to be and I love meeting new
people that I can add to my family
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my tenth straight summer
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Back in Black by AC/DC or Meteora by Linkin
Park
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
28 Weeks Later, it’s an awesome movie
What’s your catchphrase?
That’s A’MIZ’ing!

What did the elder chimney say to the younger
chimney?
You’re too young to smoke!

Climbing Craftsmanship
On a wet and rainy day, TYLER BORSTEIN and I took a
trip down to the climbing wall, where we were met by
CONOR MURPHY and CHARLIE RATTERMAN.
CHARLIE had hurt his leg, so CONOR was showing him
the different and necessary types of knot that he
would need to learn for climbing. They all looked really
difficult, but CHARLIE seemed quite good at it. One of
the knots is called a figure-8 knot, and is exactly what
it sounds like. The session seemed really informative
and even TYLER and I learned a few things.
By LEVI PASIKOV

The Game of Gaga
Yesterday on July 2nd, just after dinner at the Mess
Hall, we all gathered at the basketball courts outside
Cabin 3 and 4 to play a game of ‘Gaga’. It was a really
fun game although I got out quite a lot. JACK BEHAR
decided to sit on the bench next to the courts, whilst
MICAH SCHULMAN read the Megaphone. It was a
great way to pass time when you were called out.
We had to pay attention to the Jailbreaks though!
BENJI FRIEDMAN got hurt, and SAM GOODMAN did
too. BENJI fell on his knees and SAM somehow hurt
his leg, but in the end it was alright and they didn't
hurt themselves badly. After they read the
Megaphone on the bench, they went back in and played
some more. It was a really good effort by those guys
as they didn’t just quit!
By CHARLIE RATTERMAN
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Megaphone
British vs. American Edition.

Saturday, 6th July 2013

British vs. Americans Kicks off!

Images

The British vs. American series started with all of the campers rushing
out to the flag to find the Union Jack had been raised instead of the
usual stars and stripes. The campers were livid, and the flag was soon
lowered and replaced with the traditional American flag. It was the
fourth of July after all!
Soon after that calamity, all campers rushed into Wasserman Hall, where
the British vs. American teams were to be decided. To make it fair, the
lucky dip method was put in place, just to ensure there was no bias. Each WOODY looking unpopular as he holds the
cabin took their turns to choose a colored chip from the hat, and BRETT
Union Jack
DAVIDSON alongside DYLAN DRISCOLL were chosen as captains for
the American and British teams respectively. When it came to the junior division, RYDER SPECTOR was
chosen as the captain of team America, whilst TYLER BORSTEIN lead the way for the UK.
The first match was an all-out water balloon collision, where the two captains from each division had to
collide on the shuffleboard court holding water balloons. The victor would be the one least wet, and it led to
some entertaining results along with a lot of fun. TYLER and RYDER were up first, but neither captain
wanted to actually run into each other, so both threw their balloons in an attempt that it would make contact
with the other. At the end of the round, TYLER came out on top, leading his British side to an early
advantage. Next up, DANIEL MALIS faced off against LEVI PASIKOV. Despite a close match, DANIEL just
managed to seal the deal, and the Americans were now level with the British. After all but one camper and
counselor match-ups, it was time for the overall British and American captains to take the final match.
BRETT and DYLAN took to the court to go head-to-head. The Americans were ahead at this stage, so it was
up to DYLAN to set things straight. However, BRETT was just too agile and won the first round for his team.
Even though the British had lost, they congratulated the winning team. Cheers followed the game, and it was
a great way to start the fourth of July celebrations.
By CHINMAY JAVERI

Squirt Gun Fun

Did You Know?

Straight after the American victory at the shuffleboard courts, we all put on our
white Menominee tees and headed to the golf course for an all camp squirt gun fight.
The Americans huddled around The Way and talked tactics, with JOSH STONE and
DANIEL DRISCOLL being assigned as ‘kamikazes’, facing the opposition head on.
Meanwhile on the other side, the British marched on in packs, using distraction
techniques to catch the USA out. NATE FRIEFIELD used his speed and agility to take
out some valuable American counselors, and JUAN GIRAULT unluckily and
unintentionally got out when he got green dye on his t-shirt. In the end, the Americans
cruised to another, consecutive victory, making the series score to 2-0. The game was
a lot of fun and it was great to see everyone getting involved!
By CHINMAY JAVERI

Summer on Uranus lasts 21 years
You’ll spend 25 years asleep in
life on average

Tomorrow’s Weather
82 F
SUNNY WITH CLOUDS
The weather has treated us well!
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RYDER SPECTOR and TYLER BORSTEIN face off in BvA

Tom Adler
Interview by: TYLER BORSTEIN and LEVI
PASIKOV
How many dogs have you had in your lifetime?

Altogether, I’ve had seventeen dogs
How many years have you been here at Camp
Menominee in total?

I’ve been here for four years so far
How long have you been wearing sunglasses for?

I’ve been wearing sunglasses for nearly thirty
seven and a half years
How long has Leon been a sniffer dog for?

Leon’s been a sniffer dog for nearly three years
now
Does Leon love eating a lot of grass?

Leon loves grass, and he’s been eating the stuff
for just over six years.
How long did you own the Chippewa camp for?

Roughly 27 years
Why do we never see Stella on a leash around
camp?

Stella is a trained sheep dog, she doesn’t need a
leash
Do you give out free canteens often? *hint*
Yes but way too often. Much more than I should!

Famous Birthdays
Rapper 50 CENT turns 38 today
Actor SYLVESTER STALLONE hits 67 today
Former US president GEORGE. W. BUSH is also
67 today!
NBA All-star PAU GASOL is 33 today

Bad Joke of the Day
What kind of music do mummies listen to?
Wrap Music!

Cabin 5’s Canoe Adventure
Trip week! All the kids were as excited as we were. We
all piled into KOZ’s car for a short drive to chain lake.
When we were there, we unloaded the canoes, grabbed
our snacks and set off down the lake! The atmosphere
surrounding us was amazing, and we had a great scenic
canoe trip through the lakes. Just as expected, we had
a few nature breaks along the way. We were all lucky
enough to see some bald eagles and a few herons too.
When we arrived at Stone Lake, we stopped for a midcanoe picnic! Although it didn’t go too smoothly, as
strong waves lead to MICAH SCHULMAN, LEVI
PASIKOV and COLE NEUMAN being stuck in the long
reeds. After rescuing the convoy, we were back on
course. Disaster struck once again when ANDY
PRATTENT had damaged his elbow, and couldn't
continue with the rest of the trip. He had to be
rescued from the journey and taken back to camp. He
wasn’t too happy as he had been really enjoying it.
The campers marched on with the trip, and TOM
ADLER stepped in and helped us closer to Dam Lake.
We all canoed at a 45 degree angle (KOZ’s orders) and
passed a dam. After four hours of paddling, we arrived
at our beautiful campsite, which even got DANIEL
MALIS’ approval. On our arrival, we found KOZ ready
and waiting to cook us some burgers. Thank you very
much KOZ! After our delicious dinner, KOZ headed off
and we started our own fire to keep warm. As everyone
must know, what’s a campfire without s’mores! We
finished our s’mores just as the sun setted and the
stars lit up the sky. A great end to a great day. Lucky
canteen no. 13
By DARIEN FLOWER
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Soccer Spirit doesn’t lapse at Menominee

Monday, 8th July 2013
Images

The Timberlane competition got underway on Friday, and the guys who
were playing soccer made their way out to the opposing camp. We sat
down with our opposition and agreed to a few rules and regulations that
the game would require, and then we were ready to start.
NOAH KROSNICK, TAYLOR BEAUSINGER, ANDREW BLECHMAN,
DYLAN FRIEDMAN, ADAM SAGERMAN, JAKE CZUPEK, ETHAN
WAGMAN and JACK MORAN started a heated soccer game. With the
home turf advantage and their use of substitutions, Timberlane used
ZACH HOTT and coach WILL MULHERN prepare for
their position to control the game. An early goal by them was declared
Timberlane
offside by the referee, but they were soon piling on the pressure. Despite some hard-fought defensive work,
the score was very soon 2-0 to Timberlane. Not letting the score get to him, ANDREW rallied the team on
with his fantastic save against the home team. The team’s spirits were lifted further when some skillful and
vital plays by NATE FRIEFIELD, TOMMY BLASBURG, JARED LEVINE, MAX COHEN and CHARLIE KANTER
pushed the team’s determination further . With the team now reunited, and spirits being higher than ever,
Menominee fought back hard and the score was soon 2-1. Kudos goes out to CHARLIE and DYLAN, who
constantly pushed at the Timberlane defense, causing them to make countless errors. For a while, the Green
and Whites were looking to pull off an amazing comeback and it seemed like nothing could diminish their
game. ANDREW once again made another shocking save, which had continued the high level of enthusiasm
and perseverance throughout the match. However, unfortunately the train came to a halt, and Timberlane
clawed a goal in to bring the score to 3-1. It was unexpected but the guys learned a lot from the match. Who
would have thought ANDREW was a world class goalkeeper! I’m sure we can get them next time with our full
squad line up. A great game all-round. Lucky Canteen no. 34
By CONOR MURPHY

Menominee Aim High For The Basket
The 16 and under Menominee basketball squad took to the ‘court’ at Timberlane, pumped up and ready to make a
statement. After the first couple of possessions, we knew that it was time to ball.
ETHAN WEISS put the team on his back and scored twelve straight points to give the green and whites a big
starting lead. ROSS FISHER was also a very valuable player, with his vital and important minutes off the bench to
keep Menominee in the game. JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN and REID KANTER were hogs in the pressured zone
defense. JOSH KRAVITZ and NOAH LAZARUS were amazing at pounding the boards, and CHARLIE KANTER
alongside MAX COHEN showed great hustle throughout the duration of the game. We were ahead of Timberlane
for the whole game. However, in the final thirty seconds, a few balls didn't bounce our way. The result was that
Timberlane won a heartbreaking buzzer-beater.
Although we lost, I could not be more proud of our team’s efforts, and I’m very excited for our team to compete
some more this summer with other camps in the area.
By JONAH WEISS
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Hitting on Away Grounds
It was on a trip to Timberlane that the softball pitch lit
up with action when the Menominee boys came to visit. The
sun was out and the boys were ready to claim victory once
again. Team Green and White persevered to the
Timberlane diamonds with their high-spirited chants and
an important pre-match team-talk.

JACK BEHAR fends away the Timberlane softball hitters

Timberlane Soccer Woes
It was a blistering hot day, and a match was
about to be underway on the Menominee soccer
pitch for the under 12’s. The Timberlane team
stepped off the bus eager and ready to play and
a cracker of a match followed. As the first half
got underway, the Menominee Indians advanced
in spectacular fashion. JAMES POPLAWSKI and
BECKETT NELSON displayed excellent ball
control, and made some key plays in the match.
Taking Timberlane by surprise, ALEX FORMAN
scored two stunning goals, getting the
Menominee family ahead 2-0 as the first half
came to a close. However, even though the
Green and Whites were ahead at this stage, the
second half proved to be different. A certain
purple-shirted Timberlaner came out at the
second half with guns a-blazing, which took the
home team by surprise. He scored a hat-trick,
which brought the score from 2-0 ahead to 3-2
down. Menominee weren't going to be taken
down that easily, and a give-and-go between the
two FORMAN brothers, ALEX and JACK, led to
another goal being scored. This left the match
at all square. With two minutes to spare in time,
the purple-shirted dynamo struck yet again,
scoring a goal that left the score at 4-3 to
Timberlane. Unfortunately, Menominee had
little time to respond to the goal and full time
was called, favoring Timberlane by a goal. We’ll
get ‘em next time
Menominee!
By PARKER HEWES

Tomorrow’s Weather
83 F
PARTIALLY CLOUDY
It’s too hot to be forgetting those water bottles

The first inning was about to take place, and ROSS
FISHER managed to pull a ‘Bill Buckner’, but redeemed
himself with the hidden ball trick that caught the
Timberlaners completely off guard. The batting order was
passed through two and a half times, and the team
managed to score a total of five runs. To our advantage,
we were lucky that the pitcher representing the opposition
couldn’t quite manage a consistent throw, which meant
that all but three batters were able to walk to first base
without a swing.
When it came to being on the field, CHASE McBRIDE was
the star pitcher, and pitched some well paced balls to the
person on strike. HARRISON COPOLOFF’s efforts were
also not to be overlooked, who was both third base and
short step. During the second innings, NOAH LAZARUS
tried his best when pitching, but the score was just short
of a victory. The final score, 7-6 to Timberlane, but we’ll

definitely win next time!
By COREY REINER

The Menominee Big Hitters
The Menominee boys stepped onto the diamond of Al
Lewis with a burning passion in their eyes. They were
truly pumped up and ready, even when the Timberlane
boys were getting off their bus. Menominee was eager
and ready to play.
Getting the ball rolling was ETHAN HOTT, who led the
team by showing off great vision at the plate. He also
did a great job clearing the bases, with a grand slam at
his second strike. BRETT WEISS displayed his
pitching abilities, showing great enthusiasm and
confidence at the mound. The whole team gave a great
effort in the field and when taking to the bat. Taking
one for the team was MAX ‘BEERS’ BEERMANN, who
tanked a heater straight to his back. Good job of
continuing with the game MAX, awesome team play.
All in all, both teams had shown outstanding effort,
especially the Menominee boys. The team showed
great sportsmanship, and gained a well deserved
victory. The final score was 10-4 to Menominee, and
the guys didn’t leave without displaying their
Menominee cheers at the end of the game.
By ALEX SYKES
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Flag Football Triumphs over Timberlane

Tuesday, 9th July 2013
Images

The word domination is one that’s overused when it comes to sport, but
that’s the only word that comes to mind when looking at the game that
Team Menominee played against Camp Timberlane. The other games that
went on in Timberlane grounds didn’t go in Menominee’s favor, so the
team were pumped to win the game, and it clearly showed! The game was
a purely one-sided affair, and the Football team really shone through as
being skillful and agile on the pitch.
Some key plays were in the hands of NATE FRIEFELD and ANDREW
ALEX FORMAN looks at the target through his scope
BLECHMAN, who’s co-ordination and tactics really did pay off. CHASE
McBRIDE and JACK MORAN really delivered in the game too, pushing through the Timberlane defense and
making the job look easy. Our team were too fast and too organized for the Timberlane opposition, and the
game was really good practice for the match against Kawaga that’s happening in the second session. Everyone
played their best, and hats off to everyone for not taking the game lightly and continuing the pressure.
HARRISON COPOLOFF was another key player in the match, and constantly helped his teammates out with
great teamwork. When it came to defense, none other than DYLAN FRIEDMAN was there to stop any
Timberlaner in their tracks. His hard defensive work and great communication was one of the reasons why
Menominee had prevailed throughout the game.
The final score of the game was 61-0 to the Menominee boys, and a well deserved victory it was. I applaud
Timberlane for persevering in their efforts, and continuing on with the game without quitting. Although we
gave the game our all, they also put their hearts into the match and tried their best. Due to the incredible
teamwork that this team has, nothing extraordinary or substantial occurred in the game. It was purely a
team effort and that’s what Menominee is best at.
By JULIUS ONI

A Shooting Start for Menominee
It was early on in the afternoon, and there was a lot of tension in the air. The Menominee and Timberlane junior
riflery competition was about to get underway, and everyone had been practicing earlier on in the day as a warm-up
for the main event. As a whole, the match went smoothly and both sides abided by the rules. A lot of “oohs” and
“aahs” were heard from the crowd gathering, especially when the home team played excellently under pressure.
During the first round, Timberlane grabbed an early lead, and the score was left at 32-20 to the away team.
Menominee then came back from being down and really hit them hard. Excellent shooting came from the likes of
ALEX FORMAN and TODD LAZARUS, with TODD scoring 40 a round at one point in the match.
Efforts that are not to go unnoticed are those from the likes of WALKER NELSON and MAX BEERMANN, who
both shot excellently, and really helped the Menominee team prevail over Timberlane. Solid scores from every
team member allowed a gap to develop between the scores in the second round, and the
final score ended at 137-75 to Menominee. An awesome match and a great win!
By ISAAC JARMAN
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Counselor Profile

Name: Calum Scott Rome Makin
Age: 21
Originally from: Scottish Mom, English Dad
What’s your favorite sport?
Formula One
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Climbing the Wall
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Nightwish
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
You’re here for only a fleeting time, be sure to
make the most of it!
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Cheesecake!
Do you have a nickname? If so, what is it?
My chums in the UK call me Prae, short for
Praetonian. It’s also my gaming name on PS3 and
the Steam network.
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
I Get Wet by Andrew W.K
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, definitely because of
the flying car.
What’s your catchphrase?
Too many noobs...

Famous Birthdays
Actor TOM HANKS turns 57 today
Footballer O.J SIMPSON is 66 today!

DAVID HULSTEDT, DYLAN SCHWARTZ, CHARLIE RATTERMAN, MAX
BEERMANN and ANDY SCHOFIELD enjoy some water-sports

Bad Joke of the Day
Why shouldn’t you write with a broken pencil?
Because its pointless!

Did you know?
You cannot taste your food unless it’s mixed with saliva
On average, you blink 15,000 times a day
Iatrophobia is the fear of doctors
The hamburger was invented in 1900

It’s The Shot That Counts
We got out of the van and headed into the heavily
wooded area that was Camp Timberlane. We arrived at
a long shooting range, and the five Menominee
shooters grabbed their rifles to face off against the
home team. The rules were direct and
straightforward. Each camper participated in a 5v5
match, and each person was allocated two shots per
round. Only one round was to be played, so the
pressure was on to try and make every bullet count.
In this game, the over-12 Menominee team delivered
results with accurate shooting and big scores. The two
standout players were GABE NEWMAN and BRETT
DAVIDSON. The dynamic duo shot excellently, and
racked up a substantial score in the round. JAKE
ZWEIG had also brought along his best shot, scoring
well and helping CM maintain a lead over Timberlane.
Despite their scores, MAX SHAPIRO and JUSTIN
OLSON both put their efforts in and contributed to
the Menominee win of 172 to 155. A really close game,
but it made the win feel even better. There were
cheers all round at the end, and we look forward to the
next game against them.
By CALUM MAKIN
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Megaphone
Rock Band Edition.

Wednesday, 10th July 2013

Rock Band Rocks Out!

Images

After many weeks of preparation and a lot of hard work, the few
campers that had participated in the Rock Band project had their time to
shine. In a one night only event, the show contained great music from
both staff and campers, and was a great experience for all.
To start the show off, THOMAS ADLER and KOZ’s alter ego (Forest
Lakes) strung together a duet using their guitars. The crowd were
amazing, and incredibly supportive during the acts that were performing.
If they knew the words they sang along, and if they didn’t they just
TOM ADLER rocks out on the electric guitar
clapped. ETHAN WEISS spoke to me after the show and the
performances had ended, stating, “That was one of the best Rock Band performances that Menominee has
ever had”, which was a really nice compliment to hear. A star of the show came by the name of JUSTIN
OLSEN, who sang his heart out in his rendition of Lynyrd Skynrd’s Sweet Home Alabama and The Beatles’
Let It Be. We also can’t forget LEVI PASIKOV, who was jamming away on his electric guitar, and TYLER
KOELHER DAVIS, who was playing a few mixes and melodies as a collection on the piano. After the guys
finished their pieces, NATE FRIEFELD played his very own composition called Endless Frontier on the piano.
After all of that action, the final piece played was hyped up to be a big one. The track choice was a famous
one, and Walk The Line by Johnny Cash was to be played by all Rock Band members. Everyone performed
amazingly together, and we all ended the show on a great note.
That was the end of this session’s Rock Band project, and the next available time you can sign up for it is
next session. So join if you want in on the fun, I can’t wait to play with all of you.
By NATE FRIEFELD

A Day Out in Minocqua
On July 7th, a beautiful Sunday afternoon, the Menominee men headed into the town of Minocqua for a Town Day
that they would never forget. After our arrival in the small town of Minocqua, the campers rushed off the buses
and quickly began their shopping sprees. Each camper was allocated $25 to spend, so budgeting here really was
key. It was interesting to see where each age group went first, as the Juniors ran into the toy shops whilst the
Seniors went straight to mini-golf. In the toy shops, BECKETT NELSON and JUAN GIRAULT were found testing
out all types of toys and their functions such as the Chinese finger traps, whilst JAMES POPLAWSKI was too
busy playing magnetic darts on the dartboard. Stores such as Toyland and Packerland were a massive hit with the
Green and White boys, and COOPER SPECTOR was seen trying his luck on the spin-the-wheel game and earning
himself some cards. JONAH WEISS had to surrender two free canteens for EVAN HESSEL and COOPER, as they
both went against the odds and got a hole-in-one in mini golf. After the campers had finished shopping, they
headed over to Island City Ice-cream to enjoy a blizzard on a hot summers day. At the end of the day, we all had
to meet at Alexander’s Pizzeria to get ready for the Min-Aqua boat and ski show that was underway. The
Menominee boys were as enthusiastic as ever and we all had a great time.
By JACOB BARSTACK
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Counselor Profile

Name: David Drane
Age: 22
Originally from: Newcastle, Australia
What’s your favorite sport?
Motorbike Racing
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Water Skiing
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Pearl Jam
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Be friendly and have fun!
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Cookies and Cream
Why do you like camp?
Meeting new people, making friends and just
having a great life experience in genral
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
The mix CD that I made for my friends and I
when we travelled to Tasmania
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
The Lion King. It was a great movie when I was a
kid and it’s still a great movie now. Hakuna
Matata!

Did you know?
A quarter of bones in your body are found in
your feet
Popcorn was originally an Aztec discovery
The lucky canteen no. is 47

THOMAS MARINE and REID KANTER line up to play Tramp Ball

TOMORROW’S WEATHER
76 F - S U N N Y
After that rain, we deserve this!

Bad Joke of the Day
Why does Snoop Dogg carry an umbrella on a
rainy day?
Fo’ drizzle

The Independence Social
On the 4th of July every year, Menominee has a
planned social with Marimeta to celebrate the
independence of America, and each year it’s a lot of
fun. The Menominee boys were quick to shower and get
ready, then it was straight off to the camp vehicles
and school bus to Camp Marimeta. When we arrived, we
were greeted by DJ Kasper K, who spun some great
tunes for us throughout the night. The boys took to
the dance-floor, and it was great to see CM throwing
down the moves. JOSH STONE took the floor by
storm, with some intricate moves and perfect
footwork. JAKE GOODMAN and CHASE WEIMAN
were seen throwing some shapes to Baauer’s Harlem
Shake, and were really bringing up the level at
Marimeta. MAX SHAPIRO was having a great time too,
joining the counselors in jumping around to the beats!
After the music ended, everyone headed to the
waterfront to watch the Fourth of July fireworks, and
what a spectacular sight it was. TYLER BORSTEIN was
heard saying it was “amazing”, and the rest of our
camp felt the same way too. The night ended on a high
with an all camp taps with the girls. By ANDY PRATTENT
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Megaphone
Bond Falls Trip Edition.

Thursday, 11th July 2013

The Cabin 3 & 4 Trip to Bond Falls!
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After a week of waiting for their chance to experience a trip, The
residents of Cabins 3 and 4 got their chance to go on a short break from
camp. They patiently waited for their journey whilst the other cabins
were on their respective trips, so on a fitting Tuesday morning, Bond
Falls was on the cards. The boys were ecstatic in anticipation for what
was in store at the falls, and only a 45 minute journey stood in their way.
We headed north out of Eagle River, crossed state lines and found
ourselves in the town of Watersmeet, Michigan. Dubbed as ‘The Home of
The Nimrods’. As both cabins stepped out of the van, their minds were
Sitting under the waterfall at Bond Falls!
blown away by sight of the beautiful rapids that ran by the road, and just
along the river. JAMES POPLAWSKI thought it looked amazing, and we still hadn’t even got to the main
attraction yet!
After following the trail that continued around the falls for a couple of minutes, the men of Menominee
weren't ready for the next sight they were about to experience. In front of their eyes amassed a giant 50
foot waterfall. Thanks to the trail path, the route took us right past the waterfall itself, and everyone had
fun getting splashed by the fast-rushing water. Because the water was so fast high up on the river, it
definitely wasn’t suitable for anyone to swim in, so we headed on down to the pool at the bottom of the falls
to take a dip.
BENJI FRIEDMAN and CHARLIE RATTERMAN were two campers that couldn’t wait to get in and swim, and
even got really close to the falls itself. The boys all enjoyed swimming in the chilly and fresh waters of Bond
Falls, and JACK FORMAN alongside EVAN HESSEL even attempted to walk through to the other side of the
pool at the end of the trip, but it was too deep. The trip on the whole was a great excursion, and one like
none other many of these guys had experienced. Time at Bond Falls felt short lived and time flew by so
quickly. Nobody wanted to leave, especially DYLAN SCHWARTZ, who was having an awesome time swimming
at the foot of the falls. Lucky Canteen no. 103
Whilst walking back to the camp van and drying off, the campers couldn't help but admire the amazing
scenery that surrounded them, and the formation of the falls to their left. The guys thought it was all over,
but CALUM MAKIN dropped the bomb that everybody got to eat at McDonalds on the way back! Cheers
erupted on the bus, and it was truly a perfect way to end the trip. On behalf of all campers and counselors
that went, thank you STEVE and BARI for the trip to the wonderful Bond Falls!
By ELI BERNICK
The Menominee Riddle
For some I’m fast, but for others
I’m slow. People rely on me every
day. What am I?

BRITISH

vs.

AMERICAN

W I N N E R S

2 0 1 3

Tomorrow’s Weather
The Sun is
81 F
PARTLY CLOUDY

still out!
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Message To Garcia
In the post-modern era of electronic
communication, we would think that there is a
much simpler and quicker method of getting a
message to Garcia rather than just running to
him. However, in the spirit of 1776, there was
no such method, and Message to Garcia had to
be played.
After a brief explanation in Wasserman Hall,
the hard decision of offense or defense was to
be settled the traditional way of rock-paperscissors. The Americans won, and chose to be on
defense. The Brits prepared their plans to
cross Old Counselors Road and visit TOM
ADLER in the form of Garcia. With an organized
plan in place, 10-pointer ADAM SAGERMAN
made it safely across with REID KANTER.
CONOR MURPHY made it too, and HUGO
FEATHER nearly did, only to be caught out by
DAVID MIZOCK at the last second. MIZOCK
was devastated that people had got past, after
boasting that there was “no chance” that anyone
could beat his defensive abilities. JAKE
GOODMAN was seen hiding behind the cabins
near the public toilets, playing the game
tactically safe so he didn’t get out.
The British defensive strategy seemed to work
out well, as the Americans had a planned charge
from KOZ’s House that was completely crushed.
The attack from the cabin compound area was
also sniffed out by the British defense, and the
Americans were completely held back. In the
end, after a valiant effort from the Americans,
the British won the revolution and took the
British vs. American competition overall.
By DAVID RIBOT

EVAN HESSEL throws some shapes up at the Tramp Ball court

Commercial Night
By ANDY PRATTENT

The lead-up to skit night was an intense one. None
other than COLE NEUMAN announced that skit night
was taking place during lunch on Monday, and the topic
was an open one. The skit had to be based as a
commercial, but could not imitate a commercial that
already exists. Campers and counselors went back to
their cabins full of excitement and full of ideas. The
cabins were split up into three divisions; Juniors,
Intermediates and Seniors.

The winners in the Juniors division was Cabin 5, whose
theme was a ‘water over Gatorade’ campaign, illustrated
by the two main characters PARKER HEWES and
JACOB ‘BALLS’ BARSTACK. MICAH SCHULMAN did an
amazing job of playing the role of PARKER, whilst LEVI
PASIKOV immersed himself into the character of
BALLS. The result was hilarious and the win was well
deserved. The winner of the Intermediate division was
Cabin 8, who put on a commercial for the Illinois
education system. WOODY was played by WILL
MULHERN, and took place in a questionnaire-style game
show, with representatives from other states being
played by BEN ELLINGSON and TERRY JONES. The
result was spot-on, and WILL had the impression of
WOODY near-perfect. The CIT’s took the final
winning spot for the Seniors, with the representation
of recent events by ANDREW BLECHMAN and
TAYLOR BEAUSINGER. All-in-all it was one of the
funniest events at camp. I can’t wait for the next one!

Ribot’s Riding Redemption
They say some things are as easy as riding a bike. Well
that statement recently applied to me. For some
bizarre reason, I grew up without actually learning how
to ride a bicycle without training wheels. Finally, at the
age of 18, I made my goal to learn how to ride by the
end of the summer. It took many failed efforts in
Wal-Mart with JONAH WEISS, BEN ‘DAD’
ELLINGSON and others, trying to guide me in and out
of aisles on various nights off. However, it wasn’t until
I was on Menominee soil that I finally reached my goal.
On a sunny day, in the open space of Diamond 3, I was
finally able to conquer the task of being able to ride a
bike. A special thanks goes out to PAM ADLER and
TAYLOR BEAUSINGER for the heaps of
encouragement and enthusiasm they gave me during my
first ride! With good fortune, I hope to be competing
in the Tour de France soon!
By DAVID RIBOT
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Megaphone
The Twi-Light Championship Edition.

Twi-Light League ends with a bang!

Friday, 12th July 2013
Images

After a hard fought first series, the two senior Twi-Light League captains
agreed to have a 9 inning showdown on the Bob Bender Senior Diamond
after dinner, and during traditional Twi-Light League time. Captains BRETT
DAVIDSON and ETHAN WEISS had both led their teams to first series
victories as the top 2 seeds from an outstanding season.
With Team WEISS being home, the pressure was on DAVIDSON’s team to
strike fast. They started the show with Web Gem winner LEVI SCHULMAN
getting ahead with a single run, and REID KANTER doing the job of many.
DAVID RIBOT plays the umpire for the Seniors
The team were in full swing when captain DAVIDSON hit a sacrifice flyball, and very quickly made the game 2-0. Team WEISS looked eager to get on the scoreboard, but a catch that
may have been the best catch of the season was made by none other than REID at 3rd base. The vital catch
allowed BRETT’s team to keep the opposition scoreless. By the end of the 4th inning, led by some solid effort
from JAKE HERMAN, JACK MORAN and DANIEL BEN-ISVY, Team DAVIDSON were up 4-0 and looked to be
pulling away. With a perfect game through four innings, captain BRETT DAVIDSON looked on pace to face the
ideal number of 27 batters through 9 innings. However, due to a costly error that took place in the 5th inning,
the perfect game and shutout was lost. The no-hitter remained intact through the end of the 5th inning, and up
until the first batter of the sixth. All of a sudden, Team WEISS’ batters sprang to life in the 6th inning.
There was a display of back-to-back hits by ETHAN WAGMAN and MAX ENGEL, followed by the same from
ETHAN WEISS. ADAM SAGERMAN alongside JOSH KRAVITZ and HARRISON COPOLOFF made some great
plays, and allowed Team WEISS to put together a 6 hit, 4 run inning to bring the score of the game to 6-5.
BRETT had also scored, due to some key base-running by TAYLOR BEAUSINGER. DAVIDSON’s team lashed
back with a 2-run 4-hit 7th inning, increasing their lead to 8-5. WEISS’s team weren't going to give up that
easily. Despite not scoring in the bottom of the 7th inning, they put up a huge fight thanks to spectacular
defending by NOAH LAZARUS, JOSH KRAVITZ and MVP ETHAN WEISS. This knocked down Team
DAVIDSON and ended the top half of the inning at a very close game. MAX SHAPIRO then proceeded to get
the lead back to Team WEISS, which involved a 3-run, 4-hit avalanche of an 8th inning, leaving the game at an
8-8 tie. After the outstanding comeback by Team WEISS, BRETT and his team had to pull out all the stops to
win the game. In their turn to bat, REID KANTER hit a smasher that fell just short of MAX ENGEL’s hands. He
immediately started base-running, and turned a certain double into a much needed triple. It then took the
efforts of RYAN BLUM, BRETT and JAKE HERMAN to get the leading run across the plate, and pushed the
score up to 9-8. With the bottom of the order now facing the bat, Team WEISS gave it all they had. A slaw
roller from MAX ENGEL was enough for REID KANTER to make the play to DANIEL BEN-ISVY and score the
championship of the Twi-Light League. Final score, 9-8 to Team DAVIDSON.
Great pitching and catching combinations by CHARLIE KANTER, MAX WEINGARDT, BRETT DAVIDSON and
ZACH SCHWARTZ kept it neck and neck during the second half of the game. REID was arguably MVP of the
match due to his ratio of 4-5 during the game, with 4 runs. He also got a double and triple, as well as some good
defense work.
By DAVID MIZOCK
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Things ‘HOTT’ up in TLL

TLL: Podolsky vs. Goodman

Four fantastic games is how most fans would
have described this series. From singles to
home runs, a force out to a triple play and even
a walk off win. It was a series that wasn’t to be
missed.

It was a beautiful July day at CM, and the conditions
were great for the annual Junior TLL Championship.
Round 1, Game 1 featured GOODMAN and PODOLSKY
battle it out. Team GOODMAN seized the lead early
and never looked back, amassing 23 runs to
PODOLSKY’s 7. Team GOODMAN carried the
momentum into game 2, winning the match 9-5. In a
decisive game 3, GOODMAN and his team were on fire,
winning that game 12-6 to win the series. The win
allowed the team to face off against HOTT next round.

Each team split the first two games by winning
in an elegant fashion, and performing some
stunning plays. NOAH BEN-ISVY is clearly a
Gold Glove winner at first-house after his
performance in the series, doing the splits
nearly every time to get the opposition out of
play. At this point in the season though it was all
about getting HOTT, and that’s exactly what
ZACH’s team did over the past two games. Team
HOTT went on to win and take a 2-1 series lead
over Team FARBMAN, but it’s the iconic nature
of game 4 that will live on in the spectators
minds for a substantial amount of time.
The game started off intensely, as FARBMAN
jumped to an early lead thanks to the superior
batting abilities of JOSH GOODMAN. It was a
lead that HOTT’s team would have to overcome
in order to win. In the bottom of the 7th inning
with 2 outs and a runner on second base, ISAAC
WEISS steps onto the plate, hoping to send the
game into extras. With a perfectly-timed swing
of the bat, ISAAC smashed the ball into the
opposite field and scored a home run.
With no winner at the current time, extra
innings had to be played to determine a certain
outcome. In the bottom of the 8th inning, Team
HOTT had runners on first and second base,
and were looking to make this one a victory with
just a base hit. ALEX FORMAN had other ideas,
and his actions led to a triple play and the
continuation of innings. Team HOTT however
was just too hot, and ended up winning the game
and series in the bottom of the 9th on a walkoff single by JAKE BEHAR. Congrats Team
HOTT!
By CORY REINER

CHARLIE RATTERMAN’s on strike in the innings

By BEN ELLINGSON

The Lumberjack Olympics
On a sunny Tuesday afternoon down at the waterfront,
‘The Great 8’ and KOZ began the first ever lumberjack
Olympics. The Olympics consisted of seven different
events, of which all required a different skill set. The
events included river vaulting, log saw, Jack stack, log
roll, canoe portage, hammer throw and the horse shoe.
Although it was the first time for these Olympics to
take place, it went fantastically. There were 7 teams
competing, and each one wanted to win the very first
games. ADAM SAGERMAN’s team started off very
well in the Log Roll, and tied first place with DYLAN
FRIEDMAN’s team with a score of 6.5 out of 10.
Disgruntled by their low score of 3, ETHAN WEISS’s
team made sure they won the next event, and scored 7
points in the Horse Shoe event, making them
contenders for the title. Team FRIEDMAN had been
scoring high for the past events, but the team really
shone in the Canoe Portage, beating all other teams
with the high score of 7. DYLAN DRISCOLL and his
team placed very well in the Hammer Toss, despite the
previous low scores in the events beforehand. Jack
Stack is exactly like Jenga, but in the form of logs,
and BRETT DAVIDSON showed off his skills by
leading his team to victory in this event, followed
closely by REID KANTER and his team. Next was the
Log Saw, and ADAM strived to a victory by sawing logs
quicker than any of the other participants. The final
event was the River Vault, and DYLAN DRISCOLL
stormed victory by vaulting further than any other
team. TYLER KOELHER-DAVIS and his squad were
trying their best in the games, however their
communication hindered their efforts, placing them
5th overall. The overall victory was earned by Team
FRIEDMAN, but everyone put in a valiant effort. The
games were a lot of fun, and next year’s should be
worth looking forward to.
By HUGO FEATHER
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Megaphone
Here We Go Again Edition.

Monday, 15th July 2013

Second Session Begins!

Images

The past few days have been home to a lot of new changes around Camp
Menominee, and the main one is all the new campers! For the new guys
around, the Friendly Confines welcomes you to an adventure you’ll never
forget. Whether you’ve been coming here for many years, or this is your
first one, you’re still guaranteed to have a lot of fun playing sports and
making new friends.
The arrival of new campers is always spectacular, and in good-hearted
Menominee fashion, chants and cheers were belted out when the buses
came. Campers and counselors alike got together to welcome the
newcomers off the buses to their summer home. The loudest shouts seemed to be coming from the smallest
campers, as COOPER and RYDER SPECTOR were singing along to the “M e n o m i n e e” chants as the buses
pulled up. After all the campers had got off the bus, we headed into Wasserman Hall to get into the cabin
prep rally. Everybody eagerly awaited their cabin announcements as one by one, cabins 3 to 18 were called
out. After everyone was settled and made their space look like home, it was off to sign up for activities in
Final Four and Leagues. With thanks to DAVID MIZOCK and DAVID RIBOT for the impeccable
organization, the tasks were split into two separate sections, Final Four and League activities. There was a
wide variety of activities to choose from, ranging from Golf to Hockey, Basketball to Riflery, and even being
part of the Megaphone! For health and safety reasons, all campers had to take part in a health check up, and
was conducted by our very own, NURSE DAWN along with a few counselors. Once everyone had been given
the thumbs up, it was off to the lodge for letter writing, and everyone had a chance to write home explaining
how their first day went. ASA SILVERMAN wrote about how he picked Football, Soccer and Baseball as his
activities, a great choice! Before we knew it, it was time to eat. What a hectic day! Lucky canteen no.92
By CHINMAY JAVERI

Candy Party Madness!
For the returning campers, this is probably the favorite part of moving in day, and I’m sure it is too for all the new
arrivals now that you’ve experienced it. The famous Candy Party got underway last night, as all the campers
brought in the candy from their cabins to share with everyone else. It’s important to do this so we don’t get any
bugs crawling around; a nasty surprise when you’re sleeping! All types of candy, chocolate, crackers and even cereal
were brought to the party. As a routine check before the party started, our house sniffer dog, LEON, was
brought around the room, to check if anyone was stashing candy away before the party started. Truth be told,
there were two culprits by the names of TERRY JONES and JULIUS ONI who had tried to hide away some sweettreats for later. You can’t fool LEON that easily! In a five minute rush of excitement, the party began, and it was
great to see the ‘inclusion not exclusion’ principle in action. LEVI PASIKOV was generous enough to share all his
gum, whilst MICKEY RACENSTEIN handed out his bag of candy that he’d brought with him. After the party had
ended, all trash was to be thrown away, followed by the singing of Taps.
By ANDY PRATTENT
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Counselor Profile

Name: David Ribot

TYLER BORSTEIN and ELI BERNICK at the candy party

Age: 18
Originally from: Fermington Hills, Michigan
What’s your favorite sport?

Why is there no gambling in Africa?

Baseball
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Softball
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
J.Cole
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
As Alec Atlas once said, “you miss 100% of the
shots”. Also, try everything once, then come out
to play Softball.
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Cheesecake
Why do you like visiting camp?
I love being here with friends and beating
Kawaga!
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my ninth summer
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
The 1812 Overture by Tchaikovsky
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Anchorman. “News team, assemble!”
Special mentions to BRIAN SHEN, MICKEY RACENSTEIN,
JEREMY ZELKIN, ASA SILVERMAN, COOPER SPECTOR and
RYDER SPECTOR for waking up early in the morning, just to clean
their cabin. Great job guys!

Tomorrow’s Weather
86 F

Bad Joke of the Day

Rain or shine, second
session is still
underway!

There are too many Cheetahs!

Did You Know?
Sound travels through steel 15 times faster than it
does through air
When you sneeze, your heart stops for a millisecond
There are 31,557,600 seconds in a year

Safety at the Waterfront
Let’s face it, we all love having fun at the waterfront,
but there’s always a catch somewhere, and safety
needs to be considered to make sure we are all ok.
KOZ called all of us down to the waterfront after
lunch to give the vital safety speech. It’s important to
note that you can only go to the waterfront when it is
declared open..
The buddy board is another really important feature
that we’re proud of here at Menominee. The buddy
board uses your canteen number, and each person has
a circular disc on the board. If you’d like to go out into
the water to swim, you need another person that’s
willing to go with you, and then you’ll need to place
both of your discs next to each other on the board.
Being a lifeguard, it’s really important that everybody
follows the rules and we can all have a great time.
KOZ demonstrated how to use the buddy board system
with the help of MAX BEERMANN and LEVI
PASIKOV, so if you have any further questions, ask
one of the lifeguards or your counselor!

By CONOR MURPHY
CHANCE OF STORM
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Twi-Light League is Back!

Tuesday, 16th July 2013
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After a very successful first session, Twi-Light League returns for
another installment of Softball matches and fun. As the seasoned
Menominee veterans already know, Twi-Light League is an inter-team
tournament that takes place aside from camp competitions. The winning
team of the league receives the coveted TLL trophy, and individual
smaller trophies to take home.
After our dinner on Monday, the Sun versus the Wind teams were
introduced, with counselors DAVID BLECHMAN, DAVID RIBOT, ROBBIE
Junior TLL gets underway
APPELBAUM, JONAH WEISS and COLE NEUMAN all announcing their
various pleas on how the Sun was better than the Wind or vice versa. After the pleas were made and teams
were announced, it was off to the Bob Bender Senior Diamond for a match that was a great one to watch.
PTASZNIK versus SHAPIRO. The game itself was a complete whitewash, and Team PTASZNIK worked well
as a group and showed great co-ordination. Star pitched ANDREW BLECHMAN played incredibly well,
catching whoever took the bat by surprise. Team captain BRANDON PTASZNIK also did his team proud. He
made some great hits and some vital runs to ensure his team won the match. None other than NATE
FRIEFELD was a huge factor to the PTASZNIK win. His speed and agility helped him around the bases
quicker than ever, and Team SHAPIRO found it hard to get him out. BRANDON and his team earned the well
deserved win over SHAPIRO, with the final score of 20-8.
Game 2 involved a match between Team TKD and Team LAZARUS. Unlike the PTASZNIK game, this one was
a lot closer. The players that stood out the most were NOAH LAZARUS and TYLER ZWEIG, who both
displayed amazing teamwork and individual skill to clench the game. Both teams played a solid game, and it
reflected in the final score of 8-6 to Team TKD. An excellent way to start TLL!
By ROBBIE APPELBAUM

Final Four and Leagues: Explained

By CHINMAY JAVERI
A new session calls for a new beginning to the Final Four schedule and Leagues.
For those of you that haven’t been here in the first session, there are many
differences between the two. Final Four is a group of activities that you signed up
to do on your first day, and are instructional activities. Choosing activities for
Final Four means that you would want to progress in your skill level in that specific
area, and help you become better at it. There were four activities that you could
choose from, each assigned to a different state. There are rarely any competitive
matches in this part, but that’s where Leagues come into play. Leagues are a
collection of competitive match-ups where you can test your skills against other
campers. Each League is comprised of a different activity, and each day the
sports rotate to ensure that you campers get to play a variety of matches. My
advice is to build skill in Final Four, and test it out by playing in the Leagues.

Tomorrow’s Weather
88 F
CHANCE OF STORMS
It’s going to be a hot one
outside.

The CIT’s enjoy their group picture
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Counselor Profile

Name: Eli Bernick
TAYLOR BEAUSINGER and ANDREW BLECHMAN hang out after photos

Age: 20
Originally from: Pheonix, Arizona

Final Four: Softball Training

What’s your favorite sport?
Basketball
If you had to pick any holiday destination, where
would you go?
Maui, Hawaii
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
50 Cent
What advice do you have for other (new) campers?
Put yourself out there. Try new things out and meet
new people. Expand your horizons
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Anything but mint. It tastes like toothpaste
Why do you like visiting camp?
To hang out with my closest friends who I don’t get a
chance to see and hang out with anywhere else
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my seventh year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest of
your life, which one would it be?
Finally Rich by Chief Keef
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
“Billy Madison. Adam Sandler is my dude!”
What’s your catchphrase?
Fail once, try, try, try again

During yesterday’s first Final Four activity session of
Louisville, the senior age group came down to play
Softball. For being the first day of Final Four
activities, the activity itself went very well, and a lot
of familiar faces had returned to Softball after their
break. Right from the beginning, you could tell that
the likes of REID KANTER and ETHAN WEISS was
extremely happy to be back on the Bob Bender Senior
Diamond once again, after their roles in the previous
Twi-Light League session. Due to the heat, we were all
told that long pants was not a requirement, however we
all agreed that Softball wasn’t the same without them.
Sliding is where all the fun is at! The campers split into
two diamonds and picked up where most of them left
off in terms of skill level.
There were many great displays of hitting and
pitching, and I’m confident that this year’s senior
cabin will give Kawaga a run for their money! There was
some great hitting and fielding practice going on from
JARED LOIBEN, who showed some real promise out
there on the field. At the end of practice, all campers
felt like they gave it their all, which was a great sign,
especially when the skill level at the moment is at quite
a high point already. With some more practice in
pitching, the team would be the one to beat when it
comes to competitions!
By ROBBIE APPELBAUM

The Sweet Life

By DAVID RIBOT
Canteen. A reward at the end of the day that campers and counselors alike love to have, and the red and
white doors have opened once again for the start of the second session. Each person has their own
canteen number, ranging from MAX BEERMANN’s number 1 to LOGAN ROSENGARD’s number 131. Each
night, after shower and dip, the hard decision of either candy or soda is given to each camper. Or if you
really can’t decide, then you can grab both if you have a dollar to spare! The opening of canteen this time
around went very well, and everybody seemed to be enjoying their first piece of candy since the party the
night before. Especially the likes of DANIEL MALIS, who happily chomped away on his candy!
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Thursday, 18th July 2013

Arrows fly at Archery
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It was a scorching hot day outside on Tuesday morning, and campers lined
up at the archery range alongside counselor BEN ELLINGSON. ALEX
FORMAN, CHASE WEIMAN and BECKETT DOYLE were all waiting to
take a shot at the target, and hopefully get a bulls-eye!
First, ALEX FORMAN stepped up to the bow. He usually doesn’t
disappoint, and this time was no different. He scored a great total of 30
points, a good amount to start with. The range was starting to heat up,
especially with CHASE WEIMAN now approaching the bow and arrows.
TKD gives the thumbs up at golf!
As anticipated, he also scored really well with a total of 47 points,
beating ALEX’s previous score. BECKETT DOYLE was with BEN, learning how to shoot. Since he is a rookie to
the sport, he was working on his shot to be a much better player. Lucky Canteen no. 77
A veteran to the riflery range, LEVI PASIKOV decided to take a slice of the action. He went head to head in
a battle against ALEX FORMAN, and the game was really close. It was neck-and-neck for most of the match,
and it showed in the result. The final score was 20-20, but ALEX and LEVI weren’t satisfied at that. They
decided to play sudden death, and each shot would count. It was a real nail-biter, but ALEX just edged the
game by winning with 1 point. It was a great game to watch.
By LEVI PASIKOV and SAM ‘FISH’ GOODMAN

On The Volley
Senior Volleyball matches are great to watch, and on this sunny day in the Wichita
State activity period, a match including the CITs and seniors was going on. JUSTIN
‘SHOENE’ SHOENEMAN played an awesome serve to ETHAN WEISS, which JARED
LOIBEN took full advantage of when ETHAN played the ball to him, and got a point.
Another great play was when REID KANTER passed the ball to SHOENE, and TYLER
KOELEHER-DAVIS on the opposition slammed the ball down just as the ball went over.
NATE FRIEFELD and REID KANTER made some great teamwork play to earn their
team some points, with alternate passing skills to win them points. The unlucky one of
the game was MAX COHEN, who accidently dropped the ball after a power shot from
the mighty hands of JUSTIN OLSON. Although this was a volleyball match, it was all
in good fun, and both teams looked like they had a lot during the match. It’s all really
good practice for beating Kawaga!

By DANIEL MALIS and BENJI FRIEDMAN
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Tomorrow’s Weather
77 F
THUNDERSTORMS
The predictions haven’t been too
accurate, but hopefully that keeps
going!

WMEN: Second Session
Another session starts, and so does a new WMEN broadcast. A big thank you to ZACH HOTT, NOAH PODOLSKY and JOSH STONE for
helping out in the previous compilation. We’re on the lookout for those of you who are interested in being on the camp PA system, and
having your voice heard in sport related material. If you’d like to get involved, please see me in the
Megaphone office, and we can really kick-start Menominee radio for these next four weeks!
By CHINMAY JAVERI
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Name: Robbie Appelbaum
Age: 19

BRIAN SHEN and the golf team throw a pose!

Originally from: Vernon Hills, IL
What’s your favorite sport?
Volleyball or Basketball
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Softball
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
The Fray
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Keep coming back. There’s no better way to
spend your summer than at camp.
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Vanilla
Why do you like visiting camp?
It’s my home away from home. I have a bunch
of family members here
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my tenth year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
I don’t use CDs….
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Silver Linings Playbook. It combined a funny and
serious movie all in one, and it was amazing!

Cabin 13 Antics: The Losing Voice Episode

Usually bedtime involves the everyday routine of going
to sleep, but this one was special. Our counselor, CORY
REINER, pretended to lose his voice, which really
made him sound like a girl! The kids of Cabin 13 were
laughing really hard. BECKETT DOYLE couldn’t contain
his laughter, so he had to get up and walk around the
cabin to walk it off. MAX BEERMANN was laying in his
bed trying to contain his bursts of laughing, and
MILES RACENSTEIN was waving his flashlight and
turning it on and off, adding to the hilarity of the
situation.
At first, we thought CORY had actually lost his voice,
but we soon realized it was fake. CORY kept telling us
all it was real, but we didn’t believe him, and it turns
out that he was putting it on. CORY really regretted
starting the voice, as when he stopped, we all started
imitating him. My voice was really convincing, as ELI
BERNICK thought I really did loose my voice at one
point.
After a while, people were getting annoyed and all
wanted to go to sleep. Somehow throughout this whole
episode, TYLER BORSTEIN managed to read his book
quietly despite all of the distractions around him. None
of Cabin 13 knows how he does it! Although we got to
sleep a little later than normal, everyone found it
really funny and entertaining.
By BENJI FRIEDMAN

Football Practice For Kawaga!
On a sunny Thursday morning in the Wichita State activity period, some Football practice was taking place
on the near soccer pitch. A star player on the field was BRETT WEISS, who made a quarter-back sneak at
the first down, which was really hard considering the opposing team. BRETT then threw the ball to
MICHAEL GLASSBERG, who held the ball and scored a touchdown! Way to go MICHAEL. JOSH
GOODMAN wasn’t a force to be reckoned with, stopping BRETT from getting a 1st down with style.
ETHAN SAKS followed in JOSH’s footsteps, and also stopped BRETT from getting a touchdown. MIKE
also passed amazingly, getting BRETT a 25-yard gain!
By DANIEL MALIS and BENJI FRIEDMAN
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Friday, 19th July 2013

Senior Football Training Brings Big Scores
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It was a sunny Wednesday afternoon outside in the Final Four activity,
and the Seniors had come out to improve their game. The greatest thing
about Final Four is that it helps you bring your skill level up, rather than
just an ordinary match between two teams. The heat was pounding down on
the senior campers, but their perseverance meant that they weren’t going
to quit any time soon. In practice and warm up, there were a few stand-out
characters that stood apart from the rest. ANDREW BLECHMAN was on
his A-game, playing better than ever and testing his skills to the limit. It
Football Coach JULIUS ONI and ETHAN WAGMAN
chill out by the waterfront
was important for the guys to understand that a no-huddle offense
strategy was the key to success, and ANDREW helped demonstrate that very well. Two other well-deserved
mentions are NATHAN FRIEFELD and ETHAN WEISS. Both of these guys displayed amazing talent at
various positions in the field, and are ones to look out for when our inter-camp competitions get underway.
The new defensive line-up our team has is ‘the x-factor’, and one of the greatest formations that I’ve seen.
DYLAN FRIEDMAN plays that role excellently, and I personally would consider him as the team’s safety net.
This is the very same team that had destroyed Timberlane, so it’s noteworthy that the 61-0 win had boosted
the team both mentally and physically in training. JARED LOIBEN’s defensive work is second to none, and his
attributes make him a star player on the pitch, having great co-operative skills and a feel for the pitch that
allows him to know where his teammates are. When it comes to players on the line, TYLER KOELHER-DAVIS
provides the intimidating power that Menominee needs when facing up against any opposing team. Definitely
not a force to be reckoned with! I’m really happy about the team we’ve got this year. It’s a big improvement
on last year’s team, and the teamwork that the guys posses is incredible. We’re not going to be happy with
second place, we’re in it to win!
By JULIUS ONI
We’re Havin’ A Heat wave!

Shooting To Win
An impressive number of boys signed up for MCAA League Riflery, and under the
afternoon sun, they were covered by the shade of the firing range. Although the
reliving shade of the range helped out the accuracy, the heat was soon rising and the
pressure was on. Sharpshooter TODD LAZARUS was present, and the range is like a
second home to him. As always, TODD shot solidly, and retained some impressive
scores. BENJI GAU was another name to look out for, and his level of effort is
definitely worth a mention. Lucky Canteen no. 61
GUS MANRIQUE, SHANE OLSON, ZACH ZELMAN and WILL FRIEDMAN were all
aiming down the sights too, trying to beat TODD’s solid scores and shots. Eager faces
watched on awaiting their turn in the spotlight as they queued up to make every shot
count. Instructed by counselor ANDY SCHOFIELD and I, the talent that’s found in
the Longhorn league period offers a riveting competition!

By ISAAC JARMAN

As you all would have noticed, the sun’s
been out for the past few days, and its
been incredibly strong too. The past 3
days have been well into the 90s, and
it’s only just begun to cool off. The
weather predicts storms and thunder,
however the predictions are rarely right
as it’s so unpredictable. Although we’ve
experienced rain today, we’ll never know
what the next day holds. Hold on tight
to that water bottle.
By CHINMAY JAVERI

Tomorrow’s Weather
68 F

PARTLY CLOUDY
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It’s All At The Wall

By LEVI ’VICE’ PASIKOV & SAM ’SHARK’ GOODMAN

On an extremely sunny day in the Wichita State
activity period, we headed off to the Climbing Wall to
try and witness some people reach the top. When we
got there, we saw JEREMY SEGAL and DANIEL
GOLDSCHMIT climbing the log side of the wall. The
counselor present, CALUM MAKIN, made them an
offer they couldn’t resist. If they were able to make it
to the top, they’d each receive a free canteen.
Name: Conor Murphy
Age: 21
Originally from: London, UK
What’s your favorite sport?
Rugby
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Zipline / Climbing
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Pendulum or Jimmy Hendrix
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
You should try and do everything once, and
make sure to make some new friends too.
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Caramel
Why do you like visiting camp?
I love going to new places and also meeting
some great new people.
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
The Hendrix Experience
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Gladiator. There’s no explanation for this one, if
you’ve seen it you definitely know why!

ILLIAN FARBMAN tries his luck at the climbing wall

Both guys were displaying excellent teamwork, as
JEREMY and DANIEL were both helping each other up
if they were behind. JEREMY, being younger, was
struggling to get DANIEL up, but they were making
great progress. It was a struggle to get to the fourth
log, but both of them showed great determination, and
really did put in a lot of effort. Whilst trying to tackle
the remaining six logs, the boys had a plan. When
DANIEL reaches higher than JEREMY, he would wait
and let JEREMY use his knee as a step, and vice versa
when it was DANIEL’s turn to step up. With a helping
hand from JAKE ZWEIG, CONOR MURPHY and CALUM
MAKIN, the guys reached the 7th log just as General
was announced. Great job JEREMY and DANIEL! Next
time you can aim for the 10th log!

Just Over The Net
There’s always something interesting to watch in the
MCAA Leagues, and today was no different. I was
lucky enough to be holding the Junior and
Intermediate Nucomb match between Team Brown and
Team Rust. The sun was out and there was breeze
blowing; the perfect setting for a great match. The
match was extremely close, and Team Rust played very
well to snatch the first game from Team Brown’s
hands. However, star players TODD LAZARUS and
GAVIN BRAMWIT led the charge in the second game.
Fueled by the loss of the first game, the duo carried
Team Brown to a victory.
Team Rust were hit by the victory of the opposition,
but their strong teamwork and willpower allowed them
to pick themselves up from the loss. SAM GOODMAN
and BENJI FRIEDMAN of Team Rust shone through
the line-up, and demonstrated some excellent serves
and returns. In the end, the third game went to the
guys of Rust, and a well deserved win too. The boys of
Team Brown came very close. However a few
miscommunication errors cost them the match.
Congrats Rust!
By WILL ‘THE THRILL’ MULHERN
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Saturday, 20th July 2013

Skit Night: Menominee at the Movies
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Skit night is a hilarious feature at Menominee, and for the second time
this summer skit night was announced again! To the joy of all campers,
skit night was to be held that very evening, and theme was Movie
Imitation, that included Menominee in some form. Cabin 3 decided to
take on the massive task of the Transformers series, and came up with
the character ideas of MegaSteve and BumbleBari! The winners of the
Juniors were Cabin 5, who came up with their imitation of Fight Club. It
left the crowd bursting with laughter, and nearly all counselors were
Cabin 13 perform their skit at Skit Night
poked fun at. They went head-to-head against each other in Fight Club
battles, and the funniest had to be when CADEN OLSON as CONOR MURPHY battled DANIEL MALIS as
DAVID HULSTEDT. ROBBIE APPELBAUM and DAVID MIZOCK were also impersonated by LEVI ‘LEVICE’
PASIKOV and SAM KOGEN. The winners of the Senior age division was Cabin 11, who decided to do an
amusing skit of The Hunger Games. JUSTIN OLSON played a hysterical version of JACOB ‘BALLS’
BARSTACK, and JONAH WEISS played the interview. Counselors and staff were mocked in good taste, and
it’s a huge contribution to why they won the senior age division. Even MIRO was featured in the skit, and was
crowned winner of The Hunger Games. Cabin 18 performed a series of clips from different movies in a
compilation type production, that was strung together in a spectacular fashion! The CITs had their shot at a
skit, and decided to pick a great movie to base theirs on, 21 Jump Street. NATE FRIEFELD decided to take
on the role of KOZ, and was granting people their wishes. TAYLOR BEAUSINGER was waiting for CHIN to
get him some water for his medication, but had to wait for three hours and still didn’t get his water! Cabin 8
won the intermediate division, with the help of counselors TOM MARINE and ROBBIE APPELBAUM. All in all,
it was a very successful skit night, and each skit night so far has been progressively more funny!
By PARKER HEWES

Hit it or Quit it
It was a beautiful morning for Michigan Softball for Final Four. Everybody hustled out to the Bob Bender Senior
Diamond to show off their skills.
CHASE McBRIDE and DANIEL DRISCOLL pitched great in the scrimmage, putting their match experience and skill into
practice. ETHAN SAKS was positioned at first base, and had made a couple of extraordinary stops during the practice
match that took place. MAX ZLATNIKOV was another player pushing the boundaries at the BBSD, both in terms of skill
and literally. His hitting abilities shone through, when he made a home run by smashing the ball to right field. Base
running is always key in Softball, and a promising talent is SAM MILLER, who showed both agility and great leadership
skills. They say that one of the best attributes a player can hold is sportsmanship, and the players out on BBSD weren't
short of that at all. JONATHAN LAZARUS and ROSS FISHER both played the field really well, and hit like no other.
Third base player AIDEN BRAMWIT also played his best, and had a great game. In the true Menominee way, at the end
of the game everybody huddled in for cheers. MAX RUSS finished cheers with “On the color
green, Menominee”
By BRETT WEISS
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Name: Andy Schofield
Age: 25
Originally from: Liverpool, UK
What’s your favorite sport?
Show Jumping
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Skiing
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
The Goo Goo Dolls
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Always have a positive attitude at camp. Smile
and the whole world will smile with you!
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Strawberry
Why do you like visiting camp?
Just because of the variety of people I come
across here
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my second year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
The Harry Potter Audiobook
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Shawshank Redemption, because it teaches you
to carry on, no matter what the situation.

Everybody enjoying the trampoline on a hot day

Pursuing Par at Golf
On a wonderful Saturday morning, with the breeze
blowing and the sun shining, a few campers took to the
golf course to practice their putting. It was a great
day to be playing golf!
JAKE FISHBEIN, ADAM SAGERMAN, GABE
NEWMAN and JONNY LISS were out on the course
playing golf, trying to improve their skills. It wasn’t a
free game, there were 4 free canteens on the table
for them if they did well. TOM ADLER was the first
person to hit the ball on the green. However, ADAM
SAGERMAN was next in line. He was second closest to
the hole after the second hit, and wasn’t too far off
either. JAKE FISHBEIN hit his third shot, but
unluckily it landed right next to the hole instead of
inside it. He did manage to hit it in on his fourth go
though. Trailing just behind, JONNY LISS hit the golf
ball onto the putting green on his third try. On his
fourth go, he got the ball in the hole. TOM ADLER was
also experiencing the same luck as JONNY, and also
made it on his fourth go.
The campers were having a great time and were
enjoying themselves. Although nobody won a free
canteen, everybody was happy with their performance.
By SAM ’SHARK’ GOODMAN & DANIEL MALIS

Fun Down at the Waterfront

By BENJI FRIEDMAN

At the waterfront, I got on a paddleboard and decided to go boating. I was going out into the lake when
suddenly it became very windy, and the water became choppy. I saw MAX BEERMANN close-by along with
LEVI ‘LEVICE’ PASIKOV paddling on a raft board near the shore. Whilst trying to paddle towards me,
MAX fell off of the raft, and LEVI and I were roaring with laughter. However, MAX wasn’t too impressed,
so he ended up shaking my paddleboard, to which I responded by a fake shove with my oar. He flinched and
we both started laughing. It was a great laugh, and explains why the waterfront can be so popular!
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Monday, 22nd July 2013

Menominee Welcomes Birch Knoll!
It was a nice Friday evening for Camp Menominee when they realized that
the ladies from Camp Birch Knoll were coming over for a social. The news
was announced at lunchtime, and when Steve dropped the good news, the
whole Mess Hall roared with cheers and chants. Everybody loves socials!
TYLER BORSTEIN rolled out of Cabin 13 wearing his polo and ready to
get some phone numbers. He then proceeded to walk onto the dancefloor, and began a display of the most mesmerizing dance moves that this
world has ever seen. Crowds stopped and stared, astonished. From that
point on, it seemed that every girl wanted to be around Tyler!
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DAVID BLECHMAN and ELI BERNICK pose for the
camera

Meanwhile, BRIAN ’MIT’ SHEN was making an impression on the counselors from Birch Knoll. The
combination of his looks and his sunglasses proved too much for the girls. We may have a future celebrity on
our hands! His confidence and swagger could only be matched by the likes of rapper Jay Z (speaking of
which, BRIAN has recently been signed to Def Jam Records on a six-year contract). Lucky Canteen no. 131
On the other end of the dance-floor, ARI GOLDBERG and MILES RACENSTEIN were the life of the party.
An audience of campers came to watch their dance moves and shapes. The two Camp Menominee warriors
were full of energy and spirit, running around the campfire area like they had just overdosed on sugar.
The music was put on by none other than DJ PARKER HEWES, who aced the song choices and had everyone
throwing shapes, accommodating everyone’s taste in music. The social, overall, was a lot of fun, and even
CHASE McBRIDE and ROSS FISHER were seen having a good time. It’s now a waiting game until our next
social comes about.
By COLE NEUMAN

On Point For Kawaga
Yesterday, we witnessed the beginning of the Kawaga team trials for archery, and some real talents have been
unearthed.
First up were the archers from the 11 and under age group, and LEVI PASIKOV along with TODD LAZARUS and NICK
PUJOLAS were the stars of the age division. Their red and yellow target hits were all consistent throughout their fivearrow round, and none missed the target. Other names that stood out were GAVIN BRAMWIT and ALEX RUSS, who
both also shot very well. Next up it was the Intermediates turn to land a spot on the team. RYAN BLUM, CHASE
WEIMAN and GRAYSON FLOOD all did their best in the round. GRAYSON placed his arrows perfectly, hitting the
yellow target twice in a five arrow round, with the rest of his score being in the close-red zone. A name not to be
forgotten was BRETT WEISS, who used the Bandit bow to land a respectable score. Last, but not least, the 16 and under
group had their chance to make the team. Star shooters NATE FRIEFELD and JAKE ZWEIG did not disappoint. They
shot to ensure their spots on the team once again. JUSTIN SHOENEMAN was also a solid shot, racking up a fair amount
of yellow and red hits to earn a place. JAKE FISHBEIN took well to the Cobra and Predator bows, and as a result, racked
himself up a good amount of points. A lot of kudos goes out to everyone that tried their best on the range. It was great
to see some people trying and loving archery for the first time.
By HUGO FEATHER
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The tables are in full swing at Casino Night

Name: Isaac Jarman

Chips at the Ready: Casino Night

Age: 19
Originally from: Australia
What’s your favorite sport?
Soccer
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Water Skiing
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Parkway Drive
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Never wear cargo shorts
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Mint Chocolate
Why do you like visiting camp?
It’s a new experience, and its great to try new
activities for the first time
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Parkway Drive’s, ‘Horizons’
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
The Lion King. Just because it’s The Lion King,
no further explanation needed.

Casino night 2013 was an absolute blast! Everybody had a
ton of fun. It all began when flag was called, and
everyone was called to the flagpole.
After flag had been lowered, I gave a brief introduction
to Casino Night, explaining what it was and the rules to
the new campers. After that, everybody rushed to the
Mess Hall in cabins. Each camper was given 16 chips each
to use, and to make a return on. The games were so fun
that even the counselors were getting involved.
There were a wide range of games taking place, ranging
from Texas Hold’em to Rock Paper Scissors. Blackjack
was a very popular favorite on the night, and JAKE
FISHBEIN was a great example of that. Despite the
C.I.T’s leaving early for a meeting, he still managed to
win 180 chips in high roller blackjack. There was some
commotion at the roulette table, when MAX COHEN
almost ran out of chips when JONAH GAGERMAN put in
a bet of 25 chips and left with 125 in one round. Bandits
of the high roller area were counselors TERRY JONES
and ALEX SYKES, who both dominated the blackjack
table completely.
The security guards placed around the premises didn’t
have to work too hard, as cheating wasn’t too much of an
issue. All of the 14 year olds had a great time running
the make-shift casino in the Mess Hall, and as
organizers, we hope that everyone else had a great time
too!
By CHARLIE KANTER

A Waterfront Adventure: Part 2

By BENJI FRIEDMAN

Whilst in a General, me and a few friends from Cabin 13 went out on the waterfront. It was really funny when my
paddleboard nearly got stuck under the dock. Then SAM KOGEN decided to pick us up along with MAX BEERMAN
and LEVI PASIKOV on his paddleboard and give us a ride. Nearby, MICK RACENSTEIN was happily kayaking away
in the water, until SAM KOGEN decided to jump on the kayak and almost tipped him over! It was hilarious to
watch. MAX was being a nuisance, so I started hitting his paddleboard with my oar. It was all in good fun, and not
malicious at all, and it was funny when SAM KOGEN started to pull my paddleboard around the water. I wasn’t
paying that much attention, and soon enough I fell in the water. Laughing it off, I got out of the waterfront and
checked out on the buddy board. The waterfront always has something new in store every single day.
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Go Menominee, Beat Kawaga!
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What a surprising encounter we had last night. After canteen, we
thought that it would just be an ordinary flag lowering, but we were all so
wrong. All campers know that Camp Menominee loves dishing out
surprises, and this one was no different.
After the flag was lowered, we all took a seat on the near basketball
court around Steve, who gave a talk on energy conservation and waste. He
soon pointed out that the entire Senior cabin was nowhere in sight, the
cue for the Seniors to rush out from the back of the Arts and Crafts
department and rush the whole camp into the Mess Hall.

Cabin 13 rush through the tunnel!

After some staple Menominee chants and cheers, it was time to hand out the brand new jerseys! Counselors
and the Seniors made a hand-tunnel as a journey to their jersey, and cabin by cabin, each camper ran
through and collected their brand new black Kawaga t-shirt. First up was Cabin 3, and RYDER and COOPER
SPECTOR pelted through the tunnel like they were running a track event. COOPER was very happy with the
‘COOPEK’ found on the back of his jersey. CHASE WEIMAN was seen sporting his ‘KIM CHI’ jersey as soon
as he got it, and ASA SILVERMAN seemed really proud of the ‘ACE’ on the back of his. MILES and MICKEY
RACENSTEIN both added to their collection of their many ‘RACENSTEIN’ jerseys, of which the tally is now
6. One of the most memorable cabin tunnel-sprints had to be Cabin 11, who all went shirtless through the
tunnel led by none other than JUSTIN OLSON. Lucky Canteen no. 47
It was a great sight to see the whole of CM in their black jerseys chanting along to the Menominee
favorites, and the spirit of the camp was truly united. Thanks to Steve, our jerseys now hang proudly from
the cabin rafters, and will see the light of day when we play our rivals, Kawaga.
By CHINMAY JAVERI

The Climbing Wall Needs You!
Ah climbing. What a way to spend Generals. Ever thought of a really challenging task?
Want to do something you can’t do at home? Want to check out the best view at camp?
If the answer to any of those questions is yes, then you’re missing out on the best wall
in Menominee. Fellow campers such as JUSTIN OLSON, JAKE ZWEIG and even JAKE
CZUPEK have taken on the colossal challenge of the wall, and defeated it. The question
is, can you? Climbing is one of the only activities that challenge your co-ordination and
skill. It’s not rushed or timed, and guaranteed that every time you go up, you will
improve. Campers such as CAMIL MAROUN and JACOB BERLINGER had accepted the
mammoth task of scaling the 50ft structure and are on their way to succeeding. Could
you be the next CAMIL or JACOB? There’s only one way to find out, and that’s to try
it. We have a lot of great equipment and a zip-line too. What more could you want? Be
a JUSTIN, JAKE or JAKE and come to the climbing wall for Generals today!

By CALUM MAKIN

Tomorrow’s Weather
73 F
CHANCE OF RAIN
All good things must come to
an end

A big Happy Birthday goes
out to JULIUS ONI

Happy Birthday JULIUS!
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Name: David Blechman
Age: 17
Originally from: Northfield, IL
What’s your favorite sport?
Football / Baseball
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Softball
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Denzil Porter
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Play softball and become good at it
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Haagen Dazs Chocolate
Why do you like visiting camp?
To be with my best friends
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my eighth year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Graduation by Kanye West
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Fight Club, because it blows your mind and
simultaneously gets better every time you
watch it!

TODD LAZARUS tries out for Kawaga Hockey

Hockey Kawaga Practice
On a overcast, cool day with a lot of breeze, floor
hockey was taking place down at the War Memorial
Inline Hockey Arena.
Everyone did a fantastic job in the first official
Kawaga practice, and I personally have a lot of faith in
the teams we’re going to put out. Although everyone
did an excellent job, a few young men really stood out
in the crowd at the arena.
One of those young men was TODD LAZARUS, who
had an absolute cannon of a shot and displayed he has
great on-ice vision. When it came to agility, RYDER
SPECTOR was one of the best, and his level of ball
control was second-to-none. The way he was able to
maneuver the hockey stick to control ball direction was
incredibly impressive, and deserves a spot in the team
for it.
All hockey teams need a solid defense, and in
practices, JACK FORMAN was the man to count on
when his team’s defense was under pressure.
Whizzing past the opposition was none other than
MAX BEERMANN. His speed in the practice session
seemed like he had jets in his shoes, and was one of
the fastest boys out there. When looking for a good
all-round player, JAKE ‘The Snake’ HOODACK played
well, and solidly in-between the pipes.
A lot of writers and journalists out there are making a
lot of noise about this 11 and under potential floor
hockey squad, and are eagerly awaiting the match
that’s taking place in a few days.
As a coach, I’m confident that these guys have what it
takes to beat anything that comes in their way. Go
Menominee, BEAT KAWAGA!

REID KANTER, JOSH KRAVITZ, TKD, JAKE ZWEIG and PAM huddle for
a picture on the speedboat

By ‘JOHN CANDY’
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Let The Games Begin!

Images

Yesterday was not a day to be forgotten. The night before we all went to
sleep early for the extra rest, but was completely unaware of what was
going to hit us tomorrow morning. At precisely 6:30 on competition
morning, the humming sound of music started breaking into the dreams of
campers. As the gentle and calm awakening was just setting in, the Senior
Cabin stormed through all of the cabins, creating a racket! The chanting
of DYLAN FRIEDMAN, JAKE ZWEIG and REID KANTER jolted the
cabins with a startled awakening, and the worst part was that WOODY
Coach MIZ and the Football Squad
caught it all on camera! After shifting out of bed, Camp Menominee
rushed into the Mess Hall for their pre-match meal. By this time, the crowd were pumped and ready to face
the opposition. After we all ate our ‘Beat Kawaga’ breakfast, the under 11s and under 16s jumped on the
school buses, whilst the Intermediate age group stayed back on home turf.
The spirit on the bus to Kawaga was higher than ever, and the Green and Whites were going to put up a great
fight against the Kawaga boys. Shouting the loudest were ARI GOLDBERG and MAX BEERMANN, who were
pumped and ready to beat the Blues. Sooner than we expected, we were there and ready to meet our match.
It was straight off the school buses and into matches, with Newcomb and Football being first on the cards
for the under 11s and under 16s respectively.
The day went incredibly well on the whole, and despite the boys from Camp Menominee losing the majority of
the games, everybody still had a great time and enjoyed themselves. Although we are a competitive camp, it’s
important to note that the most important factor is to have fun! The Intermediates were on a spree back at
Menominee, and won all but two of their games, so a lot of kudos goes out to them and their efforts. A big
thanks to Kawaga for providing a great lunch and dinner, and most importantly to all participants, as you all
demonstrated the Menominee way yesterday. We were so close this time round but we didn’t get the win
against the Braves. Don’t worry CM, we’ll get them next time!

By LEVI ‘LEVICE’ PASIKOV & CHINMAY JAVERI

A Close Call at 16C Football
Flag football is a sport that many people enjoy and find entertaining, so the match
against Kawaga for the C team was more than ready to play. REID KANTER started
the match off with some great snags in the centre of the field during the first half,
allowing Menominee to block a Kawaga attack. JOSH KRAVITZ as quarter-back threw
very well. However, the execution in the end-zone fell just short of scoring. ANDREW
MERHOLTZ rushed extremely well, and broke free from the opposition very easily,
and got himself a sack to start off the game. The wrath of JAKE FISHBEIN was too
powerful for the blue-heads, and blocked the opposition like no other. Also, because of
his aggressive play, no sacks were let through either. In the end it was all down to
execution, and we just fell short of Kawaga’s score.
By PARKER HEWES

Tomorrow’s Weather
55 F
CHANCE OF STORMS
It was CARTER WALSH’s
birthday yesterday!

Happy Birthday CARTER!
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Name: Jonah Weiss
Age: 18
Originally from: Scottsdale, AZ
What’s your favorite sport?
Basketball or Football
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Basketball, Softball or Football
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Drake, Eminem, Koby Stern, Kanye West
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
Appreciate every day at camp and come back
every year!
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Cake Batter
Why do you like visiting camp?
This is my second home with my best friends
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my ninth summer
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
Red by Taylor Swift
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Anchorman. There’s no explanation. Ribot
definitely knows why!

BRANDON PTASZNIK aims to save an incoming ball

11A Soccer fights hard at Kawaga
Our 11A team were out on Kawaga’s pitch on Thursday,
and the result wasn’t one we hoped for. The team tried
their best and gave it their all. However, the Kawaga
squad had more co-ordination than us between the
defensive and midfield sections.
It wasn’t all bad news though, as there were some real
stars on the pitch for us. ADAM HIRSCH and JEREMY
SEGAL worked together and ADAM managed to score
a goal against the boys in blue, with JEREMY assisting
the goal. GUS MANRIQUE was a massive help as a
central midfielder, and played an excellent game. He
had some great tackles, and precision when he was
passing the ball. JACK FORMAN and OSCAR
MANRIQUE were playing both left and right
midfielders, trying to break free at every opportunity
on the wing. PABLO GUEMEZ played great, and had a
few shots on goal that were just wide or were
deflected and saved by the keeper. At half time, the
score rested at 4-1 to the Kawaga campers.
Fueled by the injustice of the scoreboard, Camp
Menominee came out screaming and ADAM HIRSCH
blasted a ball just wide of the post. A very close call
ADAM, and Kawaga were startled by the response. Our
goalkeeper, ADAM MASSELLO, made some excellent
saves on the day. However, there were just some
break-away goals that couldn't be stopped, and he
couldn’t save them. Even though the score was at a
major gap, ADAM still continued to put in effort and
persevere with the game, a tough task to face when
your team is down.
In the end, the tiring Menominee squad settled for a
6-1 score with the Kawaga Braves. They played a hardfought game until the final whistle, and hopefully the
team took some pointers from their loss to make them
better players next time around.

Menominee disperse from the buses at Kawaga

By PARKER HEWES
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16A Softball: A Ref’s Perspective
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It was a windy and cold day out on Kawaga turf, and the 16A softball team
lined up for one of the most important games of the competition. If only
these players knew in hindsight that this would be one of the most on-edge
games that the team had ever played.
At the beginning of extra innings, the score was 7-7, with Menominee
making a remarkable comeback down from 7-1. The boys had their pride and
passion on the line, so it was at this point that the Green and Whites
fought back. Staring at the face of defeat, the Menominee boys’ bats
ANDREW MERHOLTZ gives a thumbs up before the game
came alive and stormed back into the game. JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN was a
player that hit well under pressure, and ripped a clutch two-out game tying triple. The Menominee crowd went
wild, and the Blues went quiet after many innings of gloating. A lot of credit goes to the infielders ADAM
SAGERMAN and ETHAN WEISS, who held Kawaga at bay for the rest of the game. Arch pitcher ANDREW
BLECHMAN also played superbly, and caught people out whilst they were on strike, resulting in the game going
into extra innings.
The score was 7-7, and Menominee had pulled back an outstanding game from the grasp of the Kawaga boys.
With only one inning to go, the game was heating up. Kawaga and Menominee both went through rounds without
scoring, and the game was really going down to the wire. With a base runner on second base, and two outs
already, it was time for Kawaga’s no.4 hitter to take strike. With a simple and clean shot to the left, the runner
was able to score and make it home, breaking the hearts of fans and players alike.
ETHAN WEISS summed the game up the best, “It was a tough loss, but I will always remember playing in this
historic camp game”. Although we may have lost, this may have been one of the greatest comebacks ever seen in
a competition, and the perseverance of the Green and Whites was an honorable effort

By ‘THE SILENT WRITER’

This Commercial is Brought To You By

Climbing

JUSTIN OLSON, CAMIL MAROUN, JAKE ZWEIG, JACOB BERLINGER, JAKE
CZUPEK and myself, CALUM MAKIN want you to come over to the climbing wall. These
guys play with cool equipment and can tie a knot in the blink of an eye. JUSTIN’s
superior knot-tying skills could even make him famous. The Wall is a place where we
publicly endorse these practices and more! You even get fitted into your own harness,
be able to wear a funky helmet and be attached to a rope as thick as a McDonalds
milkshake. Don’t worry if you haven’t climbed before. JAKE, JUSTIN and the rest of
the team will keep you safe and sound so you can continue to climb in the best way
possible. Even new climbers such as CAMIL have at least reached the half-way mark on
the 50ft wall. However, our glorious editor CHINMAY ‘CHIN’ JAVERI only managed to
scale the wall two meters before he fell off. Embarrassing really, so new climbers will
have nothing to be ashamed of. So what are you waiting for? Head on over to the
Tower for every afternoon General and see what its about!
By CALUM MAKIN

Tomorrow’s Weather
57 F
THUNDERSTORM

CALUM MAKIN, DAVID DRANE and ETHAN
WAGMAN chow down on Kawaga’s lunch
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11C Football at Kawaga
Over at the grounds of Kawaga., the 11C
football game was taking place, and it was one
that will be remembered by all the participants
there. Menominee didn’t come off with the
victory, but all players fought a very hard game,
and put their blood, sweat and tears into the
match.
The first few minutes of the match weren't
looking so good, as the Menominee boys were on
the back foot as Kawaga scored some points. A
few offside calls later, the Green and Whites
started to fight back and get into shape. The
combined efforts of LEVI PASIKOV and CALEB
SAKS allowed the team to start scoring points,
despite the difference on the scoreboard.
JEREMY ZELKEN also played well in the latter
half of the match, and picked his form up to
help his team out. In the last five minutes of
the match, SAM LICHTMAN playing as quarterback threw a pass to JEREMY SEGAL. The pass
then led on to a coast to coast run to give the
Menominee Indians a score of 7. SAM KOGEN’s
role as center back was also compromised due to
Kawaga’s co-ordination, but that didn’t stop his
perseverance.
In the end, the final score wasn’t enough to get
Menominee to win, and they didn’t have
sufficient time to make a comeback. They fell
short of the victory by four touchdowns.
By PARKER HEWES

11A Softball Brings the Win!
The sun was out for the 11A softball game, and
SAM KOGEN was on fire. He pitched a nearly
flawless game, and was cheered on by
overwhelming support from his team. ADAM
MASSELLO played like a star, imitating Brooks
Robinson at third with his impressive score and
legendary strong arm. There was some strong
short-stop play by GUS MANRIQUE and some
solid and consistent hitting by the arms of
TODD LAZARUS, TYLER PHILLIPS and also
OSCAR MANRIQUE. NICK PUJOLES hit like no
other, and the team as a whole paved the way
for an easy win against Kawaga.
The guys slammed the score-line, and the result
was 14-3 to the Menominee Indians. A fantastic
game to watch and be a part of.
By THE SILENT WRITER

BENJI FRIEDMAN lines up a catch at softball

The Canoe Trip pt.1

By SAM KOGEN

It was on a Saturday at around 3PM when we departed for our
canoe trip. It took us about an hour and thirty minutes to arrive,
and once we got there, KOZ started cooking us burgers. PARKER
HEWES, DAVID DRANE and DARIEN FLOWER started setting
up the tents, and GAVIN BRAMWIT and I were telling stories to
one another. We were just about to start, when DANIEL MALIS
came by and said the burgers were done. The cheeseburgers
were really good, thank you KOZ! Once the burgers were
finished, we prepared all of the tents for our group. We saw
KOZ drive off and we were now just with the counselors. We
were all happy when we saw the boxes of s’mores that awaited us.

16C Triumph at Softball
On a brilliant afternoon at Kawaga grounds, the
softball team were pumped and ready to face their
match. Their ‘softball diamond’ already seemed
inferior to our Al-Lewis and Bob Bender diamonds, so
the boys could easily flourish on this away soil.
In this particular match-up, it was a great day to be a
Menominee Indian. Our 16 and under softball team
absolutely dominated the opposition from the mound.
Our team served up nasty pitch after nasty pitch,
throwing the other team off guard. We even saw a
couple of moon balls out there. The opposition didn’t
even come close.
ETHAN ‘WAGS’ WAGMAN had a stellar game, making
huge plays in the field. He even walked a few bases,
because the Kawaga pitcher knew that the WAGS hit
hard. TAYLOR ‘BEAU-BEAU’ BEAUSINGER had a few
smashers to the left field throughout the game, and
clawed some runners home in the contest. TOM
CAMERON was solid in the batting box, and played well
behind the plate also.
Before we all knew the match was over, and manager
ALEX SYKES led the C team on to a fantastic victory.
The final score was an incredible 17-6, and was an
awesome game at the swamp!
By ‘BEN STILLER’
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The Start of Green and White
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By CHINMAY JAVERI

Just as the hype of the Kawaga competition died down, we’re thrown into
the amazing competition of Green and White. As we all know by now, the
Administration at Menominee love giving us surprises, and last night was
no different. After doing ‘The Way’ in Wasserman Hall due to the
weather, all cabins got ready for bed and were prepared for taps. In an
unlikely twist of events, STEVE spoke on the P.A system and announced
there was an all-camp pizza party! An incredible surprise! The energy
from Cabin 3 when they heard the announcement was enough to raise the
TKD and REID KANTER’s reactions on being picked for G&W
captains
roof, with COOPER and RYDER SPECTOR looking as surprised as the
counselors. Cabins rushed into the Mess Hall to find delicious pizza already on the tables. The best part
about it was that the teams were written on the cardboard pizza bases, so everyone could prepare for the
“Go Green, Go White” chants. JAKE FISHBEIN was ecstatic to find out he’ll be representing the Green
team, and ETHAN WAGMAN looked pretty happy to be on Team White. The team-sheets are as follows:

Captains:

Team White

Team Green

Guillermo Guemez

Counselors:

Captains:

Alex Russ

Counselors:

Reid Kanter & Tyler Koehler-Davis

Jonny Lazarus

Isaac Jarman

Josh Kravitz & Jake Zweig

Ethan Saks

Parker Hewes

Campers:

Benjie Soren

Ben Ellingson

Campers:

Payton Isburner

Chinmay Javeri

Ryder Spector

Jacob Berlinger

Jacob Barstack

Mickey Racenstein

Jackson Weil

Eli Bernick

Jeremy Zelken

Max Russ

David Blechman

Cooper Spector

Jake Czupek

Conor Murphy

Max Beermann

Max Weingardt

Hugo Feather

Tyler Borstein

Daniel Driscoll

Darien Flower

Jack Forman

Matthew Gold

Josh Bull

Beckett Doyle

Joey Harrigan

Cole Neuman

Miles Racenstein

Max Zlatnikov

David Drane

David Fisher

Ryan Miller

Andrew Prattent

Gavin Bramwit

Tyler Zweig

Julius Oni

Ari Goldberg

Kyle Goldman

Thomas Marine

Sam Kogen

Brian Goldman

Corey Reiner

Matthew Glassberg

Jared Levine

Terry Jones

Daniel Malis

Noah Lazarus

David Mizock

Levi Pasikov

Jonny Liss

Will Mulhern

Caden Olson

Gabe Newman

Andy Schofield

Carter Walsh

Justin Olson

Alex Sykes

Louie Kanter

Brandon Ptasznik

Pablo Guemez

Daniel Ben-Isvy

Calum Makin

Remington Doyle

Tommy Blasberg

Nicolas Pujolas

Ryan Blum

Will Friedman

Max Cohen

Jack Sacks

Tom Cameron

Zach Zelman

Charlie Kanter

Adam Hirsch

Josh Lanksy

Grant Fisher

Ethan Wagman

Jake Hoodack

Jonathan Rosenfeld

Todd Lazarus

Jared Loiben

Logan Rosengard

Max Shapiro

Ryan Rosenfeld

Sam Reiner

Benjamin Zelken

Andrew Mehrholz

Caleb Saks

CIT's:

Aidan Bramwit

CITs:

Grayson Flood

Andrew Blechman

Ilian Farbman

Jake Fishbein

Jonah Gagerman

Justin Schoeneman

Sam Miller

Jacob Chorches

Josh Goodman

Taylor Beauseigneur

Tyler Phillips

Nathan Friefeld

Jake Jones

Daniel Goldschmidt

Jonny Bloom

Max Ptasznik
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16C Basketball Stay Spirited
The 16C basketball team was ready to play their
game from the moment they entered the
Kawaga basketball ‘courts’. With all eyes on
them, they knew that they had to bring their Agame to the table.
With a slow and steady start to the first
quarter, the boys were able to get on a run and
close Kawaga’s lead to just three points, and a
score of 7-10. ANDREW MEHRHOLZ and JOSH
LANSKY were the team’s leading scorers, with
five points a piece. TAYLOR ‘Beau-Beau’
BEAUSINGER, in his final basketball game
against Kawaga, showed his heart and was a
monster under the glass. He grabbed multiple
rebounds in the duration of the match, helping
out the Menominee Indians a great deal.
At the end of the game, the Menominee men
were not able to close the gap to ensure a
victory. The final score was 11-32 to Kawaga.
Both teams played hard and the boys were
shaking the hands of their rivals and showing
good sportsmanship. I couldn’t be more proud of
my team.
By ALEX SYKES

Tomorrow’s Weather
66 F

OVERCAST

16B Football Kick-Off

By ROBBIE APPELBAUM

The day started with Menominee rolling into
Kawaga grounds on the buses. The 16-and-under
age group had to play their game of Football
first. The squad took to the Kawaga field,
warming up on their grounds and aiming to get a
great start.

The game started in favor of the Menominee
Indians. The stellar defending of JOSH
LANSKY and JARED LEVINE ensured the
Kawaga attack couldn’t pass. Unfortunately,
however, this trait didn’t last and the Kawaga
offense soon broke through. This resulted in a
strategy that the Menominee boys didn’t have
an answer to, and Kawaga continued with their
strategy the entire game. The win went to
Kawaga, and although we lost, the team can take
away many traits to work on for future matches.
A special mention goes out to TAYLOR
BEAUSINGER, who played great in offense.

JARED LEVINE demonstrates ball control in soccer

13 and Under Kawaga Tennis
At the Jim Buzz-Wyeth tennis courts, there was a
clash of the titans as Menominee and Kawaga went
head-to-head on the first day of competition.
Menominee got off to a quick start as the number one
and number two doubles pairs, TYLER ZWEIG and
JOEY HARRIGAN alongside DANIEL DRISCOLL and
ROSS FISHER dominated the boys in blue. Kawaga
showed potential when they narrowed their lead; the
result of a close win at the number 2 singles match.
RYAN BLUM came up with a huge victory at the
number one singles match against the #10 ranked
player in the Midwest from Kawaga. Kawaga once again
narrowed the lead as they won the number 5 singles
face-off. MAX ZLATNIKOV clinched the victory for
Menominee in his game with a flawless performance
against his Kawaga rival. Soon after, JOSH
GOODMAN and ISAAC WEISS defeated their
opponents to ensure a victory for Menominee. The
boys in Green and White played amazingly, and it set
the tone for the rest of the events on the first day of
competition.
By TERRY JONES

16B Soccer: Valiant Efforts
By JOSH BULL

It was a very interesting game to watch, and as a coach
of the game, I enjoyed every minute of it. My Menominee
boys had played their hearts out, and their effort alone
is commendable. I was extremely happy with GABE
NEWMAN, who bit the bullet and played his first ever
soccer game on Kawaga’s turf. JARED LEVINE is also
another favorable mention, turning the heat on Kawaga
and scoring a goal against them. TAYLOR BEAUSINGER
was the team captain and played great, using good
communication skills. BRANDON PTASZNIK experienced
his first ever soccer game as a goalkeeper, and played
the role excellently. The score didn’t reflect our efforts,
and we’ll win next year. Final score: 5-1 to Kawaga.
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16U Tennis Triumph

Tuesday, 30th July 2013
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The atmosphere was as electric as a US open final when the matches
between Menominee and Kawaga began on the first day of competition.
In the singles match, the rock of the team JAKE FISHBEIN was
competing, and his form was incredible. He was striking the ball like
Roddick would. JAKE crushed his opponent 6-1 and being the rock that he
is, it was almost impossible to get him off the court. The second win was
reigned in by one of our C.I.Ts ANDREW BLECHMAN. After falling down
to Kawaga opposition 0-3, the fantastic tennis coach COREY REINER
JOSH GOODMAN celebrates the tennis victory
pumped ANDREW up for the next game. He then went on to win 6
straight games, forcing his opponent to use his weaker backhand. The win went to ANDREW, and Menominee
were leading 2-0. We were just two matches away from setting the tone for the competition.
JOSH LANSKY was like a brick wall, and didn’t let a ball get past him. He played a singles match against a
Kawaga player that had been playing tennis for his high school. JOSH didn’t let that statistic get to him, and
played cleverly by making his opponent make the mistakes to bring in the win. He crushed the boy in blue 6-2,
another Menominee win.
The final match was a doubles match, and ETHAN WEISS alongside JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN were ready to
make the win a green one. The attitude on the other side of the net was very arrogant, so these guys were
playing not only for their win but their pride too. In the end it was all just words, and ETHAN and JUSTIN
stayed mentally strong. They came back from trailing 0-2 to winning the game overall 6-4, clinching the
match from blue hands.
I couldn’t have been happier coaching the boys on their journey to victory, and I’m very happy with the way
they’ve played in the competition. They’ve done their Camp and their colors proud and I can’t wait to have
the opportunity to coach them again.
By COREY REINER

16A Football’s Game Against Camp Kawaga
The 16A football team took the field first thing Thursday morning, very confident and excited for their game
against Camp Kawaga. The defense came out hot and had interceptions by DYLAN FRIEDMAN and JARED
LOIBEN. The offensive attack led by quarter-back ANDREW BLECHMAN took a few drives to get going, but we
were gaining yards on receptions by JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN and NATE FRIEFELD. Lucky Canteen no. 9
The score remained 0-0 until the final play of the first half when Kawaga scored on a deflected pass. TYLER
KOEHLER-DAVIS played outstanding, blocking on offense and flag-pulling on defense. TOMMY BLASBURG gave
the Kawaga quarter-back a lot of trouble by piling on the pressure in every phase of play. ETHAN WEISS
caught an amazing touchdown pass, but it wasn’t enough for the Green and Whites. In the end, Kawaga sailed to
victory with an overall score of 27, whilst Menominee trailed far behind with only 6.
By JONAH WEISS
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11A Newcomb is a Very Close Call
The 11A newcomb team stepped onto the sand
of Camp Kawaga with a burning fire in their
eyes. As soon as they stepped onto the court,
the team heard the roars of support from the
surrounding CM crowd that had gathered to
watch the showdown. They were prepped and
ready to compete.
The team had a rocky start to the game, with
the first round being handed to Kawaga.
However, with great serving from ADAM
MASSELLO and NICK PUJOLES, the team was
able to fight back for a second-game victory.
TYLER PHILLIPS also provided great game-play
with electrifying slams and quick hands up at
the front line. The third game ultimately went
to Kawaga, but the Menominee boys didn’t make
it easy. Both teams played a great game and the
boys in Green and White showed great
sportsmanship
By ALEX SYKES
16B Basketball is Filled With Spirit

As the 16B basketball team took the court that
day, they were feeling a little concerned as they
looked over at the Kawaga opposition and
realized they were heavily outsized. However,
that wasn’t going to stop the team from winning,
and JAKE FISHBEIN demonstrated how Camp
Menominee do it.
He scored the first basket of the game and
controlled the paint in the first quarter. After
the quarter ended, the game was tied at 7 a
piece. From this point on, something triggered
the Kawaga defense, and they stepped up to
play a remarkable game. JUSTIN ‘SCHOENY’
SCHOENEMAN did all he could to get the team
back in the game.
In the end, Kawaga was just too much for our
Menominee Indians, and the game was handed to
Kawaga.
By ROBBIE APPELBAUM

Tomorrow’s Weather

Action shot: GAVIN BRAMWIT shoots for the hoop

The 11C Newcomb Team
The 11C newcomb team stepped up to the tall order of
being first to compete the event away from home on
Kawaga grounds. We played with lots of spirit and
determination, and although we didn’t win the game, we
all had a great time. OSCAR MANRIQUE made some
really impressive serves, and DANIEL MALIS, DAVID
FISHER and PABLO GUEMEZ also were really helpful
to their team’s score. We played well, but
unfortunately lost. We played with the Menominee
Way in mind, and that’s what counts!
By ANDREW SCHOFIELD

13B Basketball Win
13B basketball contributed to the 13-and-under
basketball sweep of Kawaga by defeating their
opponents by a score of 28-11. It was the aggressive
defense of guards JONAH GAGERMAN, RYAN
GENENDER and MATTHEW GOLD that led to baskets
in transition and made life difficult for the Kawaga
ball-handlers. After trailing at the end of the first
quarter, Menominee’s defense stepped up and shut out
Kawaga in the second quarter to help them take control
of the game. Some timely three-pointers from
MATTHEW GOLD and RYAN GENENDER helped
Menominee pull away late in the game. Solid free-throw
shooting was down to the hands of ISAAC WEISS
helped seal the game for the Menominee Indians. Not
to go unnoticed was the rebounding skills of MAX
ZLATNIKOV and JACOB BERLINGER, which helped
Menominee heavily limit Kawaga’s scoring opportunities.

70 F R A I N A N D S T O R M S
11B Basketball Outsized by the competition

By WILL MULHERN
By BEN ELLINGSON

Basketball is always a popular choice amongst the boys at CM, and each person had a chance to display
their skills. Menominee played a very hard fought defensive battle against Kawaga. They held their own
against a much taller team, and their players were very agile. TYLER PHILLIPS led the team in scoring, and
tried his best in securing a victory. However, Kawaga grabbed the win, but the boys tried their best.
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Volleyball Victory Against Kawaga
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In the match against Kawaga, the 16-and-under volleyball B team were
ready to show Kawaga what they were made of, and to rack up some wins
for Menominee.
In the volleyball game it started well, but soon enough Kawaga were
pushing ahead. At the end of game one the points lay in the hands of the
Blues, but the Menominee team did not let this get to them. They put all
this behind them to try and aim for the win in game two. Players that
really stood out were JAKE FISHBEIN, JOSH KRAVITZ, VINCE BOFFA,
Star player JAKE FISHBEIN
REID KANTER, JOSH LANSKY, TAYLOR BEAUSINGER and DANIEL
BEN-ISVY, and their increased cohesion and co-operative skills helped them push the score-line in
Menominee’s favor. The guys battled hard and the score leveled out to 1-1. The next game was about to take
place, and this one was the decider. The tension in this game was so thick that someone could have cut it
with a knife. There were brilliant saves, dives, spikes, serves and aces that both teams performed, but at
last it came to the final match point. The Menominee team were on edge, and only needed a single point to
clinch the victory. The last serve was brilliant, and looked as if it was going to be an ace, but a Kawaga
camper passed it back over to the Menominee side. JAKE FISHBEIN sealed the deal with an amazing slam
over the net to spark the cheering from the Green and White crowd. The winners for this match were
indeed Menominee, coming back from 1-0 down to winning 2-1 in the mini-series.
By HUGO ’IVAN DRAGO’ FEATHER

Newcomb 11D Players Hold Their Heads High
It was one of the opening events of the Kawaga competition, so the 11-and-under players were feeling the
pressure as they stepped onto the sand courts.
BENJI GAU, MATTHEW GLASSBERG, SAM GOODMAN, COOPER SPECTOR, BRIAN SHEN, ASA
SILVERMAN, RYAN FIRMIN, JEREMY SEGAL, BECKETT DOYLE, ELI SILVERMAN and CADEN OLSON
trotted out to take part in one of the most competitive games of newcomb they’d ever played. The 11 young
men were high-spirited, despite a late scramble by Kawaga to provide a team. Menominee put six players up
for the first game, which were MATT, BENJI, JEREMY, SAM, RYAN and CADEN to try and bring a win for
CM. Their opening plays were very strong. However, Kawaga’s use of substitutes led the Menominee Indians
to fall behind.
The Green and Whites proceeded to lose the first game. The second game was much more hopeful, as the
young men battled to the final point, only for the victory to be taken from their hands by Kawaga. Although
they lost the match, Menominee still stood strong. True spirit was shown when they gathered for cheers of
“Alvivo” after the match, with their mentality unaffected by the result of the match. Lucky Canteen no. 10
By CONOR MURPHY
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Softball Win For The 13Cs
A long day of tough competition came to a close
on Thursday when the men in black played their
13-and-under softball games. The C game was
conducted on Old Al Lewis, where history was
sure to be made.
The Menominee men jumped off to an early lead
when RYAN MILLER hit a 3-run homer in the
first inning. After that, Camp Kawaga weren't
even close to coming back, thanks to some great
defense by BENJIE SOREN, JACOB
BERLINGER and JACKSON WEIL. Kawaga were
also having a very hard time trying to adjust to
the moon balls that were thrown by MAX RUSS.
It was a great game, and Camp Menominee
finished with a 8-0 shut-out.
By DAVID BLECHMAN
Unfortunate Loss for 16A Soccer
The day was overcast and the boys from Camp
Menominee were ready to demonstrate their
soccer skills.
They started the game on a low-note, going down
2-0 in the first half of the game. There were
some promising moments though, as ANDREW
BLECHMAN made some stellar saves against the
Blues, keeping his team in the game and ready
for a comeback.
The team came out full-force in the second half,
and a goal was scored straight from the feet of
DYLAN FRIEDMAN, who was assisted by
TOMMY BLASBERG. JARED LOIBEN, REID
KANTER, TOM CAMERON and JAKE ZWEIG
played some tenacious defense, but their
efforts were just short. The boys of Kawaga
then scored another to make the score 3-1
overall. Just as the team were going to show
some promise of retaliation, the final whistle
blew.
The team put on a great fight for a team as
good as the one Kawaga provided. Coach PARKER
HEWES was very proud of his team and their
efforts, even though the result of the match
wasn’t a favorable one.
By PARKER HEWES

TOMORROW‘S WEATHER
75 F

PARTLY CLOUDY

TERRY JONES seen giving instructions to the team

Soccer Victory for the 13As
As the campers from Kawaga arrived at Menominee,
everybody hustled out to the near soccer pitch for the
13A soccer game, and the beginning of a day filled with
competition. The teams took the field and began to play
a game they would never forget. In the first half,
possession was dominated by the boys in blue, but
thanks to some brilliant defense from JOEY
HARRIGAN and ILIAN FARBMAN, Menominee were
able to hold them scoreless. The defensive struggle
continued in the second half, until CHASE McBRIDE
burst through the Kawaga defense and fired a rocket
off his left foot for a goal to put Menominee ahead 1-0.
With just five minutes of game time to play, the
Menominee men were able to hold off Kawaga for the
first of many victories that happened that Thursday at
Menominee
By JACOB BARSTACK

13A Football Gets Tough
The Menominee football match against Kawaga started
off slowly in the 13A game, with the boys getting down
to a score of 0-13 within the first four minutes. After
the nerves started wearing off, the boys from
Menominee began to turn up the heat.
JAKE JONES hit the Kawaga defenders with an array
of juke moves to set up a TD catch performed by
MATT GOLD. Kawaga and Menominee kept trading
scores, although going into half time, Kawaga was up by
13. To start the second half, RYAN GENENDER caught
a deep touchdown pass to keep Menominee in the game
and close to Kawaga. However, penalties caused the
score gap to increase and Kawaga pulled away. MAX
ZLATNIKOV and CHASE McBRIDE connected for two
touchdowns in the final minutes of the game, but too
little too late as time was nearly up.
Kawaga defeated the Menominee men, but the battle
was very hard fought.
By TERRY JONES
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The Under-11 Hockey: Miracle on Foot
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With an entire morning of pumping up, the 11-and-under hockey team
rolled into Kawaga with a positive attitude, and were oozing confidence.
During warm-ups, both teams looked good, and you could tell it was going
to be a very close game.
The game started out as a stale-mate, as neither teams’ offense could
pass through the strong defense. At the end of the first period, the
boys in green had a rough line change and Kawaga took advantage, going
up 1-0 with the second period well in sight. When the second period
ROSS FISHER squares up the competition at
began, the boys in green jumped right out of the gate when WILL
softball
FRIEDMAN scored on a stick-side shot that got right past the goalie to tie the game at 1-a-piece. That got
Camp Menominee started, and WILL struck once again with another brilliant goal. This time just past the
Kawaga goalie to put Menominee up 2-1 to close out the second period. In the third period, Kawaga was able
to get a shot in the goal off a rebound from goalie JAKE HOODACK, tying the game at 2-2. The rest of the
period progressed with a solid effort on defense by CALEB SAKS, STEVEN LISS, BENJI FRIEDMAN and
TODD ‘The Mighty’ LAZARUS. Some great shots were taken by ADAM HIRSCH, GUS MANRIQUE, MAX
BEERMANN and REMMY DOYLE. With about 60 seconds left on the clock, it looked like we were going into
extra minutes. However, an extraordinary turn of events occurred. OSCAR MANRIQUE was chucked onto
the ground by an opposing player, but got back up, took the puck past two defenders to the net and laid it in
the top shelf past the goalie. The score was a 3-2 Menominee lead.
That was just enough, and as the game ended, the boys in green stormed the court to celebrate the massive
upset they had just caused. Amazing goalkeeping by JAKE ‘The Wall’ HOODACK and great coaching from
JONAH WEISS. A great job by the 11-and-under hockey team for giving it their all.
By DAVID ‘MIZ’ MIZOCK

11B Softball Bombers
The 11-and-under B bombers took the field versus Kawaga with a big challenge.
Pitcher JACK FORMAN pitched a fantastic game to keep Camp Menominee in the
game for the whole duration.
Great plays in the field by short-stop ADAM HIRSCH, short-centre JACK SACKS,
first base-man JAKE HOODACK and third base-man SAM LICHMAN all set the
tone for the game with some critical plays and positioning. Patience at the plate
and Menominee base-running won the game for us too, as well as brilliant hitting by
GAVIN BRAMWIT, RYAN ROSENFELD, BECKETT DOYLE, BEN ZELKEN and
CALEB SAKS. After an exciting and entertaining back-and-forth game, the men in
black prevailed against Kawaga and went on to an 8-5 victory.
By JONAH WEISS

Tomorrow’s Weather
79 F
THUNDERSTORMS
Happy Birthday to ANDREW
BLECHMAN, who celebrated his
birthday 2 days ago

Happy Birthday ANDREW!
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Open Archery and Riflery
It was a warm afternoon with a cool breeze
when riflery started. JAKE ZWEIG was the
first to step up to the firing line at archery and
scored a great 44 points.
On the riflery side of things, MAX SHAPIRO
scored a respectable 23 on his card, and beat
his fellow shooter from the opposition. The
senior age group had an excellent session,
boosted by the efforts of NATE FRIEFELD. He
scored an incredible 50 out of 50 when firing
his bow and arrow, a perfect score!
Soon enough, it was the Juniors’ turn, and in
riflery MAX BEERMANN lined up his gun and
fired some great rounds. All in all, archery and
riflery were great events for us. We kept our
cool and helped each other out. We missed the
win but we played the right way, which is the
Menominee way!

By ANDY SCHOFIELD

13A Basketball Sweeps Kawaga!

The 13A basketball team knocked off Kawaga at
the game in a thrilling fashion on Menominee
courts.
There was some clutch shooting from CHASE
McBRIDE, and some solid defense by RYAN
BLUM and JACKSON WEIL. Despite trailing by
double digits at some point in the second half,
Menominee fought hard and overcame Kawaga in
overtime. The intense defense of RYAN
MILLER helped shut down Kawaga’s strong post
players. A strong performance off the bulk
from BRETT WEISS also contributed heavily to
a Green and White win. JACOB BARSTACK and
ELI BERNICK’s intricate coaching techniques
proved to be too much for the overwhelmed
Kawaga to handle. Lucky Canteen no. 121
In the end it was the resistance of Camp
Menominee that helped the team pull Kawaga in
overtime. A great game to watch!
By WILL MULHERN
11A Football Falls Short
The 11A football team took the field after a long day
of competition. Julius Oni got his team fired up and
ready to play. GUS MANRIQUE and NICK PUJOLES
led the team on the field, however, Kawaga’s
defense was stellar and unbreakable. Menominee put
up a great fight, but fell short of the win. Great
effort guys and a well played match. By ROBBIE APPELBAUM

BEN ELLINGSON and JACK FORMAN seen during football practice

Volleyball 16C Ends Just Short of a Win

By JOSH BULL

The sandy courts of Kawaga were home to a match
between the rivals Kawaga and Menominee, both eager
to take a win to add to their tally.
It was a very tight game all the way through, but in the
end Kawaga just edged a victory. Kawaga had clawed
the victory of the first game by winning 21-17, to the
dismay of the Menominee Indians. The awkwardness of
the Kawaga court meant that there was a tree blocking
some of the ground, which was a disadvantage, but we
all soldiered on. The Green and Whites weren’t going to
be beaten easily, and fought back hard in the next
game, equalizing to 1-1.
Amazing play came from the hands of TYLER
KOEHLER-DAVIS and DYLAN FRIEDMAN, who set up
JACOB CHORCHES for a spike that took it to game
three. Game three was only to 15 points, but
unfortunately Kawaga got there first.
Unlucky team, and we’ll see you for a rematch next year
Kawaga!

Softball 16B Fought to the End
In the 16-and-under B softball match, Menominee’s
squad took on the challenge of playing softball against
Kawaga. The intense game was about to begin, and the
team was ready.
The men in Green and White dug deep and got off to a
hot start, scoring two in the top of the first. However,
the Kawaga bats soon started to heat up and
Menominee went from leading to trailing behind.
CHARLIE KANTER pitched a fantastic game for
Menominee, and NATHAN FRIEFELD hit a hiss rod
over the left fielder’s head for a home run.
In the end, it wasn’t enough to fight off Kawaga’s
wrath, and the score finished with Kawaga winning 16-8
By JONAH WEISS
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Under 16’s Hockey: Great Showmanship of Heart
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Just after CM had defeated Kawaga at tennis, the 16-and-under hockey
match was taking place at the floor hockey court.
The Camp Menominee hockey team started the game in a tough
stalemate. Goalkeeper ETHAN WEISS worked hard to keep the score
neutral, making some great saves. With some solid defensive plays by
ETHAN WAGMAN and JARED LOIBEN, the men kept the puck out of
the zone and kept the shots to a minimum throughout the entire first
period. It wasn’t until there was two minutes left that Kawaga redirected
a rebound to take a 1-0 lead. Sixty seconds later they got another one
past WEISS to take a 2-0 lead at the end of the first period.

RYDER SPECTOR eyes up the competition

To start off the second period, Camp Menominee busted out of the gate by getting some quick shots off on
net from NOAH LAZARUS and JOSH KRAVITZ, but the goalie from the swamp continued to make save
after save. The Kawaga offense and depth took their toll on the men in Green, and soon after, they took a 40 lead by the end of the second period. In the third period, Menominee was able to end the shut-out by
having ADAM SAGERMAN put a shot into the back of the net to make the game 4-1. Unfortunately, the
Kawaga defense was just too strong for Menominee, and, despite giving it their all, they just couldn't make
the comeback happen. After regulation time was over, the final score was 5-1 to Kawaga. Great effort was
displayed by all, including defenders BRIAN GOLDMAN and TOM CAMERON. The back-up goalie, JONNY
LISS and co-coach ROBBIE APPELBAUM both displayed determination and tried their best in the game.
Great job Greens for giving it your all and keeping the game intact for the entire time.
By DAVID ‘MIZ’ MIZOCK

The Skiing Competition!
The day of the ski competition started very early in the morning. BRANDON PTASZNIK, GABE NEWMAN, JAKE
CZUPEK and PAYTON ISBERNER loaded out equipment into the Toyota Land Cruiser and set off for Camp Kawaga
at 8AM. We arrived at Kawaga and the competition started almost immediately.
Up first was the slalom ski competition, and BRANDON PTASZNIK and GABE NEWMAN stepped up to the
challenge. Both guys showed amazing determination, putting in solid runs. After some really good sandwiches for
lunch, it was soon time for the wakeboarding competition. JAKE CZUPEK and PAYTON ISBERNER were up for this
one, and both guys performed extremely well by putting in personal bests. During the wakeboarding event, we
received a phone call letting us know that ETHAN ‘WAGS’ WAGMAN was given the all clear to ski after undergoing
an injury. Soon enough the knight in shining armor had arrived, and was hand-delivered to Kawaga by none other
than TERRY JONES in the Forerunner. After some discussion, ETHAN was allowed to ski in the competition, and
put on an amazing show on the slalom course. He also took part in the barefoot event, and had a solid performance.
All in all, the whole team did a really good job. Menominee took fourth place overall, and I couldn’t have been more
proud of the guys.
By ANDY SCHOFIELD
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11B Soccer’s Downfall
It was an overcast day out on the Kawaga
soccer pitch, and it was a day that the 11-andunder’s had a chance to face-off against the
Blues. It was a great game to watch, as both
teams played very strong. Kawaga had the upper
hand in the first half, and scored three very
early goals to give them a substantial 3-0 lead.
Menominee then picked themselves up and
defended very well.
SHANE OLSON was a character that was
amazing as a defender, and was a stone in
Kawaga’s shoe for the match. Menominee’s
offense then came into play with MAX
BEERMANN making some vital passes and shots
to keep the Green and Whites in the game.
In the second half after a brief team talk,
Menominee came out stronger than ever and we
had a lot of great chances that could have been
goals. REMMY DOYLE played great during the
second half and was a real attribute to his team.
Unfortunately, we then conceded two more
goals, bringing the score to 5-0.
The final whistle blew, and although the
scoreboard didn’t show our true efforts, I was
very proud of every player on the pitch. We’re
coming for you next year Kawaga!
By JOSH BULL

11A Hoops Fall to Kawaga

By JULIUS ONI

The Menominee ‘soldiers’ took to the Kawaga
basketball courts to face up against their
opposition. The Kawaga players outsized our guys,
but that didn’t stop them from trying their best.
OSCAR MANRIQUE scored an excellent lay-up
as he darted in and out of the Kawaga players
like they were inanimate. GAVIN BRAMWIT also
played a solid game, and had many close shots on
hoop. Lucky Canteen no. 139
Other honorable mentions in the match would be
ADAM MASSELLO and GUS MANRIQUE, who
were both great at moving up the court. TODD
‘The Mighty’ LAZARUS played a great defensive
game, and helped the team out despite the loss.
The overall result, however, wasn’t a favorable
one, and Camp Menominee ended up losing to
Kawaga by a substantial amount. With more
teamwork and co-ordination, we can win next time

The OLSON brothers team up in soccer

11C’s Honorable Defeat
What a gripping soccer match it was. Undaunted by
the results of the previous events, the team went up
against the Kawaga Braves with a focused mindset and
heaps of determination.
The first half was an equal game in terms of
possession. Support from players such as DANIEL
MALIS and SAM KOGEN meant that the defense was
strong and Kawaga’s offense were denied the chance
of a goal in the first half. Unfortunately, something
had to give way. As the Menominee Indians grew tired,
Kawaga took their opportunity and mobilized their
substitutions. We alternated CARTER WALSH and
JAKE ‘HODAG’ HOODACK in goal to conserve energy
on the field. However, the Braves had a virtually fresh
team, on the pitch and then took the lead.
Menominee, however, weren't going to go down so easy.
COOPER and RYDER SPECTOR, TYLER BORSTEIN and
CALEB SAKS all contributed heavily to the defense of
the team. There was a real sense of teamwork and
sportsmanship, and when the final whistle blew we
cheered and applauded.
We all congratulated the Blues on their victory and
took our honorable defeat. Special thanks to DAVID
DRANE, HUGO FEATHER and COREY REINER to their
support, leadership and involvement within the team.
By CALUM MAKIN

11-and-Under Tennis

By COREY REINER

The outcome of the 11-and-under tennis match was
unfortunate, as the results didn’t match the level of
effort that the campers put in. GAVIN BRAMWIT,
ADAM HIRSCH, BENJI FRIEDMAN, GRANT FISHER
and MATT GLASBERG all did a great job, but it wasn’t
enough for the skill that Kawaga displayed. We were
outmatched, but all players showed great determination
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A Ridiculous Win for 13C Football
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Football; an event that holds great significance to the Menominee men.
After the lunch break, the well-rested Menominee team took to the field
on full stomachs.
JAKE CZUPEK undertook an unrelenting pursuit of the under-matched
opposing quarterback on the Menominee turf. DANIEL DRISCOLL led the
charge against the Kawaga Braves with both arms and feet, amassing
multiple touchdowns to add to the scoreboard. Some of his favorite
targets including -KYLE GOLDMAN, ETHAN SAKS and JOEY
SAM REINER shows his support for CM
HARRIGAN- were on the receiving end of several spirals that went for
scores. On the defense for CM was PEYTON ISBERNER, who was a stalwart in the backfield. His
interception skills allowed him to intercept a pass and bring it back for a score. Finally, VINCENT DECARLO
got in on the action, converting an extra point by taking a handoff and rushing to the goal. All in all, the boys
played a perfect game, shutting out our rival Kawaga completely. The final score was an incredible 57-0 to
Menominee, and everybody on the team contributed a great deal to the victory.
By ELI BERNICK

16A Basketball Miss Out on the Win
Over at the swamp courts, our men dressed in black were about to play the best basketball team that Kawaga had to
offer. The star player of the match was undoubtedly ETHAN WEISS, who made vital plays for the team and tried to
keep the game on target. JOSH KRAVITZ did his part for the team too, and set up some fantastic opportunities. REID
KANTER played very well on the break, using his agility to maneuver through Kawaga players.
It was unfortunate that on the court, three pointers weren’t falling for us. Every time we tried one, the ball missed the
hoop and the opposition regained the ball. TYLER KOEHLER-DAVIS played a solid match, but in the end it wasn’t enough.
The win went to the Kawaga Braves. I give kudos to all the members of the team for not giving up, and trying the whole
way through.
By JULIUS ONI

The 13B Softball Sweep

By JACOB BARSTACK

As the day of competition came to a close at Camp Menominee, the boys in black took to the field for what
would be an extremely exciting 13B softball game.
The Green and Whites got out to a quick 2-1 lead thanks to the great pitching from the hands of DANIEL
DRISCOLL. In the bottom of the third inning, Menominee was able to add some insurance runs, thanks to a
2-out grand slam from TYLER ZWEIG. Menominee then went on to add an incredible thirteen runs in the
bottom of the fourth inning, courtesy of two home runs by ISAAC WEISS. Menominee finished the game in
style, and ended up winning by a landslide. The final score of the match was 20-1, leaving our opposition
Kawaga feeling very outclassed. The Lucky Canteen no. is the score that Menominee got in 11B newcomb in the 2nd game
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Under 16’s Hockey
It was a very hostile environment out in the
swamp on a cold Wednesday afternoon. The
boys from Menominee gathered their equipment
and headed off to Kawaga, where they were
greeted by the opposition. The boys were
pumped and ready to bring a win home for
Menominee, so their spirits were high before
they came into the game.
ETHAN WEISS and JOHNNY LISS split their
time between the pipes, and rotated their time
at goal. On the defensive front, ETHAN ‘WAGS’
WAGMAN alongside TOM CAMERON held their
own, trying to prevent the ball from travelling
to the home side. ADAM SAGERMAN played
very well, and scored Menominee’s only goal of
the match, smashing the ball straight past the
Kawaga keeper. JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN and
JARED LOIBEN were absolutely vital for the
Green and White’s offense, breaking through
and confusing Kawaga’s defensive strategy.
The guys showed unbelievable heart and
determination on the ’ice’ on Wednesday
afternoon. The coaches and officials from
Menominee couldn’t have been more proud of
the hockey team. Although the Menominee
Indians couldn’t scrape the win, it was still a
great game to watch.
By ‘MAC MILLER’

11B Newcomb Comes Close

By JOSH BULL

Out on Kawaga’s sandy volleyball courts, an
intense game of newcomb was about to take
place. In the first game, Kawaga stole the
thunder, but only just. ADAM HIRSCH and
CALEB SAKS did a great job up front, and
played a solid game. Despite their efforts, the
final score resulted in a 15-10 loss to Kawaga. In
the second game, the game-play heated up as
Menominee turned on the afterburners. REMMY
DOYLE’s hands were as if they were covered in
glue, and he caught almost all balls thrown at
him. GAVIN BRAMWIT had some amazing
serves, and placed the ball well on his throws to
his teammates. It was a very hard fought game,
but in the end, Menominee just lost out, losing
the game 15-13. A lot of promise was seen in the
team, with great passing and throwing skills.
We’ll beat them next year Menominee!

The 16A basketball team aiming to score against Kawaga

TOMORROW‘S WEATHER

75 F
CHANCE OF STORMS
11D Basketball
The game against Kawaga started out neck and neck,
with both Camp Menominee and Camp Kawaga matching
basket to basket.
MAX BEERMANN handled the ball very well, and was
getting to the line throughout the game. MILES
RACENSTEIN played big down low, snatching rebounds
and putting a few balls in the net. ARI GOLDBERG
helped out his team by playing some ferocious defense.
He used his skills to trap opponents in corners, and
came away with a few steals. He also made a very
impressive 2-pointer towards the close of the game.
Whilst the team had great heart and attitude
throughout the duration of the game, the size of the
CK team was just too much for a smaller Menominee
squad, and Kawaga came out on top with the victory.
By COREY REINER

13D Basketball Takeover
Over at Menominee on the home courts, a match
between the 13D basketball teams was taking place
against Kawaga.
DANIEL DRISCOLL led his team at point guard,
feeding the big man PAYTON ISBERNER for easy
buckets. AIDAN BRAMWIT came up with big steals
and fed VINCENT DECARLO for some easy points.
MAX PTASZNIK dominated the parameter with his
strong defense skills and steals. JAKE CZUPEK
controlled the inside, making it hard for Kawaga
players to break out. Menominee strode to a 29-3
victory, and a well deserved one too. Great job guys!
By TERRY JONES
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The Wrestling Matches We’ll Never Forget
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After a long day of competition everyone from both camps merged together
at the swamp for the final event. As I approached the wrestling mat I
realized that Kawaga had no idea what they were getting into. We started
with the 60-pound weight class and RYAN FIRMAN came out ready to
represent the men in green. Although suffering a defeat he still exemplified
all the traits of the Menominee way and had fun in doing so. Next it was
JONNY BLOOM’s turn to wrestle. He pinned the Kawaga camper without a
problem.
The CM Wrestling team celebrate their win!
The next up to wrestle were RYAN GENENDER and ETHAN WAGMAN. Both
boys wrestled for an overall time of 30 seconds, resulting in two huge Menominee pins. Then ADAM SAGERMAN
and ROSS FISHER wrestled their hearts out but it wasn’t enough, and Menominee suffered its second and third
loss. Our next wrestler was JARED LEVINE, wrestling at 120LB. Using pure strength, he pinned the Kawaga kid
with ease. ETHAN SAKS came out on the mat looking determined and ready; despite being younger than his
opponent, he made the boy regret getting out of bed that morning.

Next was our most average wrestler, ANDREW MEHRHOLZ Despite his lack of experience, technique and overall
athletic ability, he still managed to pin his opponent. NOAH LAZARUS, JAKE ZWEIG and JARED LOIBEN were
both asked to step up and wrestle against Kawaga’s most veteran wrestlers. Although they had both lost, they
worked extremely hard not to give up any extra points. DYLAN FRIEDMAN and TOMMY BLASBERG displayed a
wrestling clinic on the wrestlers from Kawaga by getting perfect pins.
We only had one C.I.T wrestle in the face-off. JUSTIN SHOENEMAN was reluctant to wrestle in the completion
due to lack of experience but because of his amazing coaches, JONAH WEISS and yours truly, he reluctantly
stepped onto the mat with one goal in mind, to win. JUSTIN started the match with a huge lift, a high crotch
takedown. After 3 minutes the score was tied 9 all and we were going into overtime. JUSTIN got the first
takedown then the last takedown to win the match.
By COLE NEUMAN

The Decade Club

By CHINMAY JAVERI

Loyalty and tradition are two big factors that come into play over here at Camp Menominee, and
nothing says those two traits better than to spend your summers here at the friendly confines
for ten years! Three new members of The Decade Club now exist this summer, with the
additions of BARI KANEFSKY, DAVID MIZOCK and ROBBIE APPELBAUM. With their years of
experience and exclusive t-shirts to match, their contributions to this camp are priceless and
camp wouldn’t be the same without them. Here are the members of the 10 year club for 2013:
DENNIS ‘KOZ’ KOSLOWSKI - 40

DR. KEN MILLER - 13

ROBBIE APPELBAUM - 10

STEVE KANEFSKY - 32

COLE NEUMAN - 11

DAVID MIZOCK - 10

DAVID ‘WOODY’ WOOD - 23

BARI KANEFSKY - 10

Tomorrow’s Weather
73 F THUNDERSTORMS
Happy Birthday to MICKEY
RACENSTEIN, who celebrated his
birthday on Sunday

Happy Birthday MICK!
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Volleyball Victory for 13D

11A Softball Domination

Tensions were high in the afternoon as the
Menominee and Kawaga volleyball teams took to
the sandy court by the beach. The wind coming
from the lake that afternoon didn’t affect and
interfere with the game, and both teams
displayed some quality games of volleyball.

Having not won an event since the day before, the 11and-under age group began their softball games with a
point to prove. On the 11A softball field, it was evident
that the boys were unaffected by the previous results
of the day.

Putting the team on their backs, DANIEL
DRISCOLL and JUSTIN OLSON both
consistently hammered the opposition with well
placed serves. JOSH GOODMAN, JONAH
GAGERMAN and VINCENT DeCARLO held the
team together with controlled sets and spikes.
In the end, Menominee fought hard to win the
match in just two games. The final scores, 21-18
and 21-17 to Menominee. Go green, Go white!
By ISAAC JARMAN

Soccer 13B Wins in Extra-Time
The Menominee Men took to the pitch on
Thursday with one goal in mind; victory.
With JUSTIN OLSON in goal playing strong
and JONATHON LAZARUS along with ISAAC
WEISS as defenders, Menominee had a strong
defensive strategy in hand. On the offensive
aspect of the team, ETHAN SAKS, the left
foot of MICHAEL GLASBERG, KYLE
GOLDMAN, JONAH GAGERMAN and DANIEL
DRISCOLL led the charge against the Kawaga
defense. After a frustratingly high number of
missed opportunities on goal, the regulation
time ended and the score was still 0-0.
Extra time was about to start, and despite
strong efforts from both teams, the scoresheet remained goalless. It was now down to
penalties, and the aforementioned golden foot
of MICHAEL GLASBERG proved to be just
enough to put the boys from Menominee 1-0 up.
After a grueling hour of high intensity and
competition, the match was over and the boys
from Menominee had come away with the win.
Great job guys!
By ELI BERNICK

TOMORROW‘S WEATHER
68 F
RAIN SHOWERS

A lead-off single by WILL FRIEDMAN eventually led
to a 1-0 lead by the end of the first inning. Coming into
the second inning, CM got on base with a lead-off
double and scored on a double hit by REMMY DOYLE to
put CM up 2-0 to end the top of the second inning.
Stellar defense by GUS MANRIQUE and MATHEW
GLASSBERG kept Kawaga scoreless through the
bottom of the second inning. At the top of the third
inning, Menominee’s bats once again struck early as
TYLER PHILLIPS hit a double to start the inning and
scored on a single by GUS MANRIQUE two batters
later. A walk down by TODD ‘The Mighty’ LAZARUS
brought home ADAM MASSELLO to put Camp
Menominee up 4-0.
In the bottom of the third inning with two outs already
on the board, SAM KOGEN gave up his first hit. Little
did the Menominee men know that this was the start of
the action in an unbelievable game.
In the fourth inning the boys in black brought in
another run, holding Kawaga to ‘3-up 3-down’ and
bringing the lead to 5-0.
In the fifth inning, the CM bats were on fire. ADAM
MASSELLO started it off with a single, and the bats
kept going with hits by OSCAR MANRIQUE, NICK
PUJOLAS and TYLER PHILLIPS. On top of this, it was
capped by a grand slam to right-centre by ADAM to
bring him into a 4-4. A three run, three RBI day. By the
end of the slugfest, where Camp Menominee had batted
around the order throughout the inning, nine more runs
had crossed the plate. CM were now at a 14-0 lead.
Kawaga had a small comeback in the bottom of the fifth
inning, with their first three batters getting hits. They
accumulated a total of two runs in the inning, bringing
the score to 14-2.
After a scoreless sixth inning, the Kawaga coaches
threw in the white flag. Led by SAM KOGEN’s 5-hit
pitching performance and MATTHEW GLASSBERG and
ADAM MASSELLO’s combined seven RBI’s, the
Menominee victory against Kawaga was achieved. The
final score was 14-2 to Menominee. Great job guys for
putting a clinic on out there!
By DAVID MIZOCK
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Five Years Strong at Menominee
By CHINMAY JAVERI

Today we are celebrating those individuals who have pledged their time and loyalty to The Friendly
Confines. These people have dedicated many summers to Camp Menominee, and it’s always a pleasure to see
them back here for another year. Over the five or more years they’ve resided here at their home away
from home, they’ve built friendships that will last a lifetime, gained skills that they wouldn’t gain elsewhere
and have also had the most fun playing what they love best; sports. Five years is a substantial amount of
time to devote to a camp you love, and we know that camp has benefitted from the time these guys have
spent here. With open arms, the Menominee Indians would like to welcome the following people to the
exclusive Five Year Club.
DANIEL BEN-ISVY

JOSH LANSKY

ZACH SCHWARTZ

TOM CAMERON

NOAH LAZARUS

BRETT WEISS

MAX COHEN

JONATHAN LISS

MAX ZLATNIKOV

JAKE CZUPEK

RYAN MILLER

TYLER ZWEIG

DANIEL DRISCOLL

GABE NEWMAN
BRANDON PTASZNIK

Existing Five Year Club Members
DENNIS ’KOZ’ KOSLOWSKI - 40

DYLAN DRISCOLL - 7

STEVE KANEFSKY - 32

NATE FRIEFELD - 7

DAVID ’WOODY’ WOOD - 23

JARED LEVINE - 7

DR. KEN MILLER - 13

ANDREW MEHRHOLZ - 7

TRISSY MILLER - 13

MAX SHAPIRO - 7

COLE NEUMAN - 11

JAKE ZWEIG - 7

ROBBIE APPELBAUM - 10

JARED LEVINE - 7

BARI KANEFSKY - 10

REID KANTER - 7

DAVID MIZOCK - 10

BRETT DAVIDSON - 6

TOM FEDDERLY - 9

JACOB CHORCHES - 6

DAVID RIBOT - 9

JAKE FISHBEIN - 6

JONAH WEISS - 9

JOSH KRAVITZ - 6

ANDREW BLECHMAN - 8

JARED LOIBEN - 6

DAVID BLECHMAN - 8

JUSTIN OLSON - 6

TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR - 7

SAM REINER - 6

ELI BERNICK - 7

Congratulations to those 16 new members of
the Five Year club. You will soon be presented
with your jackets to commemorate your
commitment to Camp Menominee. These 16
have joined the 35 Five Year Club members
that are here at camp this summer

The Menominee Five Year Song
Here’s to Camp Menominee,
May she live forever,
May we always faithful be,
And our bonds ne’er sever.
Though our troubles may be nigh’ boys,
With are standards raised on high boys,
We’ll be loyal to Menominee.
Ever loyal to our camp, Menominee.

ETHAN WAGMAN - 6
COREY REINER - 6
JONATHAN ROSENFELD - 6
ADAM SAGERMAN - 6
JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN - 6
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16A Softball: A True Demonstration of Heart

Wednesday, 7th August 2013
Images

Weary from a long day, the men of the 16A softball team watched the
remainder of the 16B softball game, pumped and ready for action. As the
first pitch drew closer, the men knew that they had to give the game
their all. They were ready.
As the game started, Kawaga was able to force three outs through three
batters and struck early by scoring 1 in the bottom of the first to take
an early lead of 1-0. The second inning came and went with no damage
done to either team, with the score still staying at 1-0. Despite back-toKey Player: JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN on the diamond
back hits by ANDREW BLECHMAN and REID KANTER, Kawaga still
managed to end the top of the third with nothing crossing the plate for Menominee.
In the bottom of the third, with runners on first and second, a line drive got past JARED LOIBEN to clear
the bases and bring the score to a solid lead of 4-0 to Kawaga. In the fourth inning, Kawaga again retired the
side ’3-up 3-down’ and knocked in two runs in the bottom of the inning, taking the lead even higher to 6-0
when going into the fifth inning. In the fifth inning, the Camp Menominee boys made it a game. Following the
first two batters getting out, JARED LOIBEN drew a walk that started what became a seven-run two-out
rally. Singles by ADAM SAGERMAN, ANDREW BLECHMAN and REID KANTER loaded the bases whilst also
driving in JARED. A base-clearing double by ETHAN WEISS made the score 6-4.
Consecutive walks by NOAH LAZARUS and JAKE ZWEIG loaded the bases again for JUSTIN
SCHOENEMAN, who hit the gap at right centre to clear the bases and put the men in green tied at 7-7 with
his triple. Kawaga then responded again by hitting a lead-off single and tallying a run in the bottom of the
fifth inning to go up in the game with a score of 8-7. After both teams put up solid defense to have an
unscathed sixth inning, REID KANTER was able to score on a single by JAKE ZWEIG to put Menominee back
in the game, and tied 8-8.
Kawaga was knocked down 1,2,3 including a strike-out in the bottom of the seventh inning to force extras at
8-8. Despite solid contact by TYLER KOEHLER-DAVIS and BRANDON PTASZNIK in the top of the eighth
inning, Kawaga made some impressive plays to knock the Menominee boys 1,2,3. In the bottom of the 8th, the
Kawaga batters got two outs and hit a double to put a runner in scoring position. The following batter then
had the best hit of the game for Kawaga to knock in the game winning run, clinching victory. The final score
was 9-8 to Kawaga in eight innings.
ANDREW BLECHMAN pitched one of the best games of all time. The 16A team of REID KANTER, ETHAN
WEISS, NOAH LAZARUS, JAKE ZWEIG, JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN, TYLER KOEHLER-DAVIS, BRANDON
PTASZNIK, JARED LOIBEN, ADAM SAGERMAN and ANDREW BLECHMAN is one of the best line-ups Camp
Menominee has seen to this day. Despite the outcome, ROBBIE APPELBAUM and myself couldn’t be more
proud of this team and how hard they played in the game. They demonstrated ala principles of the
Menominee Way, but primarily ’Heart’. Gentlemen, there’s nothing to be disappointed about; hold your heads
high for playing the best softball game this camp has seen in years!
By DAVID ‘MIZ’ MIZOCK
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Our Counselors Fight Off Kawaga!

It was a chilly night outside, and the whole camp
was allowed to stay up late and watch the
basketball game against Kawaga on Thursday.
The team were pumped and ready, with the
home court advantage on their side. The Kawaga
buses pulled up, and many of their campers had
turned up to watch the game.
The lights were on and the game began. The
team got off to a quick start, with BEN
ELLINGSON getting the first bucket of the
game. Menominee soon took a quick 6-0 lead
against the Kawaga Braves, using excellent
teamwork and not making any mistakes. Kawaga
kept up with Menominee throughout the game,
and the score was neck-and-neck for most of
the match, with neither team being able to get a
substantial lead. WILL MULHERN had a big
game, leading the team in points and rebounds.
ROBBIE APPELBAUM was another player that
was key in the Menominee team, helping out
players on offensive and defensive grounds.
A big threat against Kawaga was ALEX SYKES,
who’s offensive strategy got him many of the
assists in the game. JULIUS ONI was a big oncourt presence, and an intimidator for the boys
in black. TERRY JONES played as a tenacious
defender in the game, holding back the Kawaga
offense and blocking many opportunities for
them. PARKER HEWES and DARIEN FLOWER
were also brilliant lock-down defenders, and
stuck onto their targets like glue. PARKER’s
speed and agility helped him stick onto a breakaway player for Kawaga, in turn preventing a lot
of shots to be taken.
It was a great game to watch, and in the end
Menominee were victorious over Kawaga. The
final score was 39-36. Of course, this all
wouldn't have been possible without the help of
our head basketball coach, TOM ADLER!
By TOM MARINE
Happy Birthday to GUILLERMO
GUEMEZ, who celebrated his birthday
yesterday

TOMORROW’S
WEATHER

72 F
Happy Birthday GUILLERMO!

RAIN

The guys line up for the start of Doc’s Run 2013

Doc’s Run 2013
ALEX SYKES - 30.32

GAVIN BRAMWIT - 31.43
JAKE ZWEIG - 31.47
ADAM HIRSCH - 32.11
MAX COHEN - 34.03
JARED LEVINE - 36.40
CHARLIE KANTER - 37.52
JONAH WEISS - 38.12
SAM MILLER - 38.54
GRANT FISHER - 40.22
RYAN BLUM - 40.51
AIDEN BRAMWIT - 40.54
DAVID BLECHMAN - 41.32
BRANDON PTASZNIK - 47.17
JACK SAKS - 47.25
JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN - 47.27
TOMMY BLASBERG - 50.00
JACK FORMAN - 54.15
JONAH GAGERMAN 54.32
MAX PTASZNIK - 56.31
LOGAN ROSENGARD - 56.37

Doc’s Run this year was a great success, with 21 people
giving up their mornings to participate in this great
Menominee tradition. Special mentions go out to JACK
FORMAN and GAVIN BRAMWIT, who both ran the 4.5
miles despite their young age. GAVIN did very well in
the run, and placed ahead of nearly all the runners,
finishing second! After a two year long retirement,
ALEX SYKES decided to return and win his fourth
Doc’s Run event at Menominee. Also a big thanks to Dr.
Kenny Miller for coming back to The Friendly Confines
once again and being part of his very own run. In the
Doc’s words, “you don’t even have to run, you can walk
the course”. The run was a great success and a lot of
fun. We hope to see everyone running next year!
By ALEX SYKES
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Awards Night 2013

Images

On a cold Wednesday night after flag, all campers rushed down to the
waterfront to sit around the campfire for awards night. The awards were
hand made by each activity head, and ranged from the usual ‘MVP’ award
to even awards based on effort.
When it came to the waterfront, BRANDON PTASZNIK picked up the
kayaking award, and RYAN BLUM got the skiing award. JONNY BLOOM
came home with an amazing wrestling belt when he won the award for
World Heavyweight Champion, and ETHAN WAGMAN got the ‘Stick of
Heart’ for his performance in wrestling this year. When it came to golf,
Nate Wass 2013
ANDREW BLECHMAN came out on top with the MVP award; a well
deserved plaque. Amongst tennis awards, JAKE FISHBEIN managed to score himself player of the year, and
overall champion went to JONATHAN ROSENFELD.
In the climbing activity, a special award had been given to the best climber of the group, codenamed ‘Mt.
Everest Award’. The winner of the award went to JAKE ZWEIG, and he got a very special Mt. Everest
replica made with rocks. Sharpshooter TODD LAZARUS got an award for his riflery skills, and his name now
hangs in the Mess Hall. NATE FRIEFELD and LEVI PASIKOV scored ‘Archer of the Year’ awards for their
archery skills. In Football award hand-outs, ETHAN SAKS came away with the award for best player, and
NICK PUJOLES grabbed best quarterback. JAKE JONES was named the best passer in basketball, and
JACKSON WEIL was honored as best defensive player. Team TKD came out victorious in softball for the
second round of Twi-Light League, and won their trophy, alongside Team KOGEN for the juniors! It’s been an
incredible summer for sports, and the amount of awards given out on Wednesday
By CHINMAY JAVERI
night demonstrates the true sporting ability that Camp Menominee holds.

Climb On!
Everyone loves a challenge. It doesn’t matter what context it’s in, whether its playing a game on a PS3 or facing
off in a softball competition at college level, competition is in human nature. So when Camp Timberlane invited the
boys from Menominee to a climbing regatta, it would be silly of us to decline. JACK FORMAN, JONAH GAGERMAN
and MAX WEINGARDT formed the Menominee team and competed not only against Timberlane, but our neighbors
Camp Chippewa. Three events were to take place. A traverse (boulder) climb, a designated hold climb and a speed
climb. These three climbs were followed by a brief awards ceremony, in which JONAH GAGERMAN won an award
for the fastest traverse climb on the difficult wall. MAX amazed everyone when he not only climbed and competed
well against other camps, but tried out for two different events that he placed well in. Timberlane have an award
for the highest standing climbing wall in North America. It was a great privilege for Timberlane to let us use their
wall. We hope that with the huge success that this event was, we can continue competing against Timberlane in the
near future in climbing related events.
By CALUM MAKIN
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12U Timberlane Baseball
The boys in green stepped off the Menominee
vans after the lengthy service road leading to
Camp Timberlane. Excitement was in the air as
the boys were warming up for some baseball
action.
With a defense that could arguably be the best
in the Northwoods, the Camp Menominee team
took confidence straight into the game. Using
and utilizing planned strategy to get the first
runner across the plate, JOEY HARRIGAN’s
single to the left field allowed WILL
FRIEDMAN to make it home. When pitching,
ETHAN SAKS made a few mistakes in the game.
However, he ended up getting all 3 outs on
strikeouts, 2 swinging and 1 looking. “I just had
all my stuff working out there for me today” he
told reporters after the game.
Team CM were very close with a scoring chance
in the 2nd, but couldn't deliver with the bases
loaded. Then, in the bottom of the 2nd inning, a
hard hit line drive got caught by a diving split
move from gold glove owner WILL FRIEDMAN.
Arguably one of the best catches that I’ve seen
this summer.
Despite some solid pitching from MATTHEW
GLASBURG and SAM LICHTMAN, the
Timberlaners pulled away with a five run rally in
the bottom of the 3rd to win the shortened
game 5-1. Honorable mentions go out to
JONOTHAN LAZARUS, who did a fantastic job
of catching throughout, and kept his team in the
game.
By DAVID MIZOCK

AWARDS 2013
NATE WASSERMAN AWARD
ANDREW BLECHMAN
HEART - REID KANTER
DETERMINATION JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN
SPIRIT - TKD
LEADERSHIP - NATE FRIEFELD
ATTITUDE - TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR
SPORTSMANSHIP - BRANDON PTASZNIK

JONNY BLOOM receives his award from COLE NEUMAN

JAKE ZWEIG gets his Mt. Everest Climbing Award

Timberlane 12U Riflery
The boys from Camp Menominee have historically had a
rough time to start with against Timberlane, and often
the outcome isn’t in our favor. However, today was a
different matter in the under 12 riflery shoot-out.
The competition was tough, but our boys played
better. Lucky Canteen no. 133
Possibly the sharpest shooter at camp, TODD ’The
Mighty’ LAZARUS, scored a ridiculously high 46 out of
50 to begin the showdown. Following TODD’s success
were solid rounds from GUILLERMO GUEMEZ with a
score of 38, ALEX RUSS with a score of 31, and a
personal best of 36 by CALEB SAKS. The Menominee
boys were keeping up with Timberlane! With both
teams both scraping the score from their first rounds,
it was down to Menominee’s last two shooters. The
pressure was on for JOSH GOODMAN and MAX
BEERMANN, and they didn’t fail. Both shot well, and
scored a 39 and 28 respectively to end the hardfought competition and bring home the win.
The final score was 218/300 - 215/300 to Menominee,
a very close score! The CM boys took home the win in
one of the best shoot-offs I have ever witnessed.
By DAVID MIZOCK
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Green & White
After a few relaxed days following the Kawaga competition, the campers were right back at it with the start of Green & White, and the whole camp was called in for a
pizza party when it was announced. As tradition would have it, the first event was all-camp Vroom. A brief history lesson; Vroom was first brought into The Friendly
Confines by Matt Vroomin in 1997, and was revamped in 2001 by the C.I.Ts. Throughout the duration of the game, everyone was on the look-out for Black Deaths MAX
SHAPIRO and NOAH LAZARUS. JAKE ZWEIG proved why his captainship was well deserved by capturing two flags. JONAH WEISS, Green & White czar number 3,
proclaimed that the Green team’s flag would never be found, but it was later discovered. In the end, the Greens got on the board first, narrowly edging a victory.
The following morning, it was time for DAVE ‘The Biz’ MIZ’s improved version of Infection. This years’ revamp ran much more smoothly than last years, and it even took
more than five minutes! Once again, the Greens came out on top, adding to their lead.
With momentum in their favor, the Green Team was confident leading into the Shoe Scramble. Campers sought to gain any advantage they could, such as ANDREW
MEHRHOLZ using his Sperry’s so he could easily find them. After the dust settled and the shoes were recovered, the Greens once again came away with the victory.
Later that afternoon, it was time for the Rug Pile, a game of strategy and wit. Finally the White Team prevailed, cramming their smallest members onto the tiny rug to
take their first event of the series.
Our next event took us out to the soccer pitch, with both teams attempting to Creatively Acquire the Energy Source. Voices from both sides, including MAX
WEINGARDT’s, were yelling “Call my number!” as they all waited for a chance to run home with the energy source. After a very tight match-up that continued until the
third game, the Green team came out on top. As many thought the Green & White events were over, Dress up Night was still to come. Both captains put a lot of thought
into their themes, with the Greens chasing the life of Will Ferrell through movies. The Whites on the other hand were impersonating the Avengers Chronicles. After
outstanding performances from dressers COOPER SPECTOR, WILL FRIEDMAN and TYLER PHILLIPS among others, the judges had a difficult choice to make. With a
narrow victory, the White team took the win to be an inch closer on the scoreboard.
The next morning the competition continued, with Capture the Flag in the gully. Much like creatively acquire the energy source, it took 3 games to decide a winner.
Captain TYLER KOEHLER-DAVIS was seen trying to set free team members across the line to get them out of jail. In the decisive third and final game, the White
team successfully brought the flag back to their side, winning capture the flag and beginning their comeback.
Next up was the Counselor Hunt, and the quest to find KOZ and WOODY for the first time in camp history failed yet again. Green and White czar JONAH WEISS hid
in the softball shed at Bob Bender and was caught within the first 5 minutes of the game. MAX ZLATNIKOV was in search of counselors down Old Counselors Road
with a group of his team members. In the end, the Greens were better at finding counselors than the Whites, building their on their growing lead. As a new addition to
Green & White, all camp Knockout took place on the Mike Dunleavy Courts. Each camper represented himself and his team. After the Senior round ended in a White
victory, BENJI SOREN locked it up for the Whites with his stellar 3-point shooting in the intermediate round. With two out of three rounds awarded to the Whites,
the White team took the knockout to keep level with the Greens.
The following morning brought back a blast from the past, a tribute to 1995 and 2006. The game was D-Day, first started by Victor Rudo in honor of the Allied Forces
storming Normandy during WWII. With some improvements by DAVID MIZOCK, this year’s game was higher scoring than last year’s. BRANDON PTASZNIK
successfully made it across the line without colored dye and scoring a point for his team. Once the points were tallied up, the Whites came out on top, catching up with
the score of the Greens.
After splitting Bari’s Biffs and Menominee Monopoly, the second major event of the competition ‘Field Day’ rolled around. Battling the weather all day, both teams
fought hard for the victory. 16-and-under softball were down to the final inning of a defensive battle with ANDREW BLECHMAN and CHARLIE KANTER pitching their
best. The Greens would go on to take the softball game, as well as the event, but that didn’t deter the Whites, who were still determined to get an overall victory.
On Monday night, it was time for the Sing, an event for which both teams had tirelessly prepared for. The boys were looking their best on stage, singing their hearts
out to traditional camp songs and their team fight song. Both Green and White were very evenly matched, and it important that team captains REID KANTER, TKD,
JOSH KRAVITZ and JAKE ZWEIG had pushed their teams to be the best they could. Although all were in unison throughout the Sing, it was the White team who
remained smiling in the end, with a close win of 3-2.
As is often the case, Green and White 2013 would come down to the all camp relay. A 3-hour epic throughout camp that includes all activities. Once the rifle fired, the
campers set off from the flagpole. The teams were neck-and-neck for a while until the Greens began to pull ahead. However, after some miscommunication, the Whites
pulled even once again. “The relay is by far the best event at camp!” says JACKSON WEIL, following the sock after shooting his free throws. Expressing similar
enthusiasm was C.I.T JACOB CHORCHES, who lamented the fact that he was no longer able to participate and instead could only watch. As the relay got close to the
end and the Green canoe returned from Sand Lake, fire builders MAX SHAPIRO and ANDREW MEHRHOLZ lit their fire to boil their water. Fierce winds forced the
fire away, but a united Green team flapped their hands to push the fire back under the tin bucket, whilst also chanting ’Burn Baby Burn’. Shortly after, the White
teams came back, and ETHAN WAGMAN alongside REID KANTER lit the fire they had put so much effort into. With tension rising, both tins of water had yet to boil,
and the fire builders sent their teammates to gather some more sticks. The Green water tin was the first to boil, and the team gathered for the last event, the water
balloon relay. However, the awkwardly large balloons proved to be too much for the mighty Greens, who struggled to move the balloon up the hill. During this time, the
White team made a huge comeback, and their fire eventually boiled the water. They then ran to the flagpole where the balloon race was on. Like the Greens, the White
team initially struggled with the balloons and not knowing what technique would be best to use. During this struggle, the Greens were looking very promising, but
eventually their worn out balloon popped and they had to start over again from the bottom From then on, the White team seized their opportunity for victory, smoothly
passing the balloon from one person to the next. Alas, it made it’s way up the hill and next to the flagpole, where it was smashed and the White team were then allowed
to run into the lake.
In a tremendous display of sportsmanship, REID KANTER came back to help the Greens send their balloon up the hill, cheering every person on and showing him proper
balloon-catching form. The White team win in the relay proved to be enough to win Green and White 2013. Congratulations to captains TKD and REID and the White
team for their great accomplishment.

By DAVID RIBOT
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Andrew Babbo

Jonny Bloom

Harrison Copoloff

1 Grenadier Court
Lincolnshire, IL 60069

512 Princeton Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015

8900n 65th st
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

Taylor Beauseigneur

Ryan Blum

Jake Czupek

370 Castlewood Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
taylorbeauseigneur@gmail.com

42 Augusta Drive
Deerfield, IL 60015
dsrblum@ameritech.net

22636 Deerpath Lane
Plainfield, IL 60544
1goal@att.net

Max Beermann

Vince Boffa

Brett Davidson

1326 Dartmouth Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
angie@madebyangie.com

2589 Talia Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
vinceboffa@me.com

3108 Centennial Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
karapaul@sbcglobal.net

Jack Behar

Tyler Borstein

Henry Davies

4308 Laurelgrove Avenue
Studio City, CA 91604

166 Cedar Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035

645 St Johns Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035

Daniel Ben-Isvy

Aiden Bramwit

Vincent DeCarlo

3208 Highland Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
mbilbi@comcast.net

145 Kimberly Place
New Canaan, CT 06840
michellekanter@hotmail.com

2 Norwalk Court
Lemont, IL 60439

Noah Ben-Isvy

Gavin Bramwit

Beckett Doyle

3208 Highland Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
DNZBI@comcast.net

145 Kimberly Place
New Canaan, CT 06840
michellekanter@hotmail.com

1316 Woodlawn Aveune
Glenview, IL 60025

Zachary Ben-Isvy

Tom Cameron

Remington Doyle

3208 Highland Road
Northbrook, IL 60062

2040 Burr Oaks Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
122Tec@gmail.com

1316 Woodlawn Aveune
Glenview, IL 60025

Jacob Berlinger

Jacob Chorches

Daniel Driscoll

1801 Ellendale Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062
jrb1231@gmail.com

16570 Adlon Road
Encino, CA 91436

2825 Idlewood Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
caritim@Sbcglobal.net

Tommy Blasberg

Ethan Cohen

Dylan Driscoll

923 Stratford Road
Deerfield, IL 60015

8222 N 50th
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

2825 Idlewood Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035

Andrew Blechman

Maxwell Cohen

Max Engel

295 Shadowood Lane
Northfield, IL 60093
nblechman@pamcolabel.com

1315 Casiano Road
los Angeles, CA 90049
maxsidco@gmail.com

10510 E. Terra Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
maxengel13@gmail.com

Ilian Farbman

Dylan Friedman

Ari Goldberg

3461 Cornflower Trail
Northbrook, IL 60062

995 Utica Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304

1250 Hazel Avenue
Deerfield, IL 60015

Ryan Firmin

Will Friedman

Brian Goldman

500 Monroe Avenue
Glencoe, IL 60022

1632 Blackthorn
Glenview, IL 60025

1919 Sunnyside circle
Northbrook, IL 60062
speedracer136@yahoo.com

Jake Fishbein

Nathan Friefeld

Kyle Goldman

275 Linden Park Place
Highland Park, IL 60035
JFCubs@gmail.com

565 Westwood Lane
Glencoe, IL 60022
natedogs65@comcast.net

3805 Rock Hampton Drive
Tarzana, CA 91356

David Fisher

Jonah Gagerman

Daniel Goldschmidt

919 Central Ave
Deerfield, IL 60015

912 Kenton Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
Jonah@checkchanges.com

747 Meadow Drive
Des Plaines, IL 60016

Grant Fisher

Benji Gau

Jake Goodman

919 Central Ave
Deerfield, IL 60015

3614 Radcliffe Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062

1309 Meadow Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
stephanie@goodcreativegroup.com

Ross Fisher

Ryan Genender

Josh Goodman

111 Briargate Road
Highland Park, IL 60035
RFisher1234@gmail.com

631 Ridge Rod
Highland Park, IL 60035

1309 Meadow Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
joshgame@textfree.us

Grayson Flood

Juan Girault

Sam Goodman

216 Atlantic Dr
Vernon Hills, IL 60061

Bosques De Cafetos 71-6
Mexico, OF 11700

1309 Meadow Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
stephanie@goodcreativegroup.com

Alex Forman

Matthew Glassberg

Guillermo Guemez

2137 N. Campbell Ave
Chicago, IL 60647

365 Carlisle Avenue
Deerfield, IL 60015
Theglassbergfamily@yahoo.com

Hacienda de la Ronda 14
Huixquilvcan, Mexico 52763

Jack Forman

Michael Glassberg

Pablo Guemez

2137 N. Campbell Ave
Chicago, IL 60647

365 Carlisle Avenue
Deerfield, IL 60015
michaelglassberg@yahoo.com

Hacienda de la Ronda 14
Huixquilvcan, Mexico 52763

Benji Friedman

Matthew Gold

Joseph Harrigan

1255 Dartmouth Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015

780 Tanglewood Court
Deerfield, IL 60015
Mookaloop00@yahoo.com

,
mjharrigan@sbcglobal.net

Ethan Hasson

Jonah Jacobs

Joshua Lansky

9820 N. 61st Place
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

3637 Palm Canyon Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062
doubleJDJ@aol.com

2717 Silver Cloud Drive
Park City, UT 84060
kidsrfun@cox.net

Evan Hasson

Jake Jones

Jonathan Lazarus

9820 N. 61st Place
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

221 The Lane
Hinsdale, IL 60521

781 Links
Riverwoods, IL 60015

Jake Herman

Charlie Kanter

Noah Lazarus

8624 Red Coat Lane
Potomac, Maryland 20854

1332 Warrington Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
charliekanter@comcast.net

4218 Yorkshire Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
NLazarus10@gmail.com

Evan Hessel

Louie Kanter

Todd Lazarus

1837 Sawgrass Street
Vernon Hills, IL 60061

1332 Warrington Road
Deerfield, IL 60015

4218 Yorkshire Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
RFLazarus@aol.com

Adam Hirsch

Reid Kanter

Jared Levine

49 Greenbriar Drive
Deerfield, IL 60015

105 Augusta Drive
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
rskanter1@att.net

731 Llewellyn Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035
jlev3@comcast.net

Jake Hoodack

Jack Kloeppel

Sam Lichtman

730 Carriage Way
Deerfield, IL 60015

1029 Arlington Oaks Terrace
Town and Country, MO 63107
mimikloeppel@gmail.com

1160 Hilary Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035

Ethan Hott

Tyler Koehler-Davis

Jonathan Liss

5231 E. Via Buena Vista
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

5321 Suffield Terrace
Skokie, IL 60077
tjdavis1798123@aim.com

3855 Sunset Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062

Zachary Hott

Sam Kogen

Steven Liss

5231 E. Via Buena Vista
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

1142 Heritage Oaks
Northbrook, IL 60062
maureenkogen@aol.com

2723 Woodland Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062

William Isaac

Josh Kravitz

Jared Loiben

851 Warder Avenue
St Louis, MO 63130-2844

803 Prairie Lane
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
jackiescott2@comcast.net

160 E. Fox Hill Drive
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

Payton Isberner

Noah Krosnick

Daniel Malis

2414 Hampton Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
payis@att.net

1520 Chapel Court
Deerfield, IL 60015

443 Castle Pines
Riverwoods, IL 60015
mommyrobin1@gmail.com

August Manrique

Jack Moran

Noah Podolsky

1819 N Orleans
Chicago, IL 60614

1216 Wincanton Drive
Deerfield, IL 60015
jackmoran11@yahoo.com

9378 East Dreyfus Place
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
rlpodolsky@gmail.com

Oscar Manrique

Beckett Nelson

James Poplawski

1819 N Orleans
Chicago, IL 60614

1112 S. Wilson Avenue
Bozeman, MT 59715

4634 E. Calle Del Norte
Phoenix, AZ 85018

Camil Maroun

Walker Nelson

Charlie Price

18140 Kestrel Ct.
Brookfield, Wisconsin 53045
camilmaroun@aol.com

1112 S. Wilson Avenue
Bozeman, MT 59715

1259 Redwood Ln
Lafayette, CA 94549

Adam Masello

Gabe Newman

Brandon Ptasznik

1007 Auburn Ave
Highland Park, IL 60035

353 Lambert Tree
Highland Park, IL 60035
lacrossemem25@aol.com

18627 Rocoso Place
Tarzana, CA 91356
brandonjordan2008@hotmtail.com

Chase McBride

Caden Olson

Max Ptasznik

7644 E. Larkspur Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
acechase11@gmail.com

1430 Christina Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
olsoncad@aol.com

18627 Rocoso Place
Tarzana, CA 91356
maxdylan2008@hotmail.com

Andrew Mehrholz

Justin Olson

Nicolas Pujolas

1140 Heather Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
Adog1076@aol.com

1430 Christina Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
olson.j1999@yahoo.com

2540 Fairmount
Cleveland Heights, OH 44106

Andrew Miller

Shane Olson

Mickey Racenstein

44 Dukes Circle
Lincolnshire, IL 60069

1430 Christina Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
Olson.shane@hotmail.com

3200 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091

Ryan Miller

Levi Pasikov

Miles Racenstein

633 Barberry Road
Highland Park, IL 60035
ryryjr26@yahoo.com

1745 Clifton Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035

3200 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091

Sam Miller

Arman Peters

Charlie Ratterman

2518 W Patterson
Chicago, IL 60618
samnumber2@gmail.com

241 Linden Aveune
Glencoe, IL 60022

11801 N 55th Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85254

Kyle Mion-Spiesz

Tyler Phillips

Jack Ratterman

124 Linden Avenue
Glencoe, IL 60022

500 Newton
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
tyleristheman@comcast.net

11801 N 55th Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85254

Sam Reiner

Ethan Saks

Asa Silverman

62 Indian Drive
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677

89 Evergreen Court
Deerfield, IL 60015
ninjazthan10@gmail.com

9118 N 54th Place
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

David Rosario

Zorian Schiffman

Eli Silverman

230 E Grantley Ave
Elmhurst, IL 60126

368 S York Street
Elmhurst, IL 60126

9118 N 54th Place
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

Jonathan Rosenfeld

Justin Schoeneman

Jacob Singer

2115 Kipling Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
jonathan_rosenfeld@me.com

4240 Lindenwood Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
schoeny524@yahoo.com

5301 E Saguaro Place
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253

Ryan Rosenfeld

Levi Schulman

Jacob Smith

2115 Kipling Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035

9510 N. 46th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85028

3144 Oliver Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062

Logan Rosengard

Micah Schulman

Benjie Soren

758 Sarah Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062

9510 N. 46th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85028

945 Kenton Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
amyblechman@gmail.com

Alex Russ

Dylan Schwartz

Cooper Spector

21 Cardinal Drive
Roslyn, NY 11576
srussesq@gmail.com

1532 Hawthorne Place
Deerfield, IL 60015
kims421@yahoo.com

933 Warrington Rd
Deerfield, IL 60015
judd.spector@gmail.com

Max Russ

Zachary Schwartz

Ryder Spector

21 Cardinal Drive
Roslyn, NY 11576
Maxr99@gmail.com

1532 Hawthorne Place
Deerfield, IL 60015
kims421@yahoo.com

933 Warrington Rd
Deerfield, IL 60015
judd.spector@gmail.com

Jack Sacks

Jeremy Segal

Josh Stone

15800 South Woodland Road
Shaker Heights, OH 44120

2219 Oak Avenue
Northbrook, IL 60062

11603 Chiquita Street
Studio City, CA 91604

Adam Sagerman

Max Shapiro

Ethan Wagman

19818 Stone Pond Lane
Long Grove, IL 60047

677 Barberry
Highland Park, IL 60035
maxyshap@aol.com

370 Craig Court
Deerfield, IL 60015
uroc@comcast.net

Caleb Saks

Brian Shen

Carter Walsh

89 Evergreen Court
Deerfield, IL 60015
mimisaks@gmail.com

7240 Greywall Ct
Long Grove, IL 60060

130 Woodland Avenue
Winnetka, IL 60093

Jackson Weil

Jake Zweig

2515 Kingston
Northbrook, IL 60062

5900 Finch Court
Long Grove, IL 60047

Chase Weiman

Tyler Zweig

908 Wildwood Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062

5900 Finch Court
Long Grove, IL 60047
N.Zweig@comcast.net

Max Weingardt
1630 Ridge Rd
Highland Park, IL 60035
e.weingardt@comcast.net
Brett Weiss
7451 E. Thunderhawk Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
garyweiss2@cox.net
Ethan Weiss
12520 N 86th Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

Isaac Weiss
12520 N 86th Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

Benjamin Zelken
155 Sequioa Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015

Jerermy Zelken
155 Sequioa Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015

Zachary Zelman
35850 S. Woodland Road
Moreland Hills, OH 44022
zachyzel@gmail.com
Max Zlatnikov
108 Augusta Drive
Deerfield, IL 60015
maxmillion021@aim.com

First Name
January
Benji
Camil
Juan
Tyler
Jack
Jack
Evan
Sam
Harrison
Tom
Daniel
Steven
Brett
Ryan
Charlie
Alex
Ethan
Jonny
Ryan
Vince
February
Andrew
Tommy
Logan
Jake
Max
Maxwell
Aiden
Jake
Josh
Taylor
Daniel
Jacob
Sam
Adam
Jonah
Daniel
March
David
Levi
Benjie
Will
Arman
Jacob
Isaac
Shane
Adam
Jonathan
Cooper
Andrew
Jacob
Jackson

Last Name

Birthday

Friedman
Maroun
Girault
Koehler-Davis
Behar
Kloeppel
Hasson
Reiner
Copoloff
Cameron
Driscoll
Liss
Weiss
Miller
Price
Forman
Wagman
Bloom
Rosenfeld
Boffa

1/3
1/3
1/5
1/7
1/15
1/15
1/16
1/17
1/18
1/22
1/24
1/24
1/26
1/26
1/28
1/28
1/29
1/30
1/30
1/31

Babbo
Blasberg
Rosengard
Zweig
Zlatnikov
Cohen
Bramwit
Hoodack
Kravitz
Beauseigneur
Ben-Isvy
Berlinger
Miller
Hirsch
Jacobs
Goldschmidt

2/2
2/5
2/7
2/8
2/10
2/11
2/15
2/16
2/18
2/19
2/24
2/24
2/26
2/26
2/28
2/28

Rosario
Schulman
Soren
Friedman
Peters
Singer
Weiss
Olson
Sagerman
Liss
Spector
Mehrholz
Chorches
Weil

3/4
3/8
3/14
3/15
3/17
3/18
3/19
3/19
3/25
3/25
3/28
3/29
3/29
3/29

Joshua
April
Ross
Sam
Jake
Max
Jake
Ethan
Alex
Ari
Max
Jake
August
Dylan
May
Vincent
Noah
Gavin
Caleb
Ryan
Zachary
Tyler
Sam
Chase
Remington
Brett
Brandon
Beckett
Matthew
Jack
Walker
June
Eli
Max
Caden
Jack
Grayson
Payton
Asa
Joseph
Todd
Evan
July
Dylan
Noah
Kyle
Nicolas
Josh
Benjamin
Zachary
James
Carter
Andrew
August
Mickey

Lansky

3/31

Fisher
Goodman
Jones
Shapiro
Herman
Weiss
Russ
Goldberg
Beermann
Fishbein
Manrique
Schwartz

4/3
4/8
4/9
4/13
4/14
4/17
4/18
4/20
4/21
4/23
4/26
4/29

DeCarlo
Ben-Isvy
Bramwit
Saks
Firmin
Zelman
Borstein
Kogen
Weiman
Doyle
Davidson
Ptasznik
Doyle
Gold
Moran
Nelson

5/3
5/6
5/11
5/12
5/15
5/18
5/18
5/20
5/21
5/22
5/24
5/26
5/27
5/29
5/30
5/30

Silverman
Ptasznik
Olson
Sacks
Flood
Isberner
Silverman
Harrigan
Lazarus
Hessel

6/1
6/3
6/6
6/8
6/13
6/20
6/22
6/25
6/27
6/30

Friedman
Krosnick
Mion-Spiesz
Pujolas
Stone
Zelken
Schwartz
Poplawski
Walsh
Blechman

7/1
7/2
7/5
7/11
7/13
7/17
7/18
7/25
7/25
7/31

Racenstein

8/4

Guillermo
Oscar
Ethan
Justin
Max
Ethan
Nathan
Ryan
Tyler
Ethan
September
Pablo
Ethan
William
Charlie
Henry
Jonathan
Matthew
Jonathan
Beckett
Justin
Adam
October
Ilian
Tyler
Jeremy
Zachary
Jack
Ryan
Jack
David
November
Jared
Max
Kyle
Gabe
Miles
Benji
Max
Jake
Josh
Jared
Jerermy
Daniel
Zorian
Charlie
December
Brian
Levi
Chase
Michael
Sam
Dylan
Noah
Grant

Guemez
Manrique
Cohen
Olson
Engel
Saks
Friefeld
Blum
Zweig
Hasson

8/6
8/6
8/9
8/10
8/10
8/10
8/15
8/24
8/25
8/25

Guemez
Hott
Isaac
Ratterman
Davies
Rosenfeld
Glassberg
Lazarus
Nelson
Schoeneman
Masello

9/6
9/7
9/10
9/10
9/10
9/11
9/14
9/18
9/20
9/21
9/26

Farbman
Phillips
Segal
Hott
Forman
Genender
Ratterman
Fisher

10/1
10/4
10/7
10/12
10/17
10/21
10/25
10/30

Loiben
Weingardt
Goldman
Newman
Racenstein
Gau
Russ
Goodman
Goodman
Levine
Zelken
Malis
Schiffman
Kanter

11/1
11/1
11/4
11/5
11/5
11/10
11/15
11/16
11/16
11/19
11/19
11/22
11/26
11/28

Shen
Pasikov
McBride
Glassberg
Lichtman
Driscoll
Lazarus
Fisher

12/1
12/3
12/12
12/14
12/15
12/16
12/17
12/19

Noah
Jake
Ryder
Brian
Micah
Jonah
Andrew
Reid

Podolsky
Czupek
Spector
Goldman
Schulman
Gagerman
Miller
Kanter
1

12/20
12/21
12/21
12/26
12/27
12/29
12/29
12/30

Pam Adler
4905 E. Salida Del Sol Place
Tucson, AZ 85718
pma1218@comcast.net

Tania Beltran Perez
Privada 8 Oriente #1026
Fovissste La Mana
Puebla, Mexico CP72100
Mexico
tany_nyf@hotmail.com

Ben Ellingson
18765 Le Chateau Drive
Brookfield, WI 53045
benellingson11@yahoo.com

Tom Adler
4905 E. Salida Del Sol Place
Tucson, AZ 85718
tca1218@comcast.net

Eli Bernick
6152 E. Calle Camella
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
eliaaronbernick@gmail.com

Hugo Feather
Townsend Farmhouse
2 High Street
Rode, Somerset BA11 6NZ
United Kingdom
hugofeather@aol.com

Robbie Appelbaum
402 Albany Lane
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
robbieappelbaum@att.net

David Blechman
295 Shadowood Lane
Northfield, IL 60093
dblechman55@gmail.com

Tom Fedderly
3518 Moen Lane
Rhinelander, WI 54501

Faride Balbuena
Benito Juarez 630
Puebla, Puebla 7550
Mexico
fars116@hotmail.com

Joshua Bull
10 Rosemead
Benfleet, Essex SS74JQ
United Kingdom
josh_bull@hotmail.co.uk

Darien Flower
2 Brynderwen Cottages
Ffrwdd Road
Abersychan, Pontypool Wales NP4 8PE
United Kingdom
darienflower@hotmail.com

Jacob Barstack
5428 E. Laurel Lane
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
j.barstack@yahoo.com

Azucena Cueto Campuzano

Sherrielisse Goldfarb
7401 West Arrowhead Clubhouse Dr
2052
Glendale, AZ 85308
sherrielisse@mac.com

Toni Bates
96 Hwy 45 South
Eagle River, WI 54521

David Drane
1 Johnson Close
Raymond Terrace NSW, Australia 2324
Australia
dranie_90@hotmail.com

,
Mexico
karlazucena7@hotmail.com

Parker Hewes
W54 N815 Windsor Court
Cedarburg, WI 53012
phewes@wi.rr.com

Isaac Jarman
6 Meehan Gardens
Griffith, Canberra. ACT 2603
Australia
isaac.jarman@live.com.au

Ed Lovrich
1348 Peninsula Road
New Richmond, WI 54017
Ed.lovrich@my.msp.chefs.edu

Bibiana Montiel Rojas

Chinmay Javeri
32 Duke Road
Barkingside
Essex, London IG6 1NL
United Kingdom
circus@love.com

Calum Makin
3 Ashdown Terrace
Tidworth, Wiltshire SP9 7SQ
United Kingdom
calum.makin@hotmail.com

Will Mulhern
917 Riverview Court
Marshall, WI 53559
wmulhern@wisc.edu

Terry Jones
819 N. 4th Ave
Maywood, IL 60153
terry.jones@cuw.edu

Thomas Marine
17281 Benjamin
Spring Lake, MI 49456
thomas.marine@hope.edu

Conor Murphy
29 Park Drive East
Sheen
Richmond, London SW14 8RB
United Kingdom
c_murphy1391@hotmail.com

Bari Kanefsky
4985 County Road D
Eagle River, WI 54521

Lorena Marquez Calixto
America # 4 Sta Cruz Anaki
Sn. Martin
Texmelucan, Puebla
Mexico
lore_910709@hotmail.com

Cole Neuman
2924 Sandalwood Road
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
coleneuman8@yahoo.com

Steve Kanefsky
4985 County Road D
Eagle River, Wisconsin 54521
fun@campmenominee.com

Dawn Miller
1005 S Lake Street
Neenah, WI 54956
beancevans1@yahoo.com

Julius Oni
22956 Greenfield Blvd
Richton Park, IL 60471
juliussiuc@yahoo.com

Dennis Kosloski
926 N 12th Street
Manitowoc, WI 54220
a_d_koz@sbcglobal.net

David Mizock
1491 Chase Court
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
patch222@aol.com

Andrew Prattent
26 Long Barnaby
Midsomer Norton, Somerset BA3 2TZ
United Kingdom
prattenta@hotmail.co.uk

,
Mexico
rolerskate_92@live.com.mx

Corey Reiner
62 Indian Drive
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677
co.reiner@gmail.com

David Ribot
605 London Court
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
ribotdavid@gmail.com

Andrew Schofield
5 Edenhurst Avenue
Bowring Park
Liverpool, L16 2LA
United Kingdom
andrewschofield1987@outlook.com

Miroslav Triebel
Horska 1312/18
, Partzanske 958 06
Slovakia
triebel007@gmail.com

Michael Weber
,
gourmand@bellsouth.net

Jonah Weiss
7451 E. Thunderhawk Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
jonah424@gmail.com

Peter D. Wood
23 Nutfield, Welwyn
Garden City, Herts AL7 1UL
England
woodyusauk@yahoo.co.uk

Birthday

Name

January 13
February 22
March 2
March 2
March 23
April 5
April 12
April 24
May 3
May 18
May 30
June 8
June 10
June 11
June 14
June 18
June 20
July 2
July 4
July 23
August 15
August 18
August 24
September 7
September 13
October 8
October 10
October 28
November 2
November 11
November 26
November 28
December 13
December 15
December 18

Wood, Peter D.
Montiel Rojas, Bibiana
Flower, Darien
Bates, Toni
Javeri, Chinmay
Bull, Joshua
Drane, David
Weiss, Jonah
Mizock, David
Ribot, David
Jarman, Isaac
Cueto Campuzano, Azucena
Kanefsky, Steve
Balbuena, Faride
Kanefsky, Bari
Barstack, Jacob
Beltran Perez, Tania
Mulhern, Will
Kosloski, Dennis
Oni, Julius
Prattent, Andrew
Blechman, David
Appelbaum, Robbie
Marquez Calixto, Lorena
Murphy, Conor
Bernick, Eli
Makin, Calum
Neuman, Cole
Jones, Terry
Feather, Hugo
Fedderly, Tom
Lovrich, Ed
Reiner, Corey
Triebel, Miroslav
Schofield, Andrew

